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. . .. ~~NERAf 1 NTROD,~CTI ON 
I I 
. ·. This, thesis describes two separate investi_gatio~s· on th~ dynamics 
a·f :the rota"ting Earth. · . . · · 
. . . 
The_ first is ·a· spectral analysis :<>f the ILS-IPM$ data. o·n the 
I . • 
• • 4 ' • ' ' • • • • ' t 
·.· variation or :latitude (1899-t97oL carrted out· to show the ·statistfcal 
" ·-unc;ertai~ty i'ri .the. ~pe~:tr~ ·and the con~~q_uef1~· unrelia.bi1ity of . fnterp~eta- · 
·' 
tions involv.ing sp.iitting. of the Chandler peak ~ 
. . • . I . .. 
. · _The second ~nvestigation i~ a th~oreti~al-~tudy ~f the resp~nie 
: of the rotating Earth td a. harmonic potential of. extern~l orig.i~ - .(tid~s . 
. . . . . . . . ·-
.·of t~e solid Earth} .and .of ttie free oscillations w.i tH· periods .longer, tha~ · . ." 
. tho"s·e of the gravest elastic· mode~ 1.n the c~se when the temperature gradient 
. . . .' 
' ' .. -
• • ', 1· . ,. 
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P.ART ·1 
. 1 - -
SPECTRAL ANA.L YSES OF THE CHANDLE-R. WOBBLE"-
INTRODUCTION I · .. :_ ·. 
-
The changes·· in the· geograph.ic position of the .Earth 1 s rotation 
. . -- . 
. . pole have ·been the. cau.se ~f much" theoretical and' obs~rvatio~al 'res·earch. 
. . . . . . . ....~ . . 
•• .. • • • • • • • t . j • • • 1 
Th.e motion. i-s now known to ·have three pr-incipa1 components: the annual ·. 
. . . . . . . ' . . . i· . . . . . . L?' . 
wobble', the Chandler . wobble and .the secular dr.ift.- Of these the secular · 
.. . 
. I • 
·drift appears to be a random walk . process, .- the 'annual \wbble.·is we~l . 
' . . , . 
understood · as a. forced vi-bration and the Chandler moti-on is a free · , 
- f . . 
vi brat ion . of _ _..the Earth. : ·. . . t .:.~ . 
· ,/ In ttre 1 a~;.f)a.rt of·. fhe lath . century Euler Is stu({; es of th.~ 
motion ' of a rotati.ng~ urlia~ial rigid body . indicat-~d that the body has a 
: fre~ wo~ble observ~~le as the. · moti~'n · ~f .t;he rcitatfon :··p~le a~out ~he· pole · 
. . \ 
. • . . . , • • . . I . . . . 
.. 
. of figure. For the Earth,· the. predict~d wobble p·eriod is 305 .days. 
' • ' • o o ' 1 
1 . 
. .. 
• . • . I • 
Our i ng. the :l 840: s obs erv a tori e s· began t? search: 'toe ev 1 de.~c·e of t'j s "f reO · · : ·. . ·, . 
wobble. . . 1 . · . 
In 1870 Kelv1n showed ·that the· annual rearrangements of 
...... ' 
... 
atmos.phed C· mass WOU)d . excfte an annua 1 WObble · Wi_th ·an ·amplitude rv . 0.1!1 · 
. . . . . . ''::;- . I' . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·. 
. . (arc ·sed . . In 1891 o~servator1es in ·aerl.i.n (near · 0° l.ong;itude) and in . .-
• •• ' • ' ' ' I • ('I ' • ' , ' ' ·, • ' • • ' 
Honolulu ('nea·r 180° longHude) followed. a program of observation's to test 
. . . 
'. ·; ' 
· . Kelvin's. theoreti-cal results; The correlation between. their ·latitude data . . : 
suppo'r.ted_ Kelvin' ·s' prediction and in~pi'red Cha~dler. .to ~e.:.eval~at'e · 
existing .·Jatitude datiL Chan~~ -~r fo~nd that t~~ :pole·. path - ~o~ld bJ_--_ . ... 
. - . . . 
desct:"i bed as. 
1
a. b~~t. pn(m~enon betwe~h· two periodic ccimponerits ~ . the forc.ed ·:· 
. · ' . .... . . 
annual motion ·and an9~~-r ~oti·on. ~ittra _period ~f a_ppr~x~mat~i~c;nths:.' . 
~ ... 
. ~ . 
·' ; .· . 
-· 
-: -____ ..  .____~---~-: ___ , _ ... · ·, . . . ~·. 
~ t ~:-<· : . ;, . . :- ( .' '~ .' ~ ~-~ •· 
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. ·. · 
. '' 
- ·3 ·- . . j • 
.. : 
' ' 
.. ~ . . 
•• r . • • ' • • , • 
_Newcomb;.(l892) .argued.that the latter component_.was the free 
wobble predicted by Euler but that the Earth's departure from ·rigi.dity ·. · 
·(du.e to the ~laslici.ty of the solid·.Earth a~d · the . fluidity of the· oceans) 
l ·e~gthen~ thi· ~, P~[io~. Lo~~ (1909,) ·_and L.a~in~r (190!3) .investigated th~s · 
hypothesis. by t;k1n.g int.~.' ac<::ount th_e bulk elasticity of the Earth . ~s 
<;letermi.ned ·fro·m th·e analysis bf· ·Ear.th tides . ' .The -agreement between their 
. . : . . . .. : . . . . 
results and .~he ~bservationa ~ ly determined period su.!Jstantiated ~ewcoinb' s· 
··suggestion that the Chandler moti.on was the ·~r~ w~bbl~ of the . Ear:th: 
" . . .· . . 
. . . . . . , 
The effect of the liquid core, which ·shortens the wobble per.iod 
' "l iA. ·I 






.. . : . /· 
.·i. ; 
· ' by approximately . 30 :day_s ~had ~een . f'nvest1 9.a ted. by Hough · (1895~, . ani the. . 
a·cean·s :lengthe·n the period . ~y.about .. 40 .days (l~~o~, '1915) .· 
~ . . . . ' . ' 
' I . . 
• .! . 
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. CHAPTER 1 ·.' . 
' . 
THE PHYSICAL PARAMETERS OF THE CHANDLER WOBBL,E 
·. F.or .a .rigid unia.xial Earth, the free wabble mode occ'u.rs at. the .. 
! ~ . . 
. . 




"" I ' " 
Hen · 
. A 
. \ . 
. ··, - · .. 
', . '. 
which is determined by the bulk properties of the Earth: its polar .and· 
f • • • 
. equatorial · moments of inerUa {C and A., -r,'espe~tivei~), an~ul~r v~loci .ty (). · .· 
.'and ·dy.n~m-ic el.lipticity _ ~ ·(·':' c· c A). A·~ower . sp~~_trum of the ~~lar moti .on· .~ 
sho~ld b~ able to determine the frequen<;;y of the :ree. wobble of the r~a~ . 
· Earth since an. idea 1. ·record. of an undam'ped cycli.c . sy.stem with circular 
. fr~q~e.n.cy w0 ·· p,;~ct~ces ~- · power . spe~truni s~~t~-i~ · about the circular. :. I . . • 
/. . ~req~·ency and ·.·~~ th~ fQnn . · .- .' 
. ) 
' ' 
= I .. 
: ~: .. . '-. . . .. 
. · \ ' . 
....... 
t. 
. . ·· · ... ... · .. . . ' . {w-~o) ... . · 
Kurthermo~J. the:, power. _spectr.un'l. ·o~ ~ dam~ed cyclic motion ha~· the form 
.' I~ . ' .,.· ~ V~1 . ~-WoJ · ""T '- . 
.,1 . 
. ' • • o • 
where ~ - .1~ th~ damping ~1J1le. ~he width of the_' spectr~l peak i_s ._Jflen .an · ·. ' 
·estimator ' of the damping time, where a shorter damping t'ime is ·represented .: ' . 
•• • ' : ' , t- • ' '• 1 ' • , • I ' , • ' ' ~ ' • 1 , '. I -' • ~ 
by a_·br9~der spectral peak • . The qu~l1ty factor 9 of any .damped periodic . 
... • • 0 . • • • • • • 
' syst;en11s an' es'tff!lato'r of the .·rate ~t which energy .is qissip'ated 'in that .. 
- . o • • J-. -
. ·sys_t~ and 1 ts reciprocal •. t.h~ specific diS-sipation· functi~:)n, is defined by r 
• ' ! 
~ • , I • 
.. f . . q.2) .. Q'"!~ · · ' - ' \ 
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where E' is thet ma·~ iin.um energy stored. fn -any. eye l e . and · ~ E i ~ the energy _! · 
. . : . . . . . . . 
· dis-sipated 'in that cycle. In a .damped: periodic sys.tem the quality factor 
-- . . ... ~ . 
- : . 
. i~ . dire~tly propor.ti?nal · to the .~71: ~f .the ·frequency to ·~· .:~ 
and · the damping time r '; 
Wo 7:./2. ,. ·. 
-: . I , . 
\..' 
' The effective Q for a ·periodic phenomenon wql . depe~d on the 
' . 
: d:tstr1blition of .the wobble energy' within the Earth, that is. the Q·will 
. . . 
. . 
r~flect on the extent to which this ' phenbmenqn ·samples. the. internal regions 
. I . . . . . . . 
. . . . ,. . . . . . ' 
· of the Earth (lagus & Ander$on, .1968). Fc;)r · a layered system, t .he effective 
. or. hulk. q~alfty ·~actor· ~J.-defi~~d as .. . · .· .. . · .
..L 
~ . - E (~}~v. , k 
. . 
where vk .is the.elastic poten.tial ener.gy stored within t.he. k'th layer: and 
V is the total elastic pote~tial en~rgy · of the Earth .<. Thus . knowiedge of 
· the q.of the ·wobble W9Uld · . s~ggest .the region of the. Ear:t~ within Which 





·. from . elas.ti~ity. is primaril~ du~ to fri.~tio~al lo~ses_ i~ .she·ar. /- Th~ · 
difference bet.ween··the actual t'emperature ' distribution and the melting 
point' distr'i .bution ca.n. ~e ·r~lat~vely sma 11 a~ ~!id~nc.~ by . the 1 qw velocity .·-! . >: ; . 
. . . . . ·I . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 
. · zone and the a·nelasticity· provided by a re·gion of partial m~lting wi.ll 
• • • • • • • . 7 
co-ntribute to ~ high dam~frig 'in t~~ . m~ntle. · 
Kaula (1968). st~tes that s·urface waves,: body waves .. and free 
. o~~i llati.on~ 1 .'indi.cat~. a ·-.Q of . at' l eJst 100.- buttha~. t~e · _~arth ~ides ind.i cate . I 
. I . . . . . . . . .. . . . " 
·a Q of onlY .. 11. . The-firs.t Q is determined .from ·.the non-geometric attem:fation r-
. ; . ~ . ' . 
J 
. . I 
. · .. • I I 
. ·: 
., .·. 
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. of seismic waves an·d froin the decay of free oscillations. The Earth ·tid~ 
Q is estimated from·:th1 phase Jag be·t.ween the Mo~m·s position ~nd .t~e tidal ·.· .: 
. . '-
response and is ·poor.ly detetmin'ed due to the uncertainty in the phase "la-g. 
. (Q ,; cot b. wher.e · the l~g · S is · 0~8 :t 3?s (La~us &:Anderson, 1968))·>· . 
0 ~ • 
·Anderson.·(l967) models th.e Q distri.bu~1on with,in the Earth•s · mantle with ' · . 
. ~· r~~ions~ hav~ng ~ualit~ factor.~ bet~een 10? a~· ~20C; ·an~ -·: ·. ~ulk._·Q of 500 • 
~· . :::i . . . ' ' . • - . ' . 
Lagus ~ . Anderson (1968) mod~l the mantl~ as a simpler t~o-layer s·tructure 
~ j • \ • • • • • 
I 
I 
· with. a region of ~trong attenuation ov.erlying ·a: more ·elast'ic lower:mant~e 
· to :g.ive an ·qb;e~v~d Q of ~80 .for ~he 0s2 .fr~e osc'fl ·l· ~~ion in. . agreeme~~ with 
. . "' ~ ~ . . . . . . ._ .. 
the Q {3_50 ± : 70). calculated by Smith & Anderson (1967). · B'odri (1~74) .has 
.' t • 
inco.rporated · att~nuation · in the mantle into ·a·n Earth model to predict' Earth -
. tide~ ~nd also the phas~ . -l .ag . .' he · obtai.ns ·a·. lag. of pr.a~tica~l; ·zer~ ·. (1-~ . . 
' "' ' • • '• I 
0 \ .: 
n;li nutes of arc) • .. · \ 
'Modell.ing the atteriuati~n in the fl~i·d and in.ner .cbre has bee~\ .. ·· .\ 
_<~one by observat1~ns Of ~h~ ratios of thO amplitudes ?f s~ism1c ~aves wh1th - -
. h~ve . mademultiple passes throu~h .: these . regions. · Buchbinder (197~) has · . ,·· ·.·\ . 
assigned a Q. of .4000. to. the flu'f<f, outer .Cote of 'the Ear~h, and · ooo~nbos 
: (1974:) . h~s ~~del -~.ed the: b .of · th~ inner .core fin~ing .. ·a .. variatioh f~om Q = ·: .:l. 
. . . •. ~ 
290 near the .. inner core ·boundary.' to p· = .600 at·a depth . of 400 km into the :. . .. I. 
.· ' ! 
( 
0 • 
I i ·n~·e~ c·~~e ·· wi~h .a ~a~iin~m value .for b .of: less. than 2000.at7ithe ge~cente~ . . 
~;mar '& /Eiseitberg (l974j o_bta fn~d a Q forthe -~"t1!r core b~twe~ 5000 an~ •. · . 
· . · 10,000 and a Q ~tweer{I20 ·and 400 in t~e: i nr:ier· cqre. . · .: ' .. · · 
! I . 
. . I 
·.·.! 
I 
:· . . . On ·the £ar.th 1 s :.surface t1dai ·ene:gy dissipati'on has· been - u~d.er-
. ·.f . . I . . , . . • . . . . . ' 
_stood· asc due ·.t~ ti.J.rbu1eht bott.an'fd.~~ion :in the ~.shall~w. s.TaS' an~ .i ~ · ·: _· 
· narrow ·estuaries. Recent ·estim.ates of 'the Q of the oceans. (Hendershott, . · .
. 1973) a~e· bet~ee~ ·s ~nd 34.
0 
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Among the mecha.nisms suggested for the wobble' ·s exci tattoo hiwe 
~ee~ no'n·-s~ason~l movem.~nt. - of _a tmosp~e.ri.c 'mas.~es; ~arthq~a-kes . ~nd . electro.: 
'magnetic ~ore-~antl~ coupT~~g~ Munk I· Hassan (1961) investtgat~d the -first 
. of tnese, p~opos.a 1 s .. arid f~u.nd · i't. i ~suffi cie'nt by an· .~rde1 .ot' ~ag~itud~; · 
R~cheste·r · & ~myl ie (1965) did a deta.'t'led · st~dy of the· elect~omagn~tic 
torques betwe~~ the ~or:~ and th~ ·· m~ntl e a~~ rejected 'thiS mechani s,m a~. a 
sou~ce (or si'nk.) Of.the Chandler e~ergy . . Ahhough Munk· & Mac.Oonald {19GQ, 
.• 
· p. f63), had ~eJected .earthquakes as a ~iausilil~ ~ou*rce of the. i:haridlO~ . . 
. mot1\on ( b~cause of_ the ~_upposed~y 1 imi t_e_d· _exte~t ~f - ~he ~~c~pa~i~g 
· ~fsp1lac.ement. ffel~), permanent displac-eme~t~. of ~he crust wer~ measured at 
· thou~and~ of kilOmeters fr.om the eptcentre of the Alask~n earthquake . . 
.-~ ·1 
. . . Th j s\ constituted ev f d~nce of a much more. e'x tens; v e df S place:"' en t f i e i d than 
~-~an ,previously considered leadif'!g Man~inha: & S~ylie (1967, ·1968) to · · ··· . I . . . . . . 
·re~ssrss thi~ . ossi~i~f~y> The· ·. f~~-~~- -~o;r.~htio~~ . be~ween_· ~h·e ~ccu~re1ce. : . 
of : large ear quakes and break in . the pole · path. A lat~r theor..etica1 · 
.. s.tuci/ by s ie. & Mansinha (19 1) -~f. the ~flanges ~n 'th~· · ~nertia :·tensor .· · 
' A1t ' , t • ' ' 4 ' 
whicb' resvl from the ·mass ,. red stribution dtle to earthq~akes tJien predi.cted 
· that 1a ·~~j. ~- · earthqu·~:ke -couid ~e resp·o~s·ible for wob6fe~ · exciting wobble ·. 
. . . : . . . . . . " 
wi t'h . ari a pl itude' of. ·0.~'1. Howe ~r.: simil~r .ca icuhtions by ·oahl en ( 1971)' 
and by I rae·l ,- · ·Be~-~·~nahem & Si gtt.'(-~9J3} quest~o~· the ·effe~t:i~·eness ·.of · 
t~fs lexc/itatfori prOJess , ~s th'i( c.;lculate a ~~ti sma~ier ~obbl~ ampl ftu~e ~ · . 
, · I · For. the def.ormab~ e Ear. h the dynam1cs o.f.. the polar motion cafl be . 
.' + • 
. ~uma r (zed ~/a set 0~ 1; ~-~ r i ze~ e<i~a t f ons (Mu~k ~ ~:;,;;;;~ id : 1960, p. 38) • 
-~he irta,nt~neou~ . ro~tiori ~ect~r ca~ ·b.e ·referred_ ~0 ~ the ~v~r.a_ge . r_otation·,;. .. -~ . ' 
·vee to by using the direction -cosines .· . ·. , · · · - . · · ·. · J 
' ' • I I • ' ' 0 • ' • • 
• •. · ~ I . ' • ~ • . • • • . '. . •". • 
: . 
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. The equatorial comp6·nents can then-be combined · in complex· form _ . : 
. . ' 
::: . ~-, + ~ W\'2.· 
which· gives the geographic position ~of toe .instantaneous rotation po~e . 
.. 
Chan~es_ in the positio_n, of the· rotation pol ·~ ca~ · o~ produced . by. 
th~.application of an . extern~l torque on·._ the Earth (U. ~y . a r~distr .. ibution 
. . , . . ., . ·. : . ·. ~ . . . .' . I : . -
of the· angular momentum ~ithin the ·Earth (h) or by ,c;:hanges in the Earth's 
' . . . . . .. 
in~r·~~~ tenso~cij. T~e _~quatori~l . cdmp~ne~ts ·· _of thes_e qu~nti .ties can ·be·· 
. tomb~in~d · _  in . ac?mpl~xfor~ , ·1·. · :- 1 ·. 1 · 
4 ' • - l. • • • l , • 
. _\"" . h I h n = .. , + "' .a_ 
' I I ' 
.. , . 
" 
~ -
. ,_ . . l .. • .' 




· · ·. The 1 in_ea.rized .equation of motiQn oi·. the rotation pole is · the~ 
. . · • ' ' ~ . . .. , . ' . . . 
. . -~~- :. iw~ . .t~ - - ~) --· 
1
. · .. · · · · . _· . .. 
I . . . . . 
the ~xcitation functi.on ~ · ·~s d:~fi.ned _ .in terins'·c,~ the ab~v~. sou~~es ·. 
,· ' . ,. l 
~a~(( A)~ .. ~c ,.\aF+\1.11 -~t ~i~ • :~- · 
' ~ . ' 
by.· 
' ' I • · .• 
/ 
.. · 
In. the ca~e o·f a torqu~-free. uniaxial _- rigi~ .bo~y this· excitati_on . 
function vani ~hes _a.'~d· · th~ ·Eul.erian so luti ori (.1:-i )..· re~~lts ~ - Oep.art~~~ . from .-:.··.· 
. . . . . . . . 
. 
-rigidity_ ~llow~ -'the equatofiai. bulge' to adjust to the i'nstanta.neo~s equator' .: . 
. . I .. . . . .. 
. . . : . . . · 
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.·. (c «nO and .hence lengthens the wobble period. AH~rnatively a_brupt 
\ . . . -
. . . . ,. . . ... ... . 
· chai'l~es in the mass distribution within the· Earth (for example, that due 
. . . . . 
to large . .earthquakes) d.n e-~cite polar. motion. ' · 
,• "' ,· 1 ' • • • • 
The gross · featt~res of the' Chandler wobble and the physical · 
p~r·am~te~$ of the E~rth ~hich · det~rmine·. this. ph~n~eno~ can .in. p;inc~~le 
I • , .r, • 
be· e~timat~d 'f'rom · spectrai <3:n~y~e$ -and 
1
aut_oregressions. 'An ideal record _ 
for the' pu~poses o'f spec.tra ,- · ~na lysis w.ouid not only be' f.re~ of noise but 
• • • 1 • • • • • , ' • • • 
. . 
wo~ld als~ · be ·co·ntinuo~s, stationary and ~f · infinite l:~gth. ~nly then . 
• \ . • 'l ,. 
will the- spectral ·analysis uniquely determine the di stribution of power 
._.wi~h~ respe.ct t~· f~e~ue~cy • . A noi.se,les~ .,.st~tionar; re~ord samp·l -~d at. a . 
: i.ini~~ numb~r N of . equa~~iy sp~ced -·time fnt·~~vaJ~ -c~n ~".,Y d~temi~e the 
... . . . . . . I . - . . 
power- in each of N_'flarmbnics of' the fun~ame~tal .. frequency. · 
.. 
. , 
... f" ·•. ' ·-· Nb.~ -.. . . 
• • • . 'Q ' ' • • . • '\ . . 
~~ prograd_e and ~ ~e~~o9:r~~e __ harmo~i ~ components) _ whiCh ' bes-t · ap·p~oxima tes . · . . · 
. the continuolJs distr1but·icn. · The ·shape of the resulting spectral peak is · 
. . . . . . . . .. 
modifi~d by the sampling .process ~nd .. this'· leads .to errors 1n' the estima.~ 
• • . . . ·. . . . ·. • •. . .· • ! ' • 
. ,· 
tions of .the physical parameters of the .!llOtion. Therefore it i s mand.atory 
• •• • • • ~ ' • •• • • j • • • • • • : ' • • - ' ' :1 . . 
that .. tbe best .. availab~~. record by used for the ana.lysis. · 
· ._ · lobse~vat·i. onal · da.ta · o~ the p~lar. moti.on. ha~e bee~ - ~yst~ati.cally ." . · 
. ' . . . ' ;t: . 
c~_llected (by.~easur'in~ the variation of la~itud,e) since-the ~.S80 1 s - when ·a· 
•• • • • • ' • • • • J • '.. ' . . · ;· . • • \) • • • • 
. . . . 
:se.\_o!. ~.~ ~~-~trvatories .~oper~'t~ under the . a.~gis of .~he .Iht~~n~tional . ·_ 
· Latitude servic~,- · ~o~ ·.-the-!ri.ter-nat'iona0~1~r.- Motio~ SerV·ice) ~as - . ' 
. .. . . .· . .. ' . . . . . . . . 
establish-ed· a·t. r-egular s·paci.ng.s ·,on latitude 39°08 ' ~ .· · These stations have 
~ . . ' . . . , . 
. •' 
· · . . · ... recorded pole pos'i.ti~ns .~nd pubiished ·monthly' mea.ns · .ot' these . si nee 
- .- · -. De_c.ember ts~.~·- · Si~·c·e i958 ·~h~y~: have .co1lect~~ -.d~ta from~·a·n . ~~dit'i~~~l 
. . ·-· ' . . . - .. . . . , . 
26 . . ' . '-·. h • • • • 
' . . . ~ .. 
.. 
' .··:; 
. , . 
. : , I 
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• l • • 
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stations and have' ~-~en publ ishi_ng the mean -pole .positions at 0.05 year , 
i nterva 1S as well as the. monthly means· •. · . .  
A seco~d -organizafion~ -the Bu~eau Internationa.l de .. l'Heur:-e .(BI.H) 
. ·. 
means. since 19S5. This organi·zation has mor~. sta.tion~ c.ontrih~ti~g (som~· 
' • ' ' • / • f • ' t , • I ' ' 
50 as of 1.970} with bett~r in~trume~ta tion than. the . IP.MS observator_i.es . 
. • . ' . . • ' : i 
(most BI~ stati~ns have· a PZT}; ,howeve~, · t.hey _have ne.ither. t~e leri~t·h .. of .· 
1 




' ' , • 1 ' .'> ' • ~ ' • ·, 1 , •, I 
rec~rd. ~or: the adva~tage of .·a latitud_e -chain which can: ~~loy' ~~~·n ~ta.r . 
{;ata1o-gues. Both th~ . IPMS a_nd ~he BIH give the_ pole. posftio~· ~rela 'tive ~o-
. .. . . . • . . . • . . • . .t 







.. . . 
..... -~- detimn;red fo~ t.he r6t-~t.i·o.nal pol~ o_v:~r·. the-:.'interval' t9oo-1905; b~t:·h . · 
I 
. ' 
. . . ..·. ~ 
·; currenti/ quot~ . error · levels:•on th'eir 'publi .. shed means ·as approximately . . . 
. . . . . . \ . . . ' . . . . . •", . .· .. 
. o~·o~ _al_t.hough _'.'the ~d~rived eol':e·. positi?ns ·tnay qiff.er b~.as muc~ a~ O'!.L ... ·: . : 
Rud~i·ck . (l95p~ . used: 5~_ .4 yea:s· of .f1!-·S: d~ .. ~hi.~h ·he·- irit~r_polat.ed 
fro~ -~he month_lY. mean's .. io · ~ I sp~c~ng of .. O~l .. ,._Y.e~.rs·~~ - . O~~ai!'l the Four.i.er .,·ine . 
. ' . . .. . . .. ~-... .. ....... . . . . "' 
. I 
.. . · 
. spectrum or pedodogram shown 1 n Figure 1..:::-:"'f.he· spectrum shOws a n.arr'ow . _ 
' • ·, • ' ' ; ' I ' • • • ~ ' ,_ ~.. : ' o : ' ' • ' ' • • . . ' 
' . 
. : . . peak .at' a~~\Jt 1.0 cycles per yeat;: .. ,(cpy)"and•' a much broaaer . peak'. at. 0.84 cpy: . ' 
... 
. . . . 
As the forced .annual. motion is approx'imately' ~n equilibrium, with the· 
.. fb~~in~ ~ntt ~h-~ dissip_ation . in ~Cilii~ee,' . t .he wider C~and~ ·~r . pe~k ~nd,fc~t~d · 
thl presence of d'issipati~~ -•. · Th~ r.~lativel; sho~t r~~~rd .leng'th pe~itted ' .' · .-
-:~al~ul -~tio~s o·f .. t.he ·s;e~~~a·l ;d~nsitf~~ onl.~ at -~.a~mon·i~~ of 0~0184. 'cp; a'nd '!. . . 
• • u ) , . o . 0 0 I • 
· thUs no detap ~ould. be. rOs.olv~d 10 the ~p.Ctru!'l. : Wit~ only 3 Specti-ai'• . 
line~ ·betwe~n ,.the _ha 1 f-p9wer pofrits .·even the .es'tiinate . of 'the ~ampi ng time . 
. .. is,· no~ ~0 raiiabl~ . ... ·. . . ·. p ' • .. • ' . • • • ' . ... 
' . . '• , 
. ' 
. . ·. • For an, idea i . te~ord ttie damf 1 ng .t flile {or rel ~ xa tf o~ : tim! J 'can be · .·. · .· . · . 
· . . · determined from the power spectrum~ · · The :power ·is maximum at t e cyclic .· 
. . . . . ' . . . j . ' . . ·, 
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. frequency ~~and; the. half-~idtn of the peak is the 
J -~am~ing tim'e· . . rnl~~qua 1 ity ~f~ctor o· ~s ,then. given ~y 
, I o 6 (. 
•,' 
. . 
recipr.ocal of thp 
•. 
. . . ""' . =- Wo / £::,. tJJ ~ . 0 
, . 
. ' . 
wher·e· th~ · h~lf:-width Ak>c, is · detemined by th~ fr.equencies · {cJ0~6 W4). 
at which the power is half of the · ~~~i~um po~er . .' · ... · · . . . 
The sparse s~mpling of· tha· spectrum achieved by Rudnick (1956) · 
was one reason for ·the lack of reliab·ility in his es'timate .of the damping . 
"· ' . . 




.-:..~~ < '.,·f~rthermore the sa~pl .ing p~~ces's·itself . win-' be' reflected . in. the . · 
t!}J'. . . 
spectra 1. peak . obta ~ned ·. The u'se ~.f ~- :finite·, discrete . process to s·~mp1e . . , 
the record results iD a spectral peak whi'ch 1 s .. shorter and broader than 
' lo • 
.. the peak which would be obtained·). from an ideal record: .. 
. . . - . . . . : ' 
. . DepartuY'e ·from stationarity. (sucli a~ fsolated l~rge chang.es in.· 
.. . · phase which m~y: ~e ac~om.~a~ied ~Y ·changes in the··amplitu:de of th~ .sjgnal) :: · · 
• . . . • . I , , . . 
·. als~-modifies the shape o.f th·e· spect;al peak {Federov & Yatskiv, 1965). 
• J • • • • ~ • 
' 1herefore in p~acti eel the ·.Width of .the spec.t .ra.1 ~eal< wil 1 i ndica~e l• ~orne :'I 
·. · ·.· · combi:nation ·of 'the c4;~tributi~ns . of. the effects of '(i) t .he .. sa.mpling 
· . · prot~ss used to obser~e the ~v.ent·, ( i i )· :the non-st'a'ttma~ity .of the 
.· •\ . . ·, . ··. . . 
·. . . process and (.:iff) the anelasticity '.of the ·Ear.th. Neglect. of'..the f frst 
. , . · . · ·. . . ' . . .· . . . /. . . I: two ~f these effects · wil. ~ le~d,to in~·o.r_rect stateme.nts ... con:r·.ni'ng . the . 
effects of ahelasti~ity of the Ea~th. · ·· .' . "--i~ . .. . . 
J In general, _ there~ore,·. one car say t~at · the Q inferred from· t 'he 
t ' o ' • I 
. . 
-] .. . power. spectrum . is a ~ow~r 1 imit. to the. rea 1 Q. ' ' . 
: . . .1: ·. . . . . . . . : , , --: G . 
" . · · The gross features of the Chandler wob~l'e wh1ch hav~ . been 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
,'•' I • 
·.estimated fr.om earlier s'pec~ra 1 ana lyses and autoregressions· (Rudnick, ,. . 
. ,. 
. . 
. ' . . .. J 
• , ' , • I' • ."' : 
' . . 
. ,· 
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.I . . 
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.1956;.-Walker ~ ·voung, 1957~· ~effreys, 1968) ar'e its· t~equency (0.8~ :~o 
' . . . . .; . .. _\. \ 
0.87 cpy) · and its-da~ping time {2 to 30 years). · ; 
) . . 
Since these earlier analyses ·w~re published, s~veral powerful · ·. 
. . . . . . ' . 
' ' • • ' .. I ' ' 
·tools a_nd tec.h11iques h~ve· b~c9111e availatl_le., ~irs~, the computerr -and in - · 
1965_thE!_ Fast Fourier· ·r~ansform (FFT} techni~ue ('C~oley &· Tukey, 19S5). 
wh1c_h all_ows spectra to be' calculated in a more reasona~1e computa_tiohal' ; . 
. time and t seconi::fly·., ' i nte'r'polates the spectra 1 densities between the· 
. . ' . ·. ' . . . . . . ' . . . . . 
frequencies· determined' by the rec9rd .length. · The actual observations for 
wh.ic~ ·· t~e spectruitJ !.;s ~equired is supple~ented · by ·adding ·zeros to. th~· ~ri-d_-.· 
of ·the -~eCOt:'d until' a total r~cord le.ng.th of .2°. da~ p.oi.nts is Obta ined . 
. .. . . . . . . ·. .. ' 
· . ·'--and 'the FFT uses t:ti·is sup.plem.ented re~ord - as its dat~ base. The1 spectrum 
. . . . . . . . . . - . I . . . 
-, ' : ··..ts thus . ; n~erp_o 1 a ted to a finer frequency grid ' (the spectrum wi),l now . be . 
· · -· t:alsul'a~~d at f~-equencie~ .whi'c~ are _multiples-_o{. ~ • ~ · ; ~he add1tion 
' .~ . . 
. ' . 
. . . 
·. :of zeros to ·the record makes no dHferent assumption about the n~n-recorded 
· ._iignal . t~a_n : do1es the standard -~pectral t~ctr~iqu~ a.nd th~ - spectrum is .. -. ·j _ 
~ • • • • • ' . • • • 0 • • J . . , 
i.nter~o1alt:ed on - ~O;··th~ new freq~ency grid). ' I note that in the tr~d1. tiona1 
• I ft .. • • ' • • . . • ~ , . 
Spectral ,ana lyse~ adjacent power esti_ma tes are u'ncorrel,ated 1 ,ho~ever the · 
.. 
interpolated p~wer est~m~~e<-resul~i.ng from--_the use of FFT in~rod_uce 
• • I ' 
correlation between adjacent. interpolated _power · estimates. In 1968 the : 
' . . . . ., . , 
:M~~imumEntrop_{(a data a.d.aptive) (MEM) met_~o_d of: spectral · analysi~ .. ~as : · .. 
. intr~duced _(Burg·; 196'8, . . 19.70 ;· -.l~~z(-~n·d·l~~- f~s~lts -~f MEffsi;U~i_es _of the . 
Chand1e·r wobble·.- will be discuss~ later." : 
,· ' 
· ·.· . : _sj)ectral -analyses_of .the·vari_atio.n-of latitude .d·a.ta u~ing FFT _ 
. . _. , ' (I; , • , . •' , • . , • , • 
· ·. ·have been published by' Yashkov (1965). and, nearly simultaneously with this 
' ' 1 / ' • ' '•' • "' • • '* • • > • • I 
study. Gapo~chki n ( 197.2-) / .SY ·_spt'icing tog~ther vatious·. r~o-rds ·th~se -
• I , .. . . . ' . . . . ., · ' 
~-u~~ors wer.e abl.e t~/ _pr9~:cr record~ -~it~ - l :e?~t~-- - ~ ·iti~ican_tl~ lon?~r 
o • ,' o I • # • Q t 
.. . 
· . 
, . . .. 
.... . . . . :--~ . ·. . . . 
:(, -;.;. ·-:r;-:': ~.~~;;::~~7~ '-.' •' ··:. 
. . 
. , 
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than .that used by, Ruqnick {1956) .. i{ r~cord construdt~d .;~this .fashion . 
. . , . . ·i v:~ . . . j . . 0 • . • 
. wi 11 appear to gi.ve a _:.m1,1c:h .bett~r resol u~ion than a shorter record. 
. .. ·' " ~ 
. Ho.wever the ryidde~ shortc~mings must be· n~ted. ·Earlier. segm_ents of the 
record r'epresent d~ta obt~ined from fe~er statio~s ~sing' different· met~ods' 
. . . . . . .. . . . . . 
of data ·r-eduction and independent observing ·programs,· ~nd these . 
. i~~o~si .ste~~ies·. i·~ ·~he spl~_ced' recor~ ~ay la~~e ·l_y , ~fyse.t.- .a·n·y appa;ent 
• • ' J • : • • • • • ' • • 
gain in resolution .. It is 1rnnedtately· noticeaql e in the power spectra · 
. ' ' . . . . . . 
. . 
obtained by these authors that fhere is· a fine · structure in the Chandler 
' 0. ' I I 
band or ·multiple C-hi!nd·ler peaks. 
1· . Ya_shkov· and Ga poschk in have ~ nterpret~d these pea.~s· to be , 
· · physically signifi¢.ant." Yashkov·. r~ported .- ~hat this m~ltipl-icity of I 
' - ., 
. I • . . ' • . • . 
Chandler. peaks woul-d ·resolve the· disparitY between: the q· estimated fr·~ 
. . . . 
·the pr·evious_ ' ~na.l_yses of latitude data· and th~t 'inferred f~r -~he Earth . '1 . . 
. . . 
from seismic studies, · thus indt'cat'ing the mantle · as a suitable energy . . ·· 
• t . . . . ' . ·•. . . .• . . 
si_nk. f~r . the Chan~ler ·wobble . . H~ ji rtds that the h~if-~~dth of: the . 
·. individual peaks i_s·.less. th~n · 0:0?5 p'.Y which indi~ates a dampi~g time .. . 
of at·least 80 ye~~s, cor.re~ponding' to a Q·of .at least. 20Q. · The impl _ica-
. . .. 
tion was·that pri·or analyses had not .been··a.ble . to separate thes~. Cha.ndler 
· . . . . I . . ·1 
. ' c~ponents . because . of .the' short~r record 1 e'ngt'hs and co'n~equeni po~re~ · 
• ' I ' • t' ' • t ' • ~ • ' 
·. 'resolution ·and had therefore resulted in ~pu~iously :large h~Jf-wid~hs. · 
·· .H?we~er th~ exi~te~ce . of. ~~ltip1 e-.-p~a~~ p.res~n~~· :a not he~ problem;_ ·it 
..... 
" 
' impiies' th-~t the flli\ntle cannot · be a s1ng1e .. co~ponent system ·with regard 
. . to ·~th~· ~~bl,e ~n~ inust .'~e re-··~ ·nv~·~tig~te~ as a _mu'lt~·p·l e · ·co~pone~{s~~t~ 
·~ · .· w_~th ~,plin~ bet~~eri ~he~e : ~omponents to find .. the :~orr·~~pondtn.9 free' .· , ·.·· 
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. Gaposchkin also reached this conclus.itJn as his analysis _- dis-
. . . . ·.· 
: -~- t-inguis~~d three ~obbie c?mp_on~nts- · in ~he _ Chandler/ regio~ ~~at 0..~98~ -· 
0.865 and 0~807_cpy-) as well as the annual .com'ponent. _.· 
0 ' 'I 
Colombo . & · Sh~piro (196B) rem~ved the an~ual ten:n from t;he 
' . 
latitude data ~nd renarked t _hat -the pl~t bf th~ remaini_ng .polar motion is 
.. c·o~t~i~~d in ' an 'envelope ch~~act'er..istic of .. a. b~at p.henom~non ~ith ~ p~rfod 
. . . . . 
between 80 ~nd tod years. the result of superpos_ition of two wobb.ies.w1th 
. . .· 
_ · period~· differing by i2 .o_r 10 days, r~spect_ive.ly_. T~ey . -a1~9 have suggested 
. . . . . -.. · I 
_-· tha-t, b.eCai_J~e 0~ ~~e -. lOW v_elbcity- zone~ t _he upper_ mante acts ·as a 'two-_: 
:layer system with three d_egrees 'of freedom co~ple~. by a vi scpus torque. 
' . ·_ :
1 . A~ alter-~ativ~ that .has been -suggested· ·for .the_ explanaUon of 
. . . . 
, . I ._- - : . . - .. . . ·. . . - . . -




· i -per~od is variabi e~ -by .as ~uch as· 4% (M-el.chi9r·,. 1957) ._.· ~~wever~ th~ ,- . 
• ' • • 0 0 0 • • 0 0 0 0 ~ M;' ~ . ' 
Cha-ndler frequency is determined by· bulk:·_prop~rties of _fhe Earth (such .as 
' ' I ' ' 
t. ' . • • . . 
· the moments of iner:ti'~,-the bulk elasticity and the · dynamic . ellip~icity), 
- . • • l • 
a~d-. it_ i~- difficult to' e~·v_i.sage ·a~y pt{y~ical ~r.oce~s wh~:ch could 1sub~ ·_- .-. ·. _ ·_· 
stantially .charige.these bulk properties' ·ov~r very _- shor.t 'ime in_t~rvals.' - - . . · 
.1 • · -~oll owi.ng Ya~hkov 's p~pe~_ , ·Fe~e-rov. ·& ·.va.ts.kiv (1965) . ·g~ve stil.l · 
' . . . . . . . . i - . . . . . . . . 
• · ano~her ·alternative explanation.- for the multiple· peaks of the Chandler 
. . r,eg i 9": T ~"II r i nterpre~ on of tnese r·· kS .~. ~ n ~. stra ted by t ~;, i d !'ring 
an ex_tremely simplified mod~l pole pa~h where the effects .9f d-amping wer:e ·. 
n~gJ~cted and wher'e _a phas~ sh-ift of l80° · w~s int~~duced i~ th~ mi~dle .of.· . .. 
ttie: re~or~ -· - Ta~in~ - th~ f-~~uency· o~- .th~ _.p~r!!lY _period.)<: term ~h~c~ . 
. . . . . c; . .. . : . ' : :_ . . . ' . ·. 
described -the. pole path befo~e _.or. after the ·pha.se · 'jum~ as <S"-and the 
record length. as (2~~1) data points at time interva1s At, the spectrum 
. . ' . . . . . . .. . . ' ' 
' . . . ' .. 
t. : .. -
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· .
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·produced· had maximum 
. · ' . . 
power at fr~quencies .. ·of 
~ · ~ . . . . 
<T .:t N6t 
. . 
and vanished at the ass.um.ed .Chandler frequency of <I"' cpy. • ' ' I 
. -
· From · this 
shift in the·~iddle 
iliustrati_on it. i/s ap~arent that ·~ si'ng1e -larg; phase .· 
of a ·r.ecord ·o.f an. undamped periodic phen~en-~h pro~uces 
a ,;b i fu rca t i on" or an apparent sp 1 1 W ng of the' true~ Peak into. tw~ Sma 11 ejr . 
· ·peaks plac_ed s.}'llllietri~ally ab~ut .. the .true frequen~y. Jhe im~lic~ .. ti~ns. o( . : 
the:ir model have· been 'substantiated :by~ ·more.detafled. in~estigation which 
. . " . ' \ 
I hav~· c~rr,i ed out_ .. ·. in ·which . damping,_ ar.bitrary .phase shifts; :regeri~ration . ... 
-· 
' . .. 
· of the amplitude and non~syrrnnetri c records about the event have . b.een . 
·. . . . ' ' . ' . . . . . ' . ' . . . ' . . . ~ ' ' . 
. modelled . . I_n .. these cases .the splitting .. into ·multiple peaks fs · observed 
. ... .. . 
. bLit the SyrTITletr/of. the spectra ab.o'ut ' the ·aSSUmed. freqti~ncy is destroyed. '' 
•. ; . Fe~erov & Y~tsk;~jbute ui~ multip;~peaks tO phase shifts · .. ' 
and quote Orlov (195tl: · This 1nter~a1 · (1924-1926) ~s ' character.ized' by a ... 
. , . ' ..,... . . . . 
.. 
· . ·: ·. ,This . explana·.~i·o·n a~~f.ar's t~ . be borne·; o~t : ~y Ya~hkov ,·s . invest_1~a 1;.i_on·. ci~ ·. . . . 
. .. 
. , ·. 
•'. 'sho~~er .. l engt:hs_ ?f. re~ord ;. trre~ · subs7ts ~ the·, origfna 1· 'data; each · a . 
. record of 25 years, gave signiffcantly different spectra, . two ·records ·show . 
' . 
' ~ . ~{ : . . . . . . . . . . .. ' 
only one peak whereas 'the record ·that spans .the above mentioned interv~l ·· ' 
.. .· ' . : .. .. ' .. . '·. · .' . . ' . ' . . . ·.' . . . -. : . :. - . . . . 
clearly shows the. multiple P.eak spectra . . ·. . · .. · · 
. . . . . . . 
. p~e phy~jca1. proces's ~on~s1stent with -t;he ph~s~ . sh.ift_ ·hypottJ~siS ·. 
\ . l • ~ . • . . • 
advanced by_ Federov : Be Ya.tskiv ·fs · probably the . e?C.Citatio·n m·echani sm· propos·ed 
' ' ,' I • ' ' : : ' ' • '\ I ' ' ' ; ,; •• • ' • 
by M'ansinha . & ~y11 e (1968) .Jor ·the Chandler . wobbl~. · N~gl.ectin~: forced · . 
. . I . . . . . :· . . . . . .. ·. . . . . . . · . .. . .·. 
precession and nutation,-.the Earth·1 s .angular. momentum, angular velocity · 
· a~d pr'tncip~~ axis ~~. t~e -·1~-erti~ ~ensor ~ill _ c.oiiici~e .in the .a.bsence .of 
~o-bble : ~. o~~i~g · ~~bb~e, . ~he an~~l·a~' v~l·o~it:Y and' ·~h~ ·pri-~ci~a1 .. a~'fs . 
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pr.eces·s · ·~b~.ut t~e· _angu 1 ~r mo~n~um vecto~; the semi -apex . angle of the cone· . . J 
-descr·ibe·d by t.he prjncipal: axfs being only about a· fract~on ·H of -that. · 
· · desc~ibed by th~ ang.~la~ v~·lpci~y." .' Due .to .dissipa~io~ a~d ~o mass· . . ·. 
. . . . . . ~ . . . 
. . r~~djustment these yectors wouid eventually .spiral into coinci.~ence with 
.. . • . 41. . . ' . . . . .. . . . . . ' ' 
. · :· · ·the angular momentum vector. . Tbe s~dc;l~n · l_arge sea 1e · re~i str,i butfon )>f ' · · .. 
-mass ·due to an ' earthq~ake would change the components ~f the .. iher'ti·a 
. · ~· ;tens~r and hence .'the Orientation of :the principal ·~~s.' ·1, an9ular ·. · · . /· · · 
: ' ; .. ' ' • ) •' t • • ' t ' I ! ' " o ~-\. ' 
momentum is conserved during this e\ient; the angular :·veloc-ity· must change· .: · ·. . . .. 
. ' . . . . . . 
/ , in ac~ordarice With th~ chanQe in the in~rtia •terisor . .VIewed fr'om a ,. · · · { ' .~>"}:_ 
_ge'ograph_;fc frame .• J .he inert·i·a pole .has.·undergone -a sudden .displatement and ... '', . ~; 
' ' 1° ' • I 
0 
o , 1 ' o. • ( :.., ·~ •<(I 
· ·the angular velocity. ha·s begun preces·s1ng ab~ut'a · new · position. 'This can· · ·. 
-\. · ~ - · consti ·t~t~-~ ctian~e ·.-1~ 'bo'th .. th~litude and. ~he ph~s~ · of :the va.riation . · · 
• • • • j • • • • 
L • • :of lati~de d.at~· .and .would ·r~~res~~t· a. rion-.stati?'na~~ ... pro~~s-s . . Th~ ph~se_ .. · . 
,. • . ·• '1:, . . • . ' ' . 
l)hifts.: could be rand.omly;df~·tributed over long , perio9s of t.inie '· b~ ·t ~ou}d, .. 
' .· · .be' cumu\~tiv'e · b;~r. s'horter ·tim~ _-int.e'Y'vals : to ~r~duc·e·· a . sp.ectra.l r~~~~.., . · .. · . . 
: t 1 : I • ' I, • 0 
. ~imjla·r to· the.'· ~~s~tts · of the · mcid~l. pr:-opos-ed, by. Federov & Ya.tskiv·.·. 1~· 
I . ' · , . . •. , . . • 
~is· a .- per-iod· ·of relative. s~i ~rni·~ i~activ.i.ty with·:ni~jo~ earthq~a· k~~ ·. 
. . . •' : . . . . . . . . 
. r 
· r:: 
begfnning again . in 1926. " . .. · o ... 
. .. . . . . . . . . : . ' .. . ~ ·. . . . . . . . . ~ . 
. The present. study is .an ~xtens1on of · the ·work ·published. ·by 
. . . . . ~ . . 
Ya·shkov. ·1 ch~si ~·o compute and ·compa.~e _spec_t~al ~-na.lyse~ ·· o.f the iLS-IPMS · .. : . 
da·t~ ~s : this ~ecorci' ~Jprhes the \._long~st c~ntt.nuous' - data · s·~~ - ~.va~ 'jabl e · . . ~- . •· 
·.. . . 
I • • .. , ,u ' • • ' ~· \ ' • ' • ' • ' ' ' ' ' • ' ._ ' - I • ' ' ' •' ·,.~ • 
from · .• <'~·· single o_rgan,izat1qn. Again ,I · rio~e that the apparent g~ 1~ .. tn· record · 
: : . 
,. 
. . . · 
. . . 
.. - , . . .. ' . .' 
. . : .. ! . . . • . . •. ·: "' .. 
.:.· l.ength · ·~nd ·fn -resolution ·that might re~ult fr.6m spHcing data colle~ted ~ by · 
: . ' ~ . ' . . . ' ' . . . ·-· . . . ; .: .. 
.indeperident ~bserv~tor·ies . prior . to ·the f!>rtna~ion ·ofthe ILS ·on to ·:this ·. _· 
• · ' • . . • .. . ~ , r • · • _ . . . , · • , 1 • • 
: /) . . . . . . . ' . . . . . 
· record :would be .questionable • .. The choice of this record, which· I believe · 
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. geographical coordinates -of the ro~ation pole relatiVe · to the . CIO. ,From· 
this . b~sil record .i tan· prOduce the power- sp~~'i·rum, sel'~ct .'sub~ets . of' the, 
. . . . . . 
entire record to compare the resulting. spectra arid apply filters ' to ~h~ . 
• • ' , • • • I 
data Whi.ch wil.l decrease the upc-ertainty in. the spectral estimates. In 
. '( . . . . . . . 
this fnv,estigation of the spe~tr·a· o'f ·t:he .. wobble I shan ·· show tfie basic , · 
un~ert~int!~s pres~nt In anJ a'ttempt to ~~;r~ct l)iraniOters or to sub~ : 
' stantiate .~~ot~ese_s ·concerni.:ng the .C~andler motjon ~y means of FFT ) ._ .. . 
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. . . I · .. - . 
·using the entire ' ILS~IPMS . data · available in 1971 (Walker &·_ Young; 
•• ' . • . '• . .• J . 
. . . . . . . . . . - . f 
: .1957_; Jeffreys, '1~68.; Yu~'i, I9.68·,.1969,l970) I computed the -power S{Jectrum 
a!'. t~e p~o-grade Gomponen_ts of the. va~i -atiori of.l~tit_ude: data._ I ·shali _· :·. 
refer to ~his as the raw . spec~ru~ (:Figut'e 2). .·Th.i s spe'C:trum .; s in I 
,, , . ' . . . . . . ~ . 
esse~·tial agr~en'ient with the spectra p~oduced by Yashkov-.(19.65 ). and · 
. . ' . 
Gapo~chki~ ·. (1972): .. .. showing ~he ar:tnual_ peak clearl-y a~_d .also ~~~- fine 
' ~ . . . ' ' - l . 
·. st.ructure of the Ch~ndler region dominated -by two sharp reson~nces near 
. d. 84., cpy. I 'sha 1 ,· not ~~~s ~ d~~ ,th-~ eff'ect. of.'~~~-erya t~ ona.l ·e~t:'o'rs on . this : -~ 
. ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .· . . . ,_ . 
. _s~e~tr~~ bu~ ~hall .shO~ th: - ~nc~rt_aint;. ·whic~ - is_· d_ir~ctly _d~e _.-to 'th:: . . 
length of the record an~ to a· lessef extent .• the discrete: sampling. of ·the 
• I • • ' ' ' • ' 
vari~t1on of latitude :signal . . In .figur.e 2 the 80~cofifi.dence : interv~-, - of. 
· ~-he. ci~minant . p~ak ~x~end.s f~~rri io~-s 'to 2.30 . (o~ol) 2;~~; ~- t~~ · ;a~.d~i~t·n o( . 
. . _: . ·. . . . 'i . . . . '. . . . ·. . . . . -. 
the . raw ·spectrum is . narrow . (hence the deta i , . in . the spectrum) and t'tle 
. . ( . 
' • • . I • 
:· co'rresponding v~riance o'f th~ 'spect~al es~imate ; 's very large • . . 
. . . . . . . . . .. . 
- · : ihe co-nfidence· fnterval-CJ;Jn be :n'c;~r~6wed ·(at . the · ~xP.~~se 'o·f ·:the ·:· 
·· I ·.· . ~ . , · .. 
!.. bandwidth and resolution) by employing :·a: suitable smoothing process and 
f 
. .. 
- ~ . 
· · ~ ·t~en :rec~l t~lati·~·g ... ~h~ sp~c-trum. · I. ~hos~ P~r~en windows (-Fi.9ur.e 3) to .. _ 
·. weig~t the ~ata as .theSe w~dows a~e snaipjy pO?k~d f~ th~ frequency __ .·· I .. · · • 
·domain'and .. th.us aver.age-· over a sma1ler .. f:requency ·band ·than the' coOJTlOn.. · -
. \ 
• • • I 







. ' ai'ternat~~es. _._Fm· : a · Pa-;z~~ ~i~do~- ot' .wi~-t~ · M.· in· ih~- time do~ai·n the <1a·t~ . · 
·. ~ - ,,;_: · -. · ./ · p~tri_t is :r~plac~d.by th~ - smooth-ed dat~ - poi~t .{J~~-ki~s, and · W~~ts ·, · i9~~-.- ~ •. ·-2~4)' · . 
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. Fig. 2 . . ~nsmo.O:thed .power sp-~trum of the polar ~at ion·. ·computed_ f~om 
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the weighting function ·or:. win.dow of. width M. is · defined· by ·. 
. . . - ( . . If\ :)'2, .· (Jt)'a I . . . 
. : ' . ' . .. .. · . '- 6 - -~ +. 6 : - . :.· . \ . ,· ~ ~li. . . _. .. . -
. 1 . : .. M. . . . l · .. 
I ' • • ' - ; 
'· : Wt{J) :: 2 [ L~ f f 
o·. 
- . l 
. . ' . ~- .. ~ 'j \ "· tl\ . -_: ' 
I_ '" • ·. • .. 
::· ... :'j'· -~ · "'·· ·. . : ... ·. -.. 
j 
·The repres~ntation of this window .ih: the . frequency .domain· is 
I . .• 
I' 
·and.the smOo.th.ing .of the dati .in the - time domain fs· eqU'ivalent' to ·an · 
. ' . . ' . . . . . ·.' ' . ·. ' '• . - . 
averagi n~ proc~ss pxer a bandwidth .gi v.en ~Y · ~- :~· cpy . . 1h~· .yalu~s -_used f_or 
.. .. . . . . . . 
the ~indow widtti .. we~e 2o~' 32~ ·-so and 70.,y_ears_· _ _F-ig~res--4~7 -·show t .ne 
~Hect S o'f thes~ wi nd~ws on . ~he ;P~~iruffi , wr~h ih0 a0% ~onf i d~nce 1 h mitS ' . 
.indica-ted; · · · .: · ·. · ( · : 
. I . . 
·. · : , · · .. Only·_:the .la.st of these spectra exh1bits a· trace o{ tht ··s·eparation · · · 
' • • • •• • • • • ' • • • • •• • • • '~ • • ~ t • ' • • ~ • • • • • .. ~ • • • • • ' : ..:- - - -
·.: Of the --Chan~ler. region into· tWt;> peaks. · . Thi~ is .to ·be expected $.inc(:_! the-·-----_::-·.. . 
. bandwicttti .. i·s' l~nl; ju~t 5~11 - ~mough -~0 r~sol~e- th~~·-~ - tw~ fr·e~u~nc~~s ih ·_ . : .· ·. ·.,. 
'" -' W ' • ' ' ' • • I 
. 'this. ·case~ the c~nfide-:,"ce .inte~vahh~s increased. to emphas·i. z.~ ' how little'. . . 
0 # I o• 0 ·, o o , ' , ,· · , ' 0 0 ' , • o o • ' o 0 ' ' 0 ' 0 ~ .. ' 0 I ' 
_c~nfi_ctenc·e can · be ·placed in the· reli abP ltY. of. t~i s deta.il. · . .-1 . ·. _ . • 
-. ·. ·An al'tern~-ti. ve. me_thod wh_i~~ als-~ - ~~monstr~-~es. t~~ · lac~ o_f · ·. .' , . . . 
. defi~ite e~iden:ce in th~ spec~ralanaiysis of ~:s data j, the comp~riSon . 
·: of. spe~tra o_btained ·fronrdifferent subsets ·of the _-ILSwiPMS data',; · .. 'When · 
. "' ,: . . . . .. ' . \ . " . . 
thes-e subsets. are ta~en with the . sam~· r~cord l_ength»: the resul~ing spectr·a .- . · 
. sho~ild ··· be simi. ~-ar', p;ovid.ed that the . ~obble e~d.n~ti .on· r~-se~~les ~- ' : .. ' 
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Fig. 7. Spectrum of the polar motion: 70-yr reco~d smoothed with 70-yr Parzen window. 
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stationary random proce~s. The resolution in the~aw spectrum ·of each of . ~ ~· . , 
' •' I "' • ... 
· thesi subsets is weaker than th~~ of ' the full record, . howev~~. subsets. of 
' . 
equa.l length wiil ·have equal resolutions and .. can then be .compared among 
thenselves. · 
· This c~-~~ri/s~~. has . been m~~~ for record 1 engths. of 20, · 30, -40 
an~ ·60 ~(F.igures 8-n)_. Selecting the four spec_tra. produced f"rom 
records of. 40~year duration (Figure '10), the unsmoothed spectra are 
. \ . 
. 
. . 
' .. ' 
•, · .. 
• <. •• • • · . r-~arkably variable in· the Chand.ler region although .the spectrum of the 
• . • • I ' • '" ' ' 
annual .wobb 1 e fs very pershtent . . Fu.rth~rmore the ob~erv'ed ha lf-wid~h of_ . · 
the annual peak(~ 0.012 cpy). is the - ~i.nimum half-w.id~h that -cah be· . '•: . · .. . 
obtai ned from a discrete .40-yea r r'ecord; narr.ower ha 1f -wi.d _th.~ obtai ned in '. . 
the Chandler regiori must be spuriou~~ . 
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30 Yr$. R6cord from · 
.July /939 to .ill"HJ . 1969 . 
Dsc. 1899 ··ro Nor. -1929 . 
Un_smoothed spe~tra of -the po·lar motion, computed -from -30-yr -s~bsets of_ the 70-yr record, 
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Fig. 11. Unsmoothed spectra of the polar motion, computed from 60~yr subsets of the 70-yr record. 
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS . 
. . ... 
. · .: ,· . 
... 
The. ·varial::iilfty within th.e .. Chandler region lends ·support .to the 
.·. inte-rpretation that the wobble excitation· is not a stationary random 
. •' . . 
. pro.cess, and that ·the· Chandler band structu;e is d~e :to. phase ·shffts . . The 
. . . . . . ~ . . 
. c~nclusion foreed by ·these tests .is that there.is . neither defini.te . 
0 j· . • 
. ·' 
evidence for · rior against ·.a ~oub·l e {or multiple) peak stru·cture in' the 
. 
. . . 
· . . · ' 
Chandler· regi.on • . 
. ·r ... ·.-'_. ·. ·. Fur~h~·rmore i.t .~s e~id.e.nt. that neither the · tra~~tion~1 nor the 
· FFT spe.ttral technique will succeed wiih the pres~~t data or ·even with a 
. . . · s~bs~anti.ally' ~~~~e.as~d ~ecord l~ngth • . It i·s poss.ibl~ · that· .in · the ilea·...- : 
- . ' . _·. . ·. . ' . .· . . . . . ' : . . , 
. future b~tter qual.ity · da~a (more accur~te and at shorter time inter:vals) 
·.· . •Will be ava;iable ~sing iong ba~~Tine fnte~f~;.,;..;tr}. · .. HoweVer. ih~ . 1'-
. conftde~c~ :ltm.its placed on the spectra· in th_i's ·paper hav..e_ neglected ·a.ny . 
Gontdbutions·· due .. to nois~, in the data · and· thus reflect only the fa~ts .:· 
4 ·~' • • • • .~ • • • • -. ' • 
that the data points are ~iscre-te and thcit the re~ord l.ength is ; rel~tivel.Y • . 
short . .. For these.- methods to be· decisive, .for ·a stationa·ry ·random ·process, · 
' ,. . . . . 
. . . 
a .~u.ch , 1 onger. r~cord is necessary ; , .. 
. : ·~ ~ . . , . . . . . . - . 
. · · .. . The ~ost important advance· of ·this .study·ove·r .those o·f Yashkov 
. . . ' . . . . . · . . '• 
. "' . . . . . . . . 
(1965).and ·Gaposchkin· \1972} ·is ·the _investigati'on of ·the ·statisti·cal . 
. . '; : . . . . . . 
· aspect~ of · th~ ·. s.pectr.um' of the Chandler wobble as nei'!her ·.vashkov nor 
• : -. ~ • ' , . "' - I 
Gaposchkin. discu_~sed . the :confidence ~imit~ P.~aced on their .spectral · 
estimate~ n'or the .. implications · of the spe.ctra with 'regard to .stat.io'narity. 
. . /' { ' " . . . . . . ·. . 
. . A pap~~ r~p_ortin~: thi.s wo~k . has been· pu~lished (~eder:fien &· . .. ~ 
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Mil·ler & Wuns6h (1973}. ~alculated the spect~u~·af . the pol~ tide 
• • \ • • ' • • • ' ' 'I ' ' 
'(excited by the Chandler wob~le) using 65-year. records of- ~ea-. l~~el_ s · ~nd . 
. . - ... . . 
. : have obtained .only' .a sin.gle ·chandler peal<· which again gives evidence 
. . - . 
I • ' 
.·agafnst the existey'lce of two or .more Chandl~r wobble peri'ods,: :·:,. : 
. ' 
: '-... . I • 
· · M~rlil · recently MEM (B~r·g, 1968.1970,1.97J) has .been applied .to 
geophysical problems and to the .Chandler .wobb.le _in_ partic~ular~ MEM ~s~s 
. . 
a. set of predi·ctf on error coeffi ci_ents to pr;e-whften the data before the . 
. . 
. ' 
spectral . estimates· ar~ calculated ~nd henc~ gives the t~ue spectr~m from .· 
a sho,rter re\cord 1 ~ngth everi when the lspect~um d~es· chan~e -~lo~ly with : 
. . . . .: . ., . . . :. , 
frequency {Lacoss_, 1971) . . · MEM alSo makes t~e lea'st arb1trary assu~ptrmi 
.  
about -continuing the data beyond the.actual reCD.rd. " Claerbout (i969) used 
' ' . ~ . ·. ' . . ~ . . . . ' . ,· . ' ' 
an ILS data set and Smylie et al. (1973)' used 11 years-of BIH data, · · 
. . . . --,· . . . 
. . applying MEM_.to obtain·. a !?ingle Chandler -peak with a q _of_ 5~. ·· Cu~r,ie 
. . . . ·,. ·.· -. . . . . . ' . . ' ' . 
'(r974) applied MEM to the ll:S-IPMS data (1900-1973) and- obtained a single 
- • ' • ' • ' ' I ' ' ' ' • '• • ' , 
' · ' . ' Chandler peak ~t a _period of. 432 •. 95. ·± .1.02 ·msd ·with a Q ~f 36 -.±.io. 
: .. · ··_.C'urri:e plac~~- ~~n . ~~per l~mi ~- o.f 60 :o·n - ~he .Q :o_f ~he~ ·ch-~ndl<:r . mod ~n whi ~li 
_would . rule. out the ~antle ·ii's. a possible s.ink of'th~ Chand~er energy'; . 
. · .. 
. however, as . I. have _previousiy noted, the half-width determined from .. 
. s~~ct~a-~: an~ lyses will be gre~te; ~han th~ ~rue · half-Jid~h Jue to. ·t~e 
. . . . . . . . . . . . : ' ·. . l ' ... 
sampling te?l]nique a.nd due to possible departur_es from stati~naritr·· . . 
Cur~ie concl~des that.· th~ 'chandle~---p~_ocess _is. non- sta.tionary and thus 
... . . .. . . . 
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UNDE:~TPNES AND. TJDES_ FOR · A ROTATING EAMH . ., · 
. , , . I . , . 
· PART 11 . . ., . ' 
' . 
. . . 
'INTRODUCTION 
. ......... ; . 
....... 
. ..... . 
•'~ . ~ ;~·~r... 
. . ~.... ~'· !•.".J 
. •• ':: .. ~7 
. ' . 
. - I . . . .. 
··-
. . . "'_:;;;~: · . . . .. 
The problem of theoretically deriving the response of the· ·Earth · ·. ·-;, 
' . ·. .. . ' . . . ., . . . -
to the t.idal attrac·t·io'n·of astronom-ical bodies .has been under, ;d·e~~lop.mhnt ·.· . ~ 
for -the last ._hundr.e.d years, • . . 
. • . l 
. . . 
. In 1863 ·- Kelvin calc~,tlat'ed the ·.response .or ~an in!;ompressibl e · 
• • . . • ~ . ' . ' •," 0 • • 
. s~.h~r~,, . fiomoge~eo~i .inl den~ity a~d rigi.dity·~ . _t? a ' ~oten~ial of. e~t~rna'i 
1· orig-in-. · He~giotz (1905) .gener-a 1 i zed · th.i s ' study by . cortSidering :mo·d~t s. : ~i th · 
. . :. . .·. . . . . . . .-· I .· . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·: . . . 
spherical s~etry' ·and quadratic forms (Roche~s law). for the density and · 
. ·· :--·rig·i~ity pro;iies~ · .Ttie effects or'_tom~res~jbil: ~t; ~n ./h~mogeneous . Earth · 1- . 
. , ~~~~ .ac~ounted · fo~- b; i.a~e . o9~9)' ~~d, ~e mo~el .E·a~th·~ ~by·.~s~i·n·s · .. -.· · 
. . . ... . ~ . ~ . : . . . ' . . " ' : ' • . . ~ ' . . ' : . : . ... \.4 
• . -{ 192~). ._The _fi ~sf 1 nv~.st1 g~ti on_ to · i1ncor~·~·r.~tt:: .a._ ~ore ·.(Jef·t'rey.s! .1926) . . _. · 
· .~o~elled . ~he. Earth as ~n· . inco.mpres.sible _:ho~~gene~us ma~tl~ \ve~lyfng a. . . 
' . . 
· , homo~eneous incom~r~ssi6l~ core.· Al~~ough· ~ac~ of th~se st~di~~ . was ~ ~~ - ~ 
. .. .. -. ' . . . .· ~ . ·. . . . . . . ' . . ' . 
~xten'si.o'n ·on preV,ious ·work, all.' models consider~d ·Wer·e exfreine.ly, simple'• .. 
. . · .. the c;mputatio~a ~ diffi·c~l·ties :_i·n~er·e~t -_i n -~: J~ali~tic . E_ar.t~ m.odel were .. 
. .. . . . ...... 
·. prohibitive a·nd none of the above· Earth ·models c.ould be con~idered more 
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.than indicative. :. . . ·. _':., 
· .- .· . . . . . . ·. · · . . . . l ·. . . I . . ·. · ~ ... 
: .The first· wor~ to inc~rporat.e .a geophysicalJ~ ... more lealisti.~ ~arth ' ·.. ·.- ·· ·< . 
. ' . ' . ' . . ' . .. ..,  ~ . . . ~ . :..-. . ~ 
. model was -undertaken .by. TaReuch.i . (l:9SO). . Taking va'ri ed . Ei}r.th'~inoaeis' : . . . .. .. \' ( , .. ,·,, 
. . • , ,X • '\,"' . ) , 
' ··. . ··. ' . . · . . , •./ . . ' · . ·. . . '-. / ' . . ,
~onsisten't with 'Bullen's seismological .re.sults~ he: numericafly 1nt~grat_ed . ·: 
·. (·by_ ab·acus). t~e. set of· differential e·~uations which de-fine the defo·rmatio.n 
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. ' . ·.. . . . ' . . ' ' .. . . . . 
. . . . . r . Wi:thin t~e - last t\:'JO - ~ecades , ) ~omp~ters . ha.ve ·:
1
made p _oss1ble the " ' 
inv.estigiltion·. of .Earth t·i.des for · inc;re·asi.!"'gl,Y' . mor~ . re~·listi c Earth. rnbdels. /· .. I • 
' .. Je~fr~y~ & ,Vicente (1957) adopted a vari ational approach and · · .
: , IJ• • • 
tre4lted 'the core as an .incompressible .fluid rather thim as a solid with 
. . . , . . 
I ' . .. ' . . . . 
vanishing rigidj,ty. In ·one moqel th~y specified a ·Roche .law density profile 
. . ' . • . i ' . • . I . . . • . 
wi~hin tre c_or.~ . a~~· i _n· the o~h;:model they simurate.d ·the in~er co~e_ ~~~om~ .. : 
extent. by introducing · a poin:t mass . at the Earth ' s centre. Molodenski i (1961) 
.- . . . . . • : . . .· . . . . ·. . I . . - . 
.,- started with ·tne -Navier-Stokes equat.iQns and examined a model with a -fluid 
. . . 
•. I> 
core, .wherd'the'6en·s 'ity 'v.ariation in the flu~ cLwa·?, due to COJllpression' .alon~~ . 
. ' ·. .:= . it.,. . . . . ,! • • :. • • • • • • • '• 
and a IJ)Ode·l c'onta1ning a so)id ' inrier core;· Jeffreys &·Vicente 1 s approach · 
. . . . . ·:. < ~· . . ' . :.. . '•. . . . . . J· . ' . 
has been reworked : (Pedersen, · .. 1967) with minor correcti-ons and Kakuta· ·(1_970} 
' • 0 . . ' " ~ • . .. ~ "': . • . . • . •• • • • ' ' • ' • . • 
has extended ~ol~d~nskii ~s: work'l:!y accounting for. the effects of compressi-
· b~lity' within the fluid region· on the boundary ·condft.ions .·at t he core-mantle 
~ . u, . ,. . . ~ . . • • 
I 
~ . 
interfac·e: ... . · ~- . 
• · ·unti 1 recently a 11 9k~phys i.ca J.ly ~ccep'tab_~ e -mo~~ ~ s · 'had bee~ . c~n-
' ,· • r• 
stn~cted . under the· assumption that the flu.i d core obeyed ·the Adams-Williamson 
• ' • ' • ' \l ; ' : I : 
·condition; ·the fluid core ~a-q been -ass.umed ·to be ad1abatic· and hence · · . 
• ' . . 
·grav.i tati 9nally neu;tra·lly . stable·· aga i nst tpnvection. The :i nvestigg tion of· 
' ... 
the static deformatfon of the fluid .. core .of ·the Earth by Smylie. & ·Ma ~s i nha 
. ' . ·. . . j . ' . : . . . ' ' ·. ' ' . . . 
(1971Y · .~as emphasi~ed the i~port~rice - of th i s · assumption. Subsequently, . 
.r . . . . . . Q 
Pekeris. & ·Atc·ad 0972) introduced a polytropf'c model for the fluid core-· · . 
'-.• _' .. • • • • • • :, I 
.. w_~i,ch 'admi~s · -cjepa-rtrr~sf~om. t~e. ~bove adiab~tic, mo~.el .to :a sub- o.r · su~el" :-.. _, _. · 
adiabatic f.l!Jid and investi9ated the _ r esu-lting · tidal deformation of the 
' : . . 
. . . . . 
Earth; .however their work neg1ec~ed the Ear.th 1s rotation . 
.. ·. ·. 
,. inversion of free oscillation data has· ·r~fil)ed Earth· mo~_el~ a~~ 
t~e -~cco~·panJin~ ·;ree:- o~ci'l1ation the~~; h.as recast the go~err\ing-. equations" 
' ' '. I 
• I ' • ," • ' • • • ' r ' • • ·~ • 
J . • . • ~ 
.. ,' -·-- - . 
I · : . 
I • 
.. .. 
. . . 
.. . ~ 
. ' 
. ~· . 
. ' 
. 'l 
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of the. deformation into six ·fir.st-prder dHferentia·l equations appropr'iate · . 
. to high speed compytation~ .r' ekte~d · ~·he governing .~qllation.s t~ . includ~ 
:ro~ational ·couplings.. The sp~ciiiC. mod.el '\J~d~r considera~io~ was·· in'iti~lly 
. dev~loped - ~Y .·L~n~isma~ et ~·. (1965)~ ~odifi fq_ ~Y . P~keds & Ac~ad : (1972.) _t·ol 
i~corporate a sub-·or super-a.diabat..ic fluid core and thEm ~y Srriyl ie (1974)' · 
·to Jnclude ~ solid ihn~r core. 
. . ' 
In· the first chapter J. will s·pec ify th,e Earth l}lOdel undet con- ·· 
• .· I . 
j w • ~ I . ' 
sideration. in·greater aetai'l and note the 'simplificati,ons which were taken- · 
. --t~_ e-ture that the computations ·We~e manag.eabl.e. ·{ also .derive the 
. . '~-. ~-:- ~ ....... : . . .· . . . . . .. 
differential-equation·s which govern the spati'al 'variation of the deformation. 
, .. · . 
. : ~ l ~- . 
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• • ..... .... ... ......... • , - • • ' • • I) : 
The development uncter.~aken in this c.tiapter is an ·extensfon of work previous.ly 
. . . _,'~ .: ' . . . . ·- - ;-· -·, . 
.. 
: . 
·. done in the theory o.f el~·stic freeo.scilla.tions (Alterman e.t al., :.l959), the 
. . . . . . . ---- . . . 
'.' . ·. ', staticdeformation of t~.e Ea.'.rth {Smy1.ie· & Man.sinha, 197.1) and the e~ter~aily 
~riv~l~odily ~ides 'of the solid ·Earth {Pek~ris & Accad, 1972). · Smylie ·:· 
~,.1974fatt~pt~dto impro~e\ . on .Pekeris &·· Accad.by tak i ng ·the · . ~f;ect·s of· , 
' . 
· , . 
; 
.. ~~ ' 
:: ·' 
' ... 
' • "\, . . . • • . . • . . . . I 
.··.' ··rotation· into··accotint but ignored-. th~ ~xcitation of torsional ·modes ·through 
. '· ' ' · .. 
· · ~o~i~lis couplin~. Cross.ley (l975b) ' has inve~tigated the effe~ts !Jf .j , 
' . . . . 
Corialis coupl.ing .and has calculated underto:ne per iods. · .This work . is .an · ,. · 
im~rovemeni over the re~ults of ·~ek~ri s & ·A~cOd arid Smyl i ~ d.ue to the / ·, } ·. 
inclusion 'of the · Ear:-th ~ ~\•.ota"tion ·and 'spec if'ic~11~ ·because of . the · retent.i6n . .. · ·• 
of the Coriolis .coupling which e~cites th~ torsional mode~ · of oscillation·. · ·· ·.· .... ·: .t .': 
~ ::· . The 'second ch~pter c:ont~i· ri~ · the speci.fic nur;n~rical methods . . ·. . l.·. 
rieceSmy to initiate lind tO pro;,.gate the' solution ·t/au9h thf Earth f~om ' ; ·. . 0, ,f ... · 
the· geocentre. The ·init.ialization is an extension of the techniques .· .. . :·· 
. ' . . . . : . . .. . . . . . i . 
des~ribed by ~my lie & ·Mansinha .(1971) a'nd . ·have be~n obta.ined. independently · .. ·. · .. . ·. _l. ·-- · 
' • . ' ' I . ·., ' . • , I i • 
. , ,/ .. . 1 _·:: 
' I . 
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,· 
. I 
' by Crossley (1975a) for a non-rotating Earth. My ipitialization -scheme 
. · -a_cccil11llOdates the. Earth's rotation. , Due'to · the excitation•of .the torsio-nal ' 
. . I . . -· . . . 
mode~ and of: the spheroida 1 modes of other degrees thaiJ the degree of ~he 
· ·exciting potenti-al, t~e propagation techniqtJe is most simply described b..y 
. . 
matrices and 4-dimensional arrays rather than by vectors and mat~ices. 
B~cause of t~e rotational coupling it is als6 n~ce~s~ry. to test- the . -
• ' ' I , t 
• · solutions· obtained for stability against changes in· the truncati-o·n level 
' . . ' . 
reta i'ned · to compute the responses. · 
. . . 
. I 
- The ,numerical results are presented in 'the third chapter .. · I 
find ~-h~·t the ' inclu'sf~n of the ·rot~ti;nal eff;cts;.· esp~cially withiJl:~ the-
fluid core, greatly' perturbs the motiqns fr6in the solutions .obtainfV! by · .. 
Peker,is & .Ac.cad (1972) a_nd Smylie _(l974L to the ext~ni t_hat_a,practica.l · · 
~pp~r limit of l_l 'hour~ is placed on· the forci~g period for - th~ pr~cedure · .
.-developed i-n this ~tudy 'to be applicab·l~~ Crossley (1975b)'presents · qu~si- . 
. , .. ' ~ '""" . . ' . . . 
empi_rica 1 ·!:!vidence that tor core und~r~one oscil iations there ; s a 
. theoretical upper Jim-it' on the p_eriod of i2 hours.; both his resul'ts and 
. • ' . . . 
-~ . 
. . ' ' . . . . . . . .· . , 
· ~~in~ demonstrate that _ the nu~ber of modes which ~ust be considered increase · 
· ._· . ·rapidly as t~~s ii~it is app~~ached . . Within_. thE:f arve ._pe~iod . rang·e·· oril,y .: 
. · > · oh~ podily tide has been .observed· (the ter-diurmi,- ~3 ). I cal~ulate the_ .. 
. s'ol~tio.ns far this tid_e· and the · L~ve numbers that res.ult. · ··However. it i ·~ . 
. . periods les~ than -1'2· hour~- by investigating ~he var-iat.i on of -t~e Love . 
.. 
. ' 
the t'inal chapter .. 
.. t -~-! 
. ·. 
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The det~iled : m~t~ematical developments h~v~ be~n described ·in 
appendices in an ·.attempt to .. r:etain. continuity ~hrough .~he main ·text ~f . the 
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CHAPTER 1 
EQUATIONS GOVERNING THE TIOAL RESPONSE 
.. /: . 
.OF THE ROTATING EARTH' 
1. · Tbe Earth Model · 
"' 
. . 
,. ' r . - ~ . . . ,.: 
.·. . .. 
. . . . . . 
.. 
I 
. The Earth model consists basically of three regions:" ~an elast.'ic 
· . sol.i~ / envelope .-the mantle, an· ou~er_' fluid_ core' and_ an .in11~r flastic solid 
c~re .. ~n ~ac:h region ~he· model -_is de~ined in .-terms. of thJ .den~ity profile, 
.the .gravitational-f'ield strenQth, and ~he s~ear ~.!ld compressional- velociti'es . 
A 1 t~ough I cari 
. ' ' . 
of the seismic waves (or alternatively the Lame constants). 
' •. 
. . ' 
formulate the genera'l pro~?leni t~ include the._ elliptidt1es 'of{ t~ese surfaces .. 
. ~ . . . ' , . . . . . 
implicitly~ in order to evaluate the solution !'have ·al lowed the model to 
degenera~e to ·spherical s.Ymmetry. The initial condition that is '- impose(J'on 
tn1s model Earth is an e·quil ibrium configuration 'of balance. b·etween the 
" . . . . . . . . ~ 
elastic stresses and .the gravitati~nal :field (hydrostatic equilibrium). 
: Th.e conditions investjga:ted in this ·th.esis· a~e the reactions of 
: the . E~rth, while rotaj:ing uni .formly·, to· a harmo~ic potentia·l .;f exte.rnal. 
origin. 1· : 
I 
The goverf1ing equations .I .derive fol;low most clos~ly those_ of 
Alter~an ·~t a;~ . (l959) and Smylie & Mansinha. (1971) but inco.rporat~ /fu1· 1~ 
' .' , • , - . - -r . . . . 
. · . : the ~ffects/ .of th~ external : pot~ntial. and oft. i-otat~on. · Pekeris;& A~~ad 
{1~72) have also attempted a. ~tudy ·of .Eart~ t~~es ·using the ~quations _ in · 
• • • ' • I 
· th~ above·menti_oned.works but they did not · incl~de the effects of rotation . 
. ' . . . - . ' . 
Smylie ( 197;) in~lu.deci \he C~r~olis Self' cou(iling b~t rie,!Jl ected th~ · . ' 
· ~,xci ta ti on. of other· modes by. the .co;i q l,i s e:ff~ct. · · 
. / 
. I. : •, 
' 
. I 
. I . 
' . 
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.The ·major shortco~ing of this model.· is · the rel~xation of . th~ 
' 
.ellipticity.of the i .nternal_ ~u.rf~~es to. pr~videa jpherical:l~ s~etric 
, . . . . r .. 
mode 1 . · · · f. 
As previously mentioned the actual profiles of the Earth ·. ·· · 
• • .. . . . . . .. . 4 
parameters have been taken to· indi cat~ the response ·of .a .. sub-adiabatic 
.: . . . . 
.flu.id core with co~stant. stability factor (3 = -0.2. Th'e ·mo.del was 
initia,lly·ciesc.rfb~d by L-andi.smari et al.· (196S)· . . Pekerjs .& Ac~ad · (1972) '1 .. 
. ·--
then recalcul 'ated the dens'ity and gravity protile in the inner' core 
·consistent with the . above stability' factor, and Smy~ie (lr7_4) 'pro~ided 
. the data .ih Table 1 which takes the solid 1 nner . c·ore d~ the Earth· into 
accatint. 
The choice .. of a constant -P. profile has 'lJm~ted the model so . 
that only the constrai~t on . the .... mass of the core (and ' not . the. constraint 
. . 
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- .. TABLE 1 . 
. . ) . - . - - - -
THE PARAMETERS OF THE EARJH MODEL WITH A ·'SUB-ADIABATIC 
. r ( km) 
0 . 
173.5 

















. . 2082,0 
~4~9 .0 . . · 
I 
. 2776 .d . . 
312.3.0 
3.4.7 3: ci : 
347·3.p 
. '3491.0. 
·- : I .. 
- . . 
. 
~UTER CORE ( s(r) L -0.:2) _.(SMVLIE,·-- 19;4) - . 
. . . ' . . 
Po .. ( g~/ cm3 ) - : go ( c~;s2 ) vp _{ km/s') vs (km/s) 
I 
B.030- 0 11.15 "4.90 
13.023 ,53.1 11.15 4.89 
- 13-.003 126.2 11.16 4.88 
12.968 - --189 .. 0· 11.17 4.88 
12.921 251.4 - 11.17 . 4.~6 
12.860 313.3 11.1'5 4,85 
. 12', 786 . 374.7 11.13 .· 4 .• 84 
12.77-0 386.9 11 . 12 4.84 
..... 
'1'2. 753 399.0 11.09 4.84 
12.735 411.2 11. 04 4.84 
- ' 
12.711 ·" 423 ~ 3 10.93' -4.83 . 
12.697. 435.3 - .j 10.76 4.8-3 
12.697 435.3 10.76 
. - ·• 
'12.677 - 4'47 .4- 10.48 -
121654 ... . 459.4 ·i_ 0.17.(!> 
1t.645 464.2 10·11 :- _ 
12.630 471.'3 i 10.11 
12.581. 495-.1 .' 10.08 
: 
I 6'10.8 i2. 293 ~ "9 , 88 
.. 
. - .. 
1_1. 93'9 - "j 720.8 ~.63 . 
·11.517 . 82~.0 9:31 .. 
11.023 . 
: 
. - .9L9.1- 8.90 ' 
.· 
. 
10.449 - ·.1004-.8 8.44 
. 
9.795 - . 108Q:2 . 8.04- ~ 
5. 27.9 . , ·- ! 1oao. z·. · 13.65 . 7-.20 
5. 239 1077,0 - 13 .70 ·1.: 2( 
•• - · t ' -. 
·, 
- ' 
~· '\ ·,' ;, ~ · , ' •e' ' • I • • • ,_ I 
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' • ' 
-~ 
~ 4.6 -
:- · TABLE 1 ,· · coriti~ued 
' . . . I . . . 
. ..· . . , 
,' ' ... . 3 
• -/ · r ( km) ~ 0 ( gm/ em ) 
. . 
35.71.0 '- s.oa6 
_ 37.71.0 ·- I 5:092 
3971.0 . . ' 5. 090 
.. 4~71:0 
. I 
. ' . 4371.0 -

























. 99i. 0 
. . 988.4 
988.5 





' 1001. 3 
· 1doo. g 
999.4 
997 .·0 
. ' .. 
























. . vs ( km/s) 
}~25 












. ~ .15 
5..90 














988.6 . . · a·.os . .. · -. 4 •. 40 
3.462 ' 987 .. 0 ' -7.85 4:35 .: 
-- . · , · · 627i;o ·. '-
- 3.488 ~ ---·_.. . .985.8 ' . - .· -8.00 4.40 - ·. 
. ,· . 
6311.0 
. . . . 
.. ' 
. . . 6338.0 
. 6338.0·. 
63.7i.O 
· . .. . . 
. . 3.474 1 • · · ! / 984.9 · . - ' .· 'a .. 1s · 4.~_o 
3.386 . . . 984.3 -: 8.l6 ' 4.-6? . ' 
. /I . 
. 2.840 . 984.3 ' 
2.840 
. . 
. . ' . '· 
: . '· . . .. 
li . 
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3.55 . ·. ' 
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List of Syn!bol s . · o 
I ', 0 
. .. 
•• . • .• . . . . J . 
I have adopted the stan~ard ·. representation .used in~ the theory' :of · 
' . . . 
. -. 
fr:ee osc'iTlations and of fo~ced . ti.~al r~spqn.se ·of the ·Earth:. A :-1 ist. of 
. .the _ mai~ s~trols .us.~d wfth t~eir physi'cal ·m~a~ing is pr·esented- . her~. ·In 
general I --s·ha'll.distinguish a unit.·v~~tor by a cir~;~nifl. ex {"), a· vector by · 
. . - , I . . 
a-n ~-trow (+) ·and a' tensor b~ ~- tilda (-) over the syinbol. 
the imagin~ry unit -: · 
·- ..... 
the identity ten.sar~ . '-'t 
•· 
.)(..· = ~.X. 
- · ~ 
· the ·partial d~rivative with respect .to time·. ·. II 
... 
··· the. di. st~nce f~om ~h~ Earth. to the Moon 
I. 
. e . the elastic strain tensor . ' . 
. . . 





"· '1.51 dr1ving frequency in cycles/day 
' • ' , • - . -+ 
· the equil.ibr-ium v·alue for _gravity ~t r 
- r I • , 
I I , 
. ' 
-.G ~ .. . . : the univer~al constant·. Of· gravitation. 
.. '!... 
. - -
. Love . numbers · ... 
,.· .. 
• • ' • t • 
. ind'ices indjcating the d~gree of a spheric'al harmonic· ' . 
-1 ;~ 
... 
· indic-es ·indicating the-order -of a spllerica-1 harmonic 
• ' • ' -> • • ' .. . - • • • • ~-
r,. .. 
the ~·s.toc1ated Legend,r~ function · of- degree · n and 
. - ~ 
; · order m . 
'+, 
. r . 
(,. 
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R the r.adius of ·t~e Earth 
. " 
the s/utface ~pherical_ hatmon_ic o_f.d~·gr.e'e h and. order m 
t m · m m h d · 1 f · th d • 1 d . n' un, vn · te. ra 1a actors 1n e _1spacemef!tmoe? . . 
-+ 
u .the vector di spl~ce~en~ from :the ·equil ibr1 ~m P·?~i't-ion . . · 
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the compressional 'and shear seismic veloc-ities 
the radi~l fa~tO.rs. in th~. expa:nsi.ons I ~f th.e fields:.· . 
·. st~b·il ity factor. 
dilatatio'n or rela·tive change iri vo.lume 
. geocentric, .co- ratitude 
. I 
Lame constant. (~di~bati. c Jncompressibility within the 
' .. fluid) 
·rigidity l :. 
insta~tT~o_us an~ ·:e.qui'1_ ibri'u_md~ristly·· · 
·frequen~y of the dr:iving potential 
u. . . r' . 
initial ·and instantaneous' stress ten·sors 
. / .. 
. j 
elastic stress tensor 
geocentric longitude 
the ind~ced potenti~l res~i t .in'g from the de,fo r.mations · · 
the external forcing potentia, _ .. 1 · 
. . . 
.the angular velocity of' the E;arth .' .· 
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Other symbol~ may be introduced and used b.r i efly for .. expl .ici.tly 
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. 3. ·. LiionsM M~ti~n for the ::ta;ing Earth 
Within the model Earth.· defined, consider. ·a mass element which 
under~oes a small displac;ement t ·to th.e point r .. This di_sp1acemdnt is 
. . . 
. . 
directly due to the appli~ation of a·n ex.ternal (harmonic) . potential, but 
. ' . . . 
._: _. it ·is. also .necessary to 1consider the indirect eff.ects .of rotation, · the · 
. ... ...... _ ,, I .. . 
I • • ' • I 
· · ~. differen~e~~ in gravity and the initial ·st~ess .between the ini.tial and 
? • . • ' l 
, ' . . . ' 
·,ir;1stantaneo~s particle P.(}5ition,. the establishmen_t of additional e.lastic 
;stress and t~e -~dtJced gravitatio.naJ4i~l ~ due to the~e ~i .splace~erit~. At 
J • • '. • . ' 
this . stage .·i _t is not yet necessary to ins.i st 'on spherica , - synrnetry. 
\ \ . . 
\ II) a geographic .frame rotating with ·uniform angular .velocity . 
-. /t.·l • , I . ' ' 
' ., 
I 
: _n· =\l ~~ . -~~at :· i· s a frame rot~ting on . the average -~it~ the E.arth, ·the 
equr t io~ of motion rfan: e 1 e~n: of mass is: . . · . . 
· ·[a + m~ t. "' .n. ten Kr)1 ~ -:q,1,· + e.:-vv ~ e~m .. · . · 
. ·v · 1) e . · . · · · · . 1 - ~ . 1 
. ~ ·, . . I 
. ' wh~~e ' e', c ,j and dJ .are t~e i ns~antaneous d~ns ity, stress tens9r, 1gravi ta.:. 
•-t .. T , 
I tional potential .and extern~i· ly pr.oduc.ed p~timtia\ at r. These qu~ntiti~s· 
-pare ,related tO the'ir equilibri~ffi VaJUeS at r:· eo 1 r0 V0 _by · 
, . 
. 
e = eo+ e .. 
- ,·,..., ~"r T _ 
Vo _· T ~ with 
~ .. ( 1. 2) r = 
··V ": · . . 
-· 
1 ·. The cha.nge 1n ttie dEmsi.ty of the ·mass element · ~s it is car_ried 
: .. ··· fro~· r - --~ · tor is due to the .·d.ilation, ·A a v:\t, -( ~i ther·."~xpa~sion <ilr 
' . -~ . 
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.eo-· c~~\t) -:eo b. 
fo (r) -_~:qeo· -:- e~A.· _ .. 
eo_<;.:) ~ ~·<eo\I.) ~. 
= eo ..... e\ 
._ 
.. . •, " 
. I 
4- ' 
. >, . Th~ ~ns~a~ta:e~: ·st~ess_. exilting at r. is dut'! to th~t' ~arried by · 
th~ mass el~ment fro~~.- u_ ~lu~ that .due to _the elastif · stres's'es. associated· 
with the shear motions and volume change~. Therefore 
-· + 1:, 
( 1.4) 
· . . 
"-"' ,. . ' . 
·where "C'1 incorporates the ·stresses due -~o · the deformation. 
. ./ '- . 
The assumption that'- the or_igina 1 stress distribution is iSotropi'c; 
- . ~ i.e.· l'0 .= - P-<i 1, a i lows the equilibrium cohditi on _(wh_~ ch· can be .er,trac~ed 
the equation of motion by .simply allowing the external p,oten~ial and t·~e _-dfsplac~ment ·field .to .vanish) t~ .be written .. · 
.( 1. 5) 
This is the . condition of hyd'rOstatic equ-il ibri~\_ for a rotati ... ng Earth, a · · 
bala~ce betwe~n_ the ·effec~s ~f . the . ini~-ia/ ~tr,s} .. and _; the geopaten~ial·r. A 
~ ~ .. 
. cons_~quence. of tjle condition of isotro'py in this model is that' the equi-
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ments, ·and -using q. 5): _ 
:f.lfr ;t Zeou.~it· .. v.~ - e•~t~v • ..:fi:-<<ff,.;:')l 






I note here that if· the rotational ·effects and· the pr:ese,nce ·of 
. t . ,, . -
r 
. . 
.. '· the ·tide"-producing potentii11 are Sill)ultaneousJy. set to zero the above · 
.. 
equation properly degenerates to .th~ equatiQn. -'defining t~e displacef!1ent' ~." 
field 'obtained in fr~e os_c~llatiori theory: ' 
• ' : I (;-1 ' . . I ' ... 
: . (Alterman et al., 1959, p. 83, eqs. J...:-9) . 
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·· · . Alt~rnatively, · if th~ t .ime ,depend_ence·'iS.aJso neg_lected·t.h~ - a~ve . 
equafion reduces to the. ~Hspla~ement equat~·on invest:~bd.:· · by Smyl i~ 8. -·. .'. - . 





If only the rotatiohal terms a~e neglected the di'spiacement 
I .. , • t, ' , ~, l , • • 
... . 
. . . 
.. 
. _., . 
' ' 
·• 
.:. I / . 
. :. _eq@tion I haye developed degenerate.s to th~t- obtained and ~ used b'y' Pekeri$ -& 
' . . : ..:. 
. . ' . 
· Acc . ad . ; fl their study o't'/tidal defonnations:· · 
. . ' . 
:. I • ' 
I .u . · .. ' . . . 
•, -
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t !ley · ha:v e 2·38' eqs. ·rn·tneir paper (~e~eris· & ' A~tad, !972,. p~ · 
. . . . . . . . . . . I . . . . 
includeq the· external potential .in the ter~ ~ ra~he_r :t_h~n··carryi~9-, t~is 
forcing potential e~plicitly._ This is eq~iv.alent t~ our _pr.ocedure· 
·providing that ther~·- is ·a· co~res~ondi(lg modlficati~n fn the bo'undary 
. . . . 
·~qndi_ tion tlace.c(o.n ~. at · the Ear~h·'~ su:face~ . 
· · . Fi na l·ly the di sp)acemen~ _e_quation degenerates to that ·used by . . ·. 
• l'' 
Smylie to i·nv~stigate the undertones of the E:ar.th if the._centrifuga,- .terms 
ln the. displacement equation _are set to zero: .. 




. ~ . 
_(Smylie, ·1974·,_, eqs. i.'17) ... 
, . -: ~eoA_ ;f"o .. 
. . The periods o.f ~lastic f~ee' .osci)iation :are all less than 1 nour,. 
• • .. • - • j • • • , • • 
so the· n~gl~ct of .. th~·. coriolis effect' i~ ·j~stifiable ~s I sh.all show 
.. 
· numer:-icallyi _however·. these effects become ·c·r~ciaa in the _consideration of 
· th~ :Earth . tide phenome~a· a,vd core· undertones . . 
' . . . . . . 
· .· s~ith (19i4)' has not ·~nl~ taken jnto accou·nt ·th~ fu.11. effeCts ~of 
. . 
·.rotation' b~t.:al_ !i.O. t~e d~p'artu(e ·of the Earth from s.phe~ical s~~try' ... He· ~ 
_· :has al"so noted th_e :fix.citation of _th_e tot:'sional m~9es ~~d .th~ coup11.ng_ . 
between'· modes w~i.ch arises dJe .to ~he depar~ure ~f -~he . Earth f~o~ a · . . 
. . . . . . . 
· . spherically,s'yrrlne~ri. c·., . non-rotating · boc!y. · Although his theoretica·1 work . 
. . . . . , ~ . . - :. . ' . 
· .. is: ,thu~ · m.ore ·JQillP lE:.te ~h~n tli~ .resu i ~: of t.h.i s_ the_s is~ ·ne·_. has ·. do·ne no · 
num~tical. calcu_la~ions t?. sho~ the eff~cts_ of th_e c_ou~_ling •. Secondly, 
' . . . . 
. . . ' . . . . . . . . " . 
.· smith's thesis requlres: l<nowledge· of·the va_r _iation of th'e. ellipticity of 
'1 ,' 
. . . 
·: 
• , · > ' I ' 
- -.. - ~ . '__: _______ :. ... _.. ... ·~ ·· · : ~-
• ' ""<~ \ , • 
• I : • " • . . ' ' ·~ : • 
' •, , 
' . " 
•• 
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· :thd isopecnic, 'equi.potent'ial surfa·c.es 'and the nonna·, . der1vatives of 





. . . 
the __ dmtrifugal term will give rise to couplings tietween m9des govern.e~ · 
.by the-same . selett'io·~ rule~ as .the e.llipticit~ effects and of the same 
~rJ!er sf nee the ell ipttty ' ~ :r <;)'"~: ' In comPOris~nwit~ the effOcts 
of _the _ellipticity, th~ cent~ifuga.l_ .tel'm.i_ s simply, given. a_~dJ'~ _ t>e ta~e-~ . 
int6·a~count · ~~adily as I have done in th1s . th~sis. 
' ' -
. . ' . 
·In· order to be iible to s_olve for the d-ef~~matioh .f;'eld it.· is 
o ' , ' : ' I 
. . 
to s~ppl,ement the displa'cement equatio~ derived above w~th 
4-' • • • . . • 
. Laplace's equation for the forcing ' potenti'al, Poisson ·' s' equati<;Hl for the 
~ . .. . . . . . / . . 
, 1 . gravi _t~tiqna1 ~n~ the indu~~d _.po.tenti~ls _and to po.stulate ·a s~~~s~-st~a~in 
. _1 .depende~ce ~· r'he ~econ:tposition . of th_e - disp.lacements fn~o . radial' s'ph~~oidal, 
~rans~e~se ~~her~·ida-~, and/ to~sio~a 1.' vecto'r~ and _the · s'ubseque~t expansion-
of ' th~_se and the ?the_r ;_fi~}d·'quantitie$ 'irito' · surfac~ spherical harinon~cs 
is a stand~rd ~nd ver~ _ useful·~~chnique: 
.. .. -
' .· ( ' 
' 
. ,• . 
t ' ,1. I 
. . , . 
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. 4. -Spherical Harm'Onic· Expansion 10f the Equations of· Motion 
/ ·.··. To procee~ .further I ·u;e the surface. sp.he~icai harmonics 
. ·-~· . '. . . .' i. . . . 
S~:(e)¢):... :! P;(cos. e) ~ . rnr/J' 
. •
.. 
( 1. 7) 
,· 
the longitude. ·These are. normal'i .ze.d sufh ~hat ~tiey .sa~isfy ·the ·._.~elation 
.. 
. . . 
(L7a) fs: ·.s-; .~,~ ·9 ··~Gcl4 ··~·. 21trP;P~ ... sin&de_ ~·· 41fl--,)m · .. 
. J · · . . · l . · · · · 2.k +I · 
t . I . 
~ . . 
These · sur.face spherical harmonics form a co,rnpl~te o~thogonaJ basiS .fa~· a 
• • • • • • • 0 • r .. 
sp.herfcal . su.rfac~. T-he induced and th~ external· po'tential can now. be. 
... ·. - . . , I . . . 
. wr.itten .in te-rms ·of this ba'si.s ·set as·· .. . . . . 
•. . . ' . . . . . 
.· : -~ 110 W\ . .. . . . . • ~· n· ·.: ·· . . . .. . 
(t>a> ;p "'.E~-~Cf:'(r)~:'~&,cf>); : .t "~~£j:'C~)s~(e,.p) ~ .· . 
'\• . " 
~ ' I • o o • 
•,. 
· F. or the r'epr·esen~ation of ·a ·vector thh is extend~d to the· 
• 0 • ' .. • 
orthogonal ~ect~r bas·is. with .Hie . tr7ad · ' ·. 
. . 
a ~ 
(I . .:....· . '% . "' . 
. '(" ~'I ~n , 
) ' . . . 
. , .. . I . 
o 0 ~ , I .• '' '\ 




. . . . - -- ' . 
.· 
which'··a.re mutu.ally'. perpendicular, 'orthogonal o.ver ' 'the sphere and' compl~te ' 
.. - . . ... . .. . ' ' - . . . 
{Ba-ckus,: 1_~58)· •. _ ·T_h~:ef.'?.~ell the~dis_pJ~ceme~~ _fieid _is written as. a ··co~~in~·~ 
tio·n of spt:teroida1 and · torsional vebtor .components: .. . . 
. a ., . . ~t':; -; ·~1s:J, 
I. 
'" 
(J. 9) . 
. ' . " ~ . . 
' 
'\, 
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In. !?tandard'-. free oscillation theo;y the. t9rsional ·. c'omponent i~ .· , ' 
.· ·· :of the ~ph/~rcndal m~d~s .and ·ca.n be·· sty.#.ied. 'i .nde'pe':lde~tl.y . . Again•. in . the· : . 
.· .· · _. · s~atic ?ef.orm·a-ti~n o: t~e E·arth.' i-t · f~~-8d~coupled from\~·e sp~er:-~idal ~od~~· 
· Clnd -;s sb1ved independently . . As the forcing ·po.tel"!tia-T--is pure-ly sp-heroidal, 
t' • ' ' , · ' • •,. • · , ' • ' ' "' I 
·. P~keris ·& Ac<;ad'-(1?72) and Smylie··_ (19_74~ assumed that there was .f1o ·coupling 
between "the to.rsional oscillations· and the spheroidal excitation a~d· 
. . . . . ' . . . . 
completely neglected any st~dy of the torsional respcins~. · 1~ th~ ~ sit~~tion 
. . hefe · eons i dfred the tor; ion a J {mpd:s a r~_- e,x~i fed through roi:a t i ana/ . . " 
-(Cori_olis) coupJing to the ~pheroidal mqdes; they also _feed energy back 
in~o the s~h~roida~ mode~ -.~n~- · conse~·uently .the) ~u-st _b:·. re.taihed. in .the 
' . . 
~escriptio~.: ~f the displacements for _ a co.mP,lete rsolution. Neglect of the . 
. · . . torsfonal modes also l~ads· to a vj6lati-on of the conservation ot' angular 
_: __ ·. . m~~ent·~~ {A'pp_~~di~ F-r:·.· ·.. . .. · . , . .. . 
.. -· 
Fr-om the str.ucture assum~d above for the displacements and -the -
.· .. p·roperti_es of. .the surface spher'ical harmon'ics the·dilatation 'can be wri.tten · . 
~-· 
.as. · . . . ' 
. -
(1..10) · -·~ 
.. 
. . 
. :_ ·Eta ["'. t· ·clum .-I 2 ~"' n(\'\~~ ~=-- } S~ · . -· 
- . "+ n- - - · ~ .~. ..- .. . - .. . -;:' · . r : . ' 
· · ri•o"'•-n · J~ . · · .. · . . : : . · 
_· · .'- ~ . 
, . 
There~Qre, . for· s1mpricity; I shall omit · the ' su~ation signs and! the indices 
.. I ' • . ' I 
·. ·<u~le5:5 ambigui _tl .. _would resu.lt~_ . ·rn1 ke~p~ -~~ ~ith prev-i_~us_ wor ks _(A~ t~rma~-
. · ·. et ~1 .. . . li959)' I shall al.so adopt t.he.·equivalent variab.l~s 
. - -. . . fo. .' . . :, ' '. ' . 
' : 
"' ' . . "' 
- .. .( 1. ).ta) ~ 
. r ;· 
:~·- 7= u" . '> _ 'f~ :=- '~n 
.. . 
. .. , 
. i-.. 
. .. 
I • : ' 
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Since it~ so~~ces are external to the. Eary~h the tide~producinQ . 
.· 
·' l I ' . ~ . , . · · . pot en~ i a 1 satishes . Lapl .acels _. eq~~ti .on ·.. .., 
. -.,,, 
. . :! • 
: . ~ ·. . 
't . 
· , ' 
. . ~ . 
·. . i 
t .} 
•. l 








. b . A,~J . 
.. 
. ,. 




' . ' ·~-=~ ' ... 
.. , 
· .. 
and · sine~ the potential mus~ be fi~ite t~iou~h the Earth: th~ r~l~vrint . j 
' . • \ • < • • • • I I 
solution. sati_sfie.s the fir-s~-order differential ·equation 
' . . . ~ . ., . 
. .  
. ... . 
. ;'" 
I ' • ' 
( 1. i2) 
,. 
I 
, ' , '•. 
( . 
I ' • 
. • · . • ' .• i 
\ ·. · '--t 
• 0 ' • : • "~, • '. 
· . .. P.oisson ''s 'equat'ion governs ttte initial and the)ristanta.neou·s 
. . 
gravitational · potentials·, hence · · . .. 
(1.13) . 
. ' 
-.. ... · . ·· :A I! "1~ '!o ·-=. · ~- · ~o . . a : .. ...,.·.,1t"1eo 
. .. , 
·· v.J. ~" · c - 4tGe. · _ _. I -~· .· 
., . 
I 
Therefo,re the i~du.ced po_tential satisfies 
(1.14a) . . . '7~.~ ·-.· ~ . - 4tr~ei · ~ _· ...4~~:~. (eo\t) ·· · · · 
. . . . . .·: 
. ' 
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: . 
. · · . · At thi's point 1. Shall nJl ect thnll i·~tfciti ~S of the 1 sopecnif• 
' ' ' . ,· ' ' ' . . ' . 
equipotential surfa'ces and assumr;~ spherical l ~ynmetry, whence . 
. , . . ' 
, , , I ' 
" i 
. ·1 
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· ./ ·. I ~~ta'·i .n the c·e~tr~·ifugal t;erms whic.h are of· the same ·order as ·the el'l ipticity 
. since it.·will be n-ecessary -i~ any f~rther . . studylwhich does inborporate ~he· 
. .. . . I . . . . . 
elliptic1tyto . jnclude.thes~effect~. . · . . ' . 
f • • • 
1· expand the radial (no:nnal) component of ·'the solenoida) vector 
. ·. . . . . . 
obtained from (i.14b) in. spherical _' h~rmonics by t~ rel.ationship .' /· 
'. 
· . oo n· · · 
:. ~. ~~. ~41i~~it] =. '£,.,. 'j6C~Y S~(6,c/>) ,:,. 
. ' ' 
. , . I . . , 
. · .. from whicb . . . . 
' ' 
' 
... •' ' 
or 
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Hence 
.. .. 
· , . 
.....  
. f. 
' · t> 
As the ·surface spheri ca 1 
. . . 
·the above expression. is equivalent to ·. 
I • 
. ' 
. . . 
(1.16) :. 
. for . e~ch sph~:~ca 1 . harmon i ~· ·mode . . 
· The ·set. of equations derived ahove i~ still .incomp.lete. for the 
. . . . . . 
.sol uti on of the ·response of the Earthmo9el. The additional postulate . 
. . . 
. . . 
necessary '' to complete this .set ' ·is a specific relation 'expressing the . 
. . . . ' .· ' . 
.. . . . ~ . . . . 
dependence of ·the stress tensor; . 't".- , . on the_'. displacements. ·In the . ·· 
f~ ll_owi ng . two ·sect i o~s I . p~oc~ed' to ~efi ~e thi ~ depend~~ce . in .t .he· s~ 1 i d 
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· ·, s,: · The Stress-Displa·cement Eguations ·.wit_hin an 'Ela.stic Solid 
_r ·.as~ume that the s~lid under_·consid.enition is i~otropic·, _ e ~asti~ 
' . 
·· and subjec~ only to small"displaqements : Then 
. ·.?:1 ::: 'All. t . T 2fe I . 
. . . . 
. where _A and ·r-. are th~ Lame ~onstan~s _and ~h~' ·comb~nents 
tensor, .e, are 
• <.I • 
The ·shear' modtilus, or rigidity,. is given by 
~nc;f -~ ·by ' . . ' 
. f> ' • . 'l. 
·.': ' . - ~+~t" --~ - e.,·v, .. 
I' 
' '• 
of the strain 
.. \ ; : 








I. . At this .stage I ·af!J dealing with the simpl Hied spherically · 
. I . . 
·. symmetric Earth model or · spedfically 
.I ' . • • ... l 
eo .... eo<~) ' "r-. v,(~) ' ; "s ,.;. v$( yo) • ' 
.. 
. I . 
. ' ~ ' ' 
. . I 
,• 
.. . . 
· i . sho~ (Appenpix A.l )· ·that · the divergenc~ of the stress tensor ca~ be 
. . ' . . .. . . . . . 
. . 
. -
·; . wri~~en '.in t~rms of· ~.Ph~rb_idal _an~ ' torsi'onal vector corponents.: 
. ~ . . ' ' . 
. . ' ,. : . 
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·· \ . 
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· · These var~ables ar~ dire~tly reiai~d to ~he radia~ compon~nts of . 
· ·· the elasti<: stress: 
. . 
I · . ··m . · . I · · .. · ·l 
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These definitions. allow the stre'ss force to be rewritten 
. . . . ·r ·. , ....... _ _ ' 
: . 'J· r: \ ::: ' 
' < • 
. · ·_ ~ - n(n.+~ ·~~i .¢s · +··· . f ~ -\-~- + -').. ·. · ~ ··· . 
( 1. 18) . . . r J . , ~ . . . . . . \ ~ ~ . v- . . I. ·"""' ~ ·_: . . 
, I ' "" 2~ :1• , ,- ~¥;. ~:~ n{n .. u-ya :t'~~~3) t-~S . • 
l ' ' I • ' • r ._.. • 
-tt .i( -+ ;~,. ::- p-Cn~~~"l) y.,li? ~ ~!> , , 
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. A "''lr-· 
· wh~re., k is the incQmpressibility .. Wri£ing'th~ ' di;placem.ent equat.io:n in 'the . . 
: . · ... e~·pan(ied fo;·m /ti·l_izing the. or.th~~o~al :ve_c.tor_ b;s-is . ·~ ~ _;~~-- ~~d ~.;.V~ :· ._-'. 
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. : ~<i = "'1,..\}9 r -:- '1.,(t-) 't' • . . . • 
. .. , . ' 
' . . . ' ' . . \ ' ' ' . . . . : 
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Using the or.thogonaiity ·of the b~sfs·v~ctors, t'he orthogon~lity · of . · 
. . . \ ' ' . . . . . 
the spheri~al 'harmonics, the definitions and the ~el.ations alreadY derived, 
. I·. . 
. l . 
. v .. . . ·. . . 
I .ext~act tbre~· first-or-der. d .iffere~dal equations· ior : the vector com.~onents 
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( 1. 20) 
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' ~ 2\ ~~ ' \.. o, ':i'~. ~ 0~ ":1 '· -- W\ ~, . 
' { 1. 22) 
.. 
.· 
l4t :1~ . -'t "":1~ ·-. "'i. n (~ ~ '> ~ ~~ 1 · 
'• ..J 
. : · . . · .· ~ · . . kn · ·kn · kn · kn ' : kn kn : kn · · 
.The coupling coeffic~ents · A1 ' . ~2 , A3 , A4 , _B1 , B2 ·and B4 
are deff~ed~in Appertdi;·A .and .calcuiated in -Appendix c: The anguiar · · 
~ · , ' ' . · . . , ·· 




n ..; ~c W\9 ¢: ~ ~:~e e1 . . .
1 
If I _ri~g_lect t~~ effects of 'rotation ·{n-t-Q) ~he above· set of . 
equati9_n_s a~ai,n degenerate_s to . ~he _set u:sed · ;~ fr'ee osciliafiori. ~h-eo-ry . · . . . . .. 
;· ·(~_i_th~ =0) and to ·those used by .Peker.is & - Accad . (with!~,_. ~ ). . . 
The complete. set of first-order differ.ential equat~ . tha·t ·· 
• . • • • ~ c.- ' • • 
deffne the deformation ffe.l_d . .throughout" the solid regions · ~f the Earth ·are 
. . , . . . . . . 
··: · (1.'17).t .(1 .• 20), · (l.Zl) ~nd (1.22), t~gether with .the .defining equations · 
.. , . . . . I ' . , •. . . . . , , . 
. ·for the "potentials (1.12); ·o.~_~r and ·(1.16)_ .from ~e_ction 4. . , . . 
· . 
. . · . 
. ~ . .' . . . "I 
A paraller;.development·.must now .be done. for the. 'flui.d otlter core. i 
.. . 
.· . . 
• 4 • • 
. . . 
'. 
- . . 
• 
., . ' , . 
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6. The Navi_er-Stokes Eguati~ns wvhin the F~uid C~re . · I 
I assume that the t'-lui.d · compo.sing the outer core of the . Ear-th is 
- ..... . .~ 
. invi-scid and .isotropic · (I al~o· neglect an~ ·geomagnetic effects)·, an~ .hence 
•' o I I f 
. · the stress within the fiuid is due·only to·the expansion· ·or compression of 
' Q . 
· the local .r~~me ·ele~ent.IV Unde~· this .c~nsidera.tion . 
. ·Z', =. ~~~ ·i ) . . "' 
. .. . 
' ... . .· ·"-' 




. ' . 
. For the·. moment I r·eturn to the more. ex~ct, rotati.ona lly flattened 
'/ . . . . . 
model of ·the Ea~th,· a·lthough : la~er I shail r~lax ·th).s to s.p~e.rical _~.Ymmj~ry·. 
· · · With the. above. · s·pecification· of the stress ten$_Or ,. the· displace-· · 
ment equation (1.6) can b~ writte~~s · . . • 
=a:+ 2~ .. ~ = t .. ~(~~) ~t.("ia·~~~~l ' 
. : . ' :. ,; 4' ... . ( 1.23) 
+Vl f ~ ~ . + ·t~·~ ~ \t .. ~-~~~~~1: 
Frcim·the condition of initial ~yd~ostatic equilibrium, the 
isopecnic . and ~eo~ot~~~·i.al SU'rfaceS· in ~h~ equilibrium' confi~Ur·ation: · 
.. ' . . . 
. . · .c~in~i~e, .. ?r e.q~ival. en~ly,. th~ densi.Y /r~~ie~t . _is parallel t? the g~a~tt~-· 
. tional field. I adopt an analytic fay-;/ for. the hydrostatic ·condition as : · 
. . . .. ' . 




. I . . AV(t.') · . ~· · .~ (1->f>' .. )) {~o \~~:(~ .. ~)v: 
.. · . /-:~: {i-~) ·~ ~J +~lt(tt .. ~r. · . (L24) 
·. ' 
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. , . , , ' ,. . . . ' I , - .. ' .· : ~:.: 
. . Sinyl i e. & Ma~sinh_a (1971 )'·"have: ~ho~~ (he . ex.tent to_ :w~-i.~h --~he .. _ i_ • • • .. > . : . ._1' ... 
stat;~ · resp9nse of the fluid depends· on 1ts Q~part!Jre from the Adams- . . . . -J 
t . ' ·· .





_· _. ~ .- _ · w_;ni~~so.~ .c.ond(tion and. tt}i~ has si:nce 6e~n di _scusse~)y Smjli~ (1974) · · · · · .: : l 
:_ - . ·.· . . J~d :cross l~y - ( 1~7 5b) :· ·In; a 1 ~- ~o~~-~1 s con.s .i~-~re~ .t.o. date th_e · s~abi.ii :ty' fa~tor_~ :-. ~- . . :·.1 












. · . '·. 1da~s;-Will iamson condit_i.on._'(-in · t~e- absel')~e· of rota tie~) ·wh~n -~ {r) . = 0 · <._. . r 
·. · · .. -~v~ryWhe~e aY~d to a unif~rm ·de~·siW d.i st~ _i bu~JofJ . wt:l_en . ~-: (~) : = 1.:· fre :_model ·. '(. :· ~ . 
' ' ' ' ' ' • ' ' ,' • ' · •.. .. l o I ' ' ' ' ' • • ' 
.. _publ isheq __ by' Peke·ds .. & _Accfid ·(and. s~:~pplemented by SmyJ-ie. tp -allow for :the : ' . · . 
~ ' . • • • : • • ' ; , ' ' • ' • ' • ' ,) I • ' • " .. : • ' .• • ' ' 
. presenj:e_ ()f . the inner core) has p { r) ~ .;:-0 . 2 . tryr:ou.ghout· the. -fl_uH:I . c~re ... "J. ,/ 
·_. u-se the -same mod~l for .p1,1r~bses of comparison·.·.· . · · · -: · : ·: ,. . ,. 
. ; · -·- Th_e: :stabilit,y_ .factor·· ·is - .r~1ate4ft~ -th~ .th-~rm~d)rna~i~ prope'rties_ . 
' . ' , · . : . . ·. . . . . . .. 
of t:he fluid. Under< the assumption .pf i-sotropy tlie equi li.brium density .. 
• • •• ' • • ' J . ' .. • • • • • 
• . . profiloe ·will · be t'he result ·of: the -: pr~s-sure ~~d the ' temperat~re dist~ibut;o·ns . . 
,. ' ' . ThOrefo~e . . .. . · /Ff> ·. . . .:· .. . ' . 
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The third:. componemt o'f thi.s equat.ion· is simply. a re~etiti_ on of ·. 
. .· . 
. ~ ( 1.' 30) • .. . .. 
, .. ' 
. . . ·. ··_:·I ~il: J . . treaf the_·: a~o-~e ·two. eq_u~ti o'n~ as·· _a~~-lytic · .eq.ua~~ ~n-~ . J . ." . # · .. 
. fining'· the~ va~ia~l-es . /v.lV:':J3). ~nd Jr{ ~j~) }n te_rnis _of. the ~emai _n~.ng· 
:-- ~ ·. ri~bl~s and then th.y_s.e_.·wfth.: the ~ther a~alyt_ic : equa·t_ion·~ - c~n . -be s(;>lved · .. 
.· for ·.t.h~ . .fl-On~rad1al· motions-and - ·thei~ : ·de~ivati.ves~ . . Finally ~- - w111 b'e left, 
• t 
. . . ,. . . . .. . . ' ' . . :. · .. ' . . . "'_ . . . . . .. .. : \ . . ·:·' . . . . . . . 
with ·only fiVe first-order different;i.al _equation~ (for .~ach · spherical · .. 
. ' ., . . . . . . . ' 
_· ~armonic mode) whic;h involv.e ' only ~he radi~f · dispia~~~~~(, th~ dilat~tion · . ·. 
· .· · . ·. ~ -tid. ~~e ·p~tenti;l : ~~ua~ions .. · .. · .. . I . • • • - ·• _. •• -' . .. • • : • •• • --~ · • • ·r . 
• I . Thifiheri Compi~teS'the· ~efih1i!on otthe' problem 1ns0fa~ ~s ..• ·. . 1 
e~pl ic_i t.l·~. stat1)1g _ the. -~~-~; ng di ffe~·enti a·l~ .. J'~u~tf a_ns of ·.~he · .di_~p.ia~·ement · · · · 
·.' fields· it"bo~h t~e _ela_~ti.c so _l1d ,re~ions· o.f::~~~ .~ar.th a~~ .in: the fl~i~ ~ute_r · 
' ', , • ' • ·, ' I • • - ' • ' ; ' • '• •• 
,· : ·. core. : 
. . , . . . ·. . .. e . . . 
. ._ . . -'· Hav1~9 the 99ver_n.ing ~qua_t1 .<:ms ·· a.bove;· I·.shail : investigate· the . 
. .--. ' tide.-ra·i- ~i~g ··~ot~n:t.r~ ·, :_~nd ~h~·.: ~o·upTing · t·e~in~ due to]oclt.1C?~ ·to ~~term1, ne. 
·: ·.. · .. ··· ." ..... . ' . . . . . · , , • , . . . ' _; ,. . : 
·the selection rules whic.h govern th·e · set of the modes of the deformation · 
. : J . 
. .. 
. . . . ~' 
• •• .. j • - • ' • ' • •• ' • • • • • : • • • •• . .. 
which . this ti'de.:.raising ·patentia·l ·will ~xcite ·indirectly ·. · --. · . · · 
. -· I 
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,•' 
"Mod'es · · .. 
• ' I ' • . \ 
• .. . . .. The _s·o.urces ~f the ·ti d~_.r:~i·s ·ing po.te~tial .. und~r ·consideration- are , :. ·. 
• • • " ) · .' •• ~ • ..._. ' • • :· • • ... . • • • • ' • • • I • • I 
: ·, the Moon . and the- Sun_: For . ~ i ther. source _ it is poss1ble. to spec i fy its .· · 
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I· 
. ,. R : · ~ . \~·- ·~\· ' .. ·_:_·.· . 
. '~. · .. v ,) '. . . 
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. . 
· A .s.ta'ndard ·expans1on of thfs .fn · (e~endrb pol.ynpmf!ll s. giv~s 
, 4 = ~ J: ~- (L)"·· .Pn·: (~· ~· )'· 
. · , . .-. · · . D· ·n·' D . . · :, r ·. . 







t ,•, I 
.. 
j· 
. ·· .. :·._1~ - t.erms M·t~e··- ~o·ord'i .nates · o;. tne fie) .d po.int . . r =C~e,<P) ·(1-t -,;. .- . 
should·, a.gai~ b~···no~e~ . he~e ··thate: f~ .~h~ _co:lciti~ude){.~ :: ~ · :. · :. · : .i;, . 
. ·. . 1 . . . .· . . . . . eo . . . . . - n.·. . ·. . : : . . . . . . . , . 
.- ·~ · '.· · . ... .. t~~!J-. ·911 . . t · (t)" .. ~ !>~~~)~ ·· ·s~;l~~t7Ys:·~~~·¢y · .. ·
· 1'· · · · · D . n•l. . m~-~ . . . . . . 
' :. tr ,• o-' 
. . . . . . . I 
. and withi_n. the · E~r:th ~h-e rad.o t ·:·!:: .2t, . i~_ .tha~ :_I . n~e~ cinl;Y r~t~·in · ·. ·., .l.' :· · ·. 
· . ·: . · l~~di~g . 't'erms.'- .. r ·expliti'tly d~-·. riot'cons.ider · a.ny e>:eteY.n~l. ~rhin~- forces. ·. ~ ·. 
· · on the .. -~-~rt·h·.' ~~her .th.an. th~ · lead·fng . t~~m~ tn:=2 · ~·nd n=~3L :,. · · · .. · ~ 
' ' .. ' .. : .·. . . .· .. . : - ... . : . . . . . . ' ' . ... ~. . . ' . "'-: . . . . ' . ; . : .. ..  ·: . 
·. . ·. As I .)}ave: tr.uncat,ed the tide -;raisin'g potential' to onh .the , :· : ·. ·. 
. . . . . , . , . . , , , I . . . . . . . . , , " 
'. . . . ... ( ' . , , . :~::::: ::~~:: :d_r::::::s ~.·:~:~ :~ "::: :::::·~~~h:~::~.:: 1 :~::~:di :":::~' . , , '' 
· · . . ; · · . . . ·by .-.cou~ 1/1 ng o~~er ·. ~ode~ i)O ~hese mopes , .·.to exci -~~ }hes~· oth~r mo.~e.s,. ·; It is · · 
. · .: ·. . I . : ' - , . . \ ... . _· , _':. .' ·I· .· . . . . . . ·.· . : : . :· -.: . ·. :_. . : . ,. . . ··.. .. : :. : .... :""' ' .' ) 
.· . · .. 
. . . . ... . 
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[ . . .' 
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chi-efly for this reason .. that J: am 1~vestigat f~g a ratating Earth model . .' -~- - · .. I . ·... . . . . II . . Consideri~g the coupling ·dqefficien~s de~fined in Ap·pim.di·x· A and us~d in . . 
; ! .-1' .. 
. :·,; 
.. . l. 
I . . I . . . . 
. the . equa ti bris ·wh; ch govern ·, ~h~- 'd ~ splac.enie~tf.fi e.1 ds -fn . bo~h th~ . so 1 i d . an'd ( ' ,: 
~ . . I.... . • . 
. 'J • . 
, • . 
·' · 




-_·fluid regions ·o~ .t.~e Eartf:l, A·}, _A2, s; _an~ · ~J coupl~ .e~e~ _?e9ree·sphe~oid~1 · _ 
. -- ' ! . . . 
'terms·; to even clegree sphe-roidal_ terms and odd degree· spheroidal _terms ' to·· . .. ·<..· .. _. , 
o~d .degre~ sp~~-roi da 1. terms~· Ttre . ~e;a i ni ~J co~pl i"n~ ··co~ffi ci e~ts ~3 ~ i\4.!: . ~~ -~- B·~ _a~~ ~ B4 coupl~ . ~ve~ . d~gr~~ - ~ph~r~idai ten! 'to ·odd- -~eg~~e · t~rsi?na_l t~ ~~s. :._.._ 
anp odd degree .spheroidal · ter~s to even degree. tors1onal terms __ ; All 
.. . ... . ~ . . . 
-· .. ... , .. -_ .. .. . 
~ . . . 
. . .. 
• , • . r 
. . . 
. · ·, . . . . . 
;: coupling coeffi~ie~ts ~co~ple, . mbdes of the s'ame brde~ .so that it 'is- .no't 
. .. . ~ '. . . ·. ,· . . . . . . . ·, ' . . . .. ·. . ... . . . . . ' . . '. 
necEl.SS.ary~to :carry _this indeX expl~cftly. Only. f_f-the Earth model were· ,·: 
. ~ 
.. ·I ·- ... 
'. ' 
·' . :· 
-- ~-xtended 'to .ino1ude the possihil ity''of ~zi muthal variatio~s wo_~ld coupli ng 
b~t~~en ,' dfffe~ent o~~~r~ b~·· ex~ited; ... u· ·r' co~s-id~r 'only · the sec;~:nd degre,e· 
·e~t'e~nal tide-ra·iS~~g .po:te.nti.al as. -~he· ~-~urce . ~f ·~he _ defor.~~t·i~n·s. , ·.it .is 
' . ~ . . ·. . . ' "" 
. . . .. . 
. · ev. i _den~ ~hat the _Coriolis angcen_trifugal couplings Y'il-l e~ci _te ·. only_ e,~en . ' '•" 
• I l .. . . . ' . ' . . . ; . '. ·. . . 
-:.· .. _ )Y" ·_ · -·,· : .. d_elr.ee _s~h·e.r~_i ~~ 1 --~~mp~~p_nts . a~n~ od~· de~ree torsi_ona ~ - _ ~~mpn~e.nts: · ~~e ·: 
· - .' . · res-ult's o~·the rotational "<;Oupling at:"~ shown schemdticalJ'y below (Fig. 1) : 
.. 
. , ' 
--
. , \ ...  
~ ·.· . . .. 
A-lt·e.Y'natively, if I con~-i~er 'oril,Y 'the .- t~ird deg~e·e excit~tib~ o_rily od~ · · 
-d~gree. s~~er.oi da i a·nd ·:ev~l'! ·deg·ree t~o~si o-~a-1:· mo~es will · be 'ex~-~- ~ed .. The-- I. 
'•, ' ' 
c·ouplfng effect' of ellipticitY will. be .simHar to that of..centrif~gal fori:'e • 
' . . . ·. . . . ... . . . ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . : ... '· 
.. . ~ .: · ·_· · ;Since·· this is ·a·n 1nfin.jte .chain it will .be necessary tt> tr.uncate . · · 
I . . . . . ' . \ . . . .. . . • · . . · . 
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rl . • 
=. =. ===~•~ · dir_ect·_ e_xc~'tat1on by the tide. producing pote.ntta_l · 
•. 
" ,·' I 
--__;_--il> c·oupl ing due· ~o .Cor_1ol1S effects_.e 
. ' 
• • •• - • 0 
'9' • ' . 
.,.:~~-~-f> · coup~·-ing due to centrHugai . effect"s 
. . . . . . ' .· 
~ .· · 
.· ·· " 
·: . . F1g. -~ · · ... senema~1C. Of J:~~ exchange~ ~ of energy between the _:sph~r.oidal . 
·:· ~ ·. . . .. · ' : .· · .mod~~ and t .he t"ors{onat modes ~u·~ to rotati.onal _co~pi1ng' " ' 
_ ... I • •• _. ·:· _ • • •• • • ~. _ .. _. •• 1 ;or,-. -~-ide"-~~-i$-1ng p:ot~ri~·ia 1 ~ -o~ d~gtee_ ~ . : · ·• . . 
. ~ · .t. 
.... ~ . 
'. . . .: . . · . .,., : 
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I . 
of th Forcin 
- I- . ·_ ·, 
8. ·rhe .T; me De endence Motion 
In this section .. the simplifying assumption that ~he exciting . ." 
I , . , , 
- .. pot~ntia 1. has a s; ~~so1 da ,· ti·~e depend"enc~ . is made·: ~ more co~pli_fa te.d . 
. t.;,.pOra l varfati_on k~n then b~ cOnSidered a s iinple .• Fourfen".m of these ·. 
sinusoidal time va.rii\<~i _ons. } he time d~pendence chosen is simply e 1 ·~t 
. j, . : . -I ( -.· . 
~o~ - all~ v~r·i -~b~ ~s since dissi r tfve processes · .. ~ith:in the _Eart~ _have b-~~n 
neglected. · · ·I · · - · 
. . ! . ·. . 
Un~er "t:his assumpti9n th_e equations gov.erning the defor1_11at.ions 
,c~n ,be .. rewritten . si~ply by"_ r~~l~ci~g- _ a p·artial. derfvat_i:ve with· resp~C?t to · · 
: ·time .. t>y· i<T, e.g . . 
. ... y, · ~ . lcr ,y, _· 
. .. - ~ ._ 
f· : y, ~ . ~ cr y, 
In ~his form the set of ~i-rst:..Or~er· tiifferential eq.uat~jons for. the solid 
.regions and the correspondi.hg set of -analytjt a·nd ' first~order differentia] 
. - eq4ations fn ," the fluid ar"e now · c~~p-lete . and. ~hrased. in" te·r~s of real ."(not.: 
I • ' ' ' .~ • • ~ 6 '' • ' \ ' I 
·- complex) variables. The solution to thes~ equations· will be subj_ec~ to 
. . . I· . - . .. . 
"the_ boundar~--~~ndi~ions ·on the var.iab_l~s at ("or:- rs·s·) in~e~faces·. -~et~e.en: .. · 
. ~he solid an~~ f~tii~. _reg-ion~ .. and at Wle_ ~urfac~ . · , .··. · · .· · . -. 
t; . ' 
. '-
I • • : 
I • 
. , 
.. ·, ·~ 
·: 
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'·9 ... Boundary Conditions ·. 
·- . I 
. ] . 
r . 
'\ . 
. . t 
. ! 
l 
. ;] . 
tj 
~ 
' •J: • 
:~ . 'or~· gin (ceRtre Of the ~ar~h). and the. dispiacem~nts must vanish ·at the ·. :! 
ori 9;~ to 1 Eia've the S~resse! ~ini~e." The sing1 ~ ~xceptf~n to .. ~.hi.s st.· ~·~~me~~ .. · ..... ·: J. 
.is the ·spheroidal . displacemetl~S ?f dfl~tee · · one, ·whiCh must sat1Sf,Y. the ; .. . . . ·, -~ ~ 
• cOri ditl ~n . t ha't the . ~en i:r~ of ""'s s of .the . Earth rema ;·o 'f 1 ~ed . . · ' · .J :· 
1· . . : The ,Po.t~nti.als are_ con.tinuo~s c:t~ro_ss.-a.ll ·;~tero~l bo.~nda~i.e.s a·nd, ·.. . . -J · 
··· since the gr·av'itational flux is ·solenoida1 ·,./its normal component ·.is ·.also ·. . · · ·:; 
. . . ·. · . . . . ( . •' . . 7 .' . ·. . . . . . . . .· 4 
continuous 'acrqss aJ1 b<?undarie~ provided r:rr is itself continupus .. .. ·. : ·: ~ 
. . . . : ,; ., . :• ' • .. ' . ' • : . . . . . .... . . . . . . ~ ·. ] 
- As I am <l.eallng wit'h dynamic · displacements ra·ther than the ·static . . .. :~ 
. ,. '• . . . '• ' J .. 
'case, th.e radi~Hd:fsplac~ment and the radial stress ·are. also continuous · .· ·.~ '· 
: . . . : . . .' . . . . . . . ' . . . . . . . . : . . . . . . . .. - . ·.. . .. 
across all lnternal .boundaries. The shear stresses·must. vanish at the . . 
' • • , '• ' , ' • ' ' • o ' " • • I ~ 1 ~ • 
surface ?f the Ea~th (r = R) and a.hoat the ~nte~nal ~~1-id-fluid. Jnter,fa~es • . >~ l 
Returning to '.the .induced grav.itational. ' poten~ia1, and · the normal I 
'comeon~n t of the g r~ vI tat ionS 1 f1 ux,. the $e 'must be con .t'i nuou s ~ ~ _ the s ur'fac~ . • 'l 
of .the Earth and the induced potential bec.omes harrnonfc ·. ou.tside . the ·E·a.rth. ; :, · ~. J 
y;<R.-) ' = )'~~.), •. . . · ·~· · ·. . ·~ l 
·:1~ C. R~) .. ·:: :J: <. R~) · ,' . : . ' . .- i · 
.k: ( ·\"} · c:' (E_ \~-tl · "·~ t~) ., : ~ ·~ R ·. · .. •· ' .. ·. 'i ' 
. / .. 1 s . v-· J:. -J' . - . I I . . .. -. . . ) . --1 . 




( 1. 32) .· R:t: _-T (~+i) )'~ ..:.o · at r"' ~ ' .. 
I 
· 1 note that this. differs. from the· constrai:nt placed on .. these terms 
• . . I • • • • • . " . •: • • • ' • 
by Pekeris. &. Accad .0972) . ·.However. they wer~ dealing ·not with ·the .. ihduced · .. 
~ • • ' • • • I ' j • • :_ • • ' ' • - · '• ff • • ' 
P~~enti~_l · bu~ with t~e 9ombination ot the. fnduc.~d · and '" fn~uc.f~g ·potentials; .. 
furtherrnq~~ · .thei ·r. ~onditi~n ·(p •. 239, .. eq .~. lO) ~hould r~ad: .. 
·' 
, .. ' 
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where ·their uk is' equtVaient to my ~~ . 
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defined, the govern~ng d~ffe"rentia1 e,quations ·fo_rmulated. and the · •. - .- · . 
. . . • J' ·,· .. . i . . • . • j . .. .. ' . 
. . 
.. ~ 
constr'aining bou.nda'ry conditfons stated. :In the · next chapter I sl)all _ . . •• ·. ·.- · 
.. ' 0 .: ' • 
'!. ' J 
·.- discoss .. the init~~-lization~ the _sc·a_ling and the . 11ume~ical . pr~pagat.io.n 
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CHAPTER. 2 
• 
.NUMERICAL P~OC EDURES ·. ·. . · ·· ' . 







1. 'In i t i a lfza t ion: · · · · . . 
. . . . .. , . \ 
' I • ' • ~ • .. . ~· 
. ..... 
.. 
· . · ~~- .. In ord~r · to star.t ~he s~lutio~s .at the ' geofentr~ it~ is nece_ssary , ·· 
. toj e~ami nethe behavi O~r of the d~foi'm;tio~s, S1ire~s~s, potentia 1 s ·;,~d • .. ·.: . ' , ~ grhvitat1onal fJux near there. for each ·.mode.\mder considera:tion.· . ....... . 1 •. 1 
.. 
!' 
' • i) • l • • ' : Jj. • , • • 0 • . . . 
· . . ·A~. a_ f'itst··ap~r·?ximation,. th.e defi~i~g equ_~ti~.ns g~~l'ern.irg t.he "'· 
. defcinnatipns w.i t'h.in the elasti'c :inn~r core·.·a~e simplifj~d by .negle~ti'~g :.· · . 
. r · . . · .' ·. · .· · . : ·.• . · · i 
··tile rotational ·and th~. dynamic ter~s (set ·<T ·O. ·= .0)~ . The ·set of · .. · • 
. · ~ -
• • o J o o • o , · ' ~ ~· o ' • ~ 41 ' , ' o o I ' ' ~ : • ) - •' • o o 
: ~ · . .. !equations ) have de'ieloped . then degenerates to the · set obtained ·by Smylie &· . . · · . ~ 
. I • . . . . . , . . . . .· . . 
. ·:: . · · .Mans.inha. ·(197i'). for , the solid par·t of the .Earth: In ·thts' ·~pp·r~xinia:tion _the 
0 .. : ' • • • • • ~ ~· • ' ' - \ • ,, 
....,. : •' ' . . . . .: . . . . ·, 
'·· torsi'onal mqde·s are complete'ly decoupl.ed from the ~P.heroidal.modes. and .• from · · .. . · ;: 
, ea~h ~ t~er, an li~. -s ~~ero ida 1 ~des a r~ c a i -~ o' tom~ 1 ete 1¥ dec~.'~ 1 ed, frlllll the ;f · ·.• 
· : · · ·' . :- torsi ~nal ,mode~ and f~ori each :other-~ In o,~~er\o · produ~;~; ~h~ behaviour of. 
o. . . · '"l"" • " 1: · · . A · v' · • . · . · · t • ' ' 
.·. the solutiO'ns .a·s .r:+ 0, I :a1'so ·assume that ftie· variation in .density and· in . · .. . :, · . . 
' t •• ·, ' • • • • • • • : ·~ • .. .. • u . • . • . . . . . • . . . . ' . - • . 
I . • _t.he -.La~~- ~o~s~ar:t~S ··; s n~~q gi bl e ~nd write. each' vari··~:ole _in :~ . req,~~ ar power.: 
. J ~. . - ·~.... . . . . .. ·• - : ~ . . . ' . • ·. ~ . ' . • . • ~ • 
I • · series•.expans1.on. ·The procedure .used ·here is similar to .that used -by 
... 
·,. 
• • • • • • .. • • , • : ~ • ~ • • : "1. - ' • ' • - ' • • • • • ' ... 
· ~· :., . .Smylf.e & Mansi.nha. (197-l) ·where th~y . con~idered .the entire ·cor~ of the £arth .- . . 
C. ·. ' ' ' .' • • • ' • ' 'n/ I . • ' ·• ' .: ' ' ' • • • ~ ' ' • • ' • 
_· ~~ \ <-. . ~ . '\. . -~:·_ ~s/. f~ui_~. ~. ~t:o_~~:le~ . ( ;:47.Sil) has fnde~endent~~ -- used 'tflis ".te~h~-~q.v'e anct,._ : .. : ~ l < .. · ·_ ..-. 
· · .:· ·, .• .ob~ain~t1 . results · c.o~_s:ls~e~t-with mine,~ .:. -·~ :~ .. ·,_. · .• : ·. · .... · ... ·.·> .. . :· ' 
..,: • ·. : :.I I .. 0 . ' J ' ' ' '' • • • • ' .. • • • • ' ' • ' ' 
~ ' . · ~ · j tr) .' F~n:·~~:i:~ :::~ n .:::ht::::•::: ~an the~~~·: ;~ 1~cu1 a ted ~~end i x • · _·_ 
.. c> ·· ·. . ~ . . \ · , ·. r :_ "• . = . . ~ir _+•.•.• . . . . . . - .. { ) J ·~ · - J~· 
. 2.1 . . ... Y~ . ~-- _ ·.·c~~-+ ~t"-) t(~ .+ .· :~; .... ·.. _ . _ .. 
. .. 0 .. . J ..... ·-, .··. /- ' ~ .. 
,• . : . . 'j~ • II)' . . . : ! 0 T • • ' .' • . f. ' •• 
.. ... . :" -· ~- · . . '--' · .. ; ·,·· 
· . . ·· u .t 
... 
c, . ·. 
... . 
. . . 
: . .'.' . .y 
, : . :~ 
.• 
. ..... . 
.,. 
. . . 
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'. 
All o.ther variabl.es of degree _zero ~ani. sh .thtoughout the 'tarth . . l .For deg~ees 
'- i . 4 ' • • \ -
· k ~ 1 the above. procedure gives 
. ·. vk.- . 
Jl . - ~ ' 
k - ' 




1~ .• .. 
' .. k ' 
Js . -
k · 
' . · .. jc.· 
I· . .'j~ 
k 
. :ta 






. ... · , 
. , ,,/ 
~ ,.jM. l'k 
: k:.\ 








' .a', ' 
. ! 
. ! 
I .. ··1 ,~ 
.'I, where the. c_oeffid~nt~ includ~ th.ree undetermi--ned .tons.~ants ·ratk,:, lka-n? 
Y k), the stCength ~) 1:he exierna 1 . potential (ck I~ · known i n terffis of the . 
·' . - . 
mass of.the source and . its distanc·e from ttie Earth) and the constant ·- . 
( 2. 3)_. \~W\ 
., . 
r~o [~1 -- 41tGeo(o) 




As stated in Appendix D, each mode· except' the· degree· zero response· i ·nvolv·es 
. .. _ • . . ·· _one ·· _oth;; ·. a~bitra~y coris~.a~t .~6 ~uniq~~1y determi-ne ~he. spl.uti~n~ a~~ -I . ha~e 
· . . • cho~e~ the · ~oefflcient?f rk+i in t .he bxpanslon of y~; I .e. I . h~ve take~:~ . . · · 
. I . 
" . 
. . I 
.·• I 
.... . J • 
I . . 
C' -:.. 
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. · ' 
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(2_.4) 
·k . ·k-\ \c-+~ 
'], . :::,: .· cc~ 'c"_ . ~ ~"' ~ _I· + •. ,·_ 
. . ; . p . .. 
. . . ' 
. . .. . . ·:1 . . . ··. . . . , . - . . . . 7 
A~ ... th1_s _stage the · results are . in agreement with the initialization procedure 
~ped for the sPherQidaicompim~~ts i>Y C;oss1
1
ey (!975aj although theya~e · __ 
formulated differently. · 
For numerical accuracy, ·! now·define _the variabl~s x~· w1th~n the ·. 
S{)l id inner core of the Earth relate~ to the vari~bles y~ by the ~ef1~Jtion·s _ 
. . 
. 0 . . 0 / o · o · · e · "o ). (2.$a) . x, r: ), ~ - ' ) :X.:r. • .·-:J-. , .X$ • . - .,~ 
·. and for k ;. o. 
. I 
I . 




. . I 
w . 
xi '. • . ~\c · / Y'le-"2.. ' 
. J' . 
.. k k/ \c 
')C. ; - ':1 ' Y' 
. '' 
. . . 
. _·i .= ~ - . 3~ 6, _a .f 
. i. 2. 4 i . 
:: , t • I 
= 5.7,9 .• 




=.· const~n~·. :+· ·. ,o(~.~) 
' . 
near the origin. . 
·.· 
' · . 1 
· · .. To improv~ ·an these· conditions and ·take ; nto· account the cross 
. • . . . . . , I . . 
' • I • ~ . • • ' . • ' ' 1 • ' 
coupling between torsional modes and .sphero .id~l mo·des· fully, I have 
. . . . 
.. rewr.itten the .full dynamic equ~ti pns in t~rm~ · of l the_se ne.w variabl~s, 
. retained th.~ ~p~roximati.on that t~e inrfer cor~ is hotnogeneo~s near'the 
. '' . . . .. . ~ . ,. . ' . . . 
geocentre and cal<t~:~1ated the first· and sec;ond_ deriv~t~ve~ of these :. · 
. . . 




. : ;: ' . . . .. ,.. . · . . 
.•< ~ • . 
, I 
~ -... ~ ,: •. . . . . ·. . 
~;,;,-~~;;;;ztt-;~:w·t:N:tr;;:~; :,l_ ;:r{s.: ?·;::?:i;~; H}lt~:ih'~'Z~~~~iiti~ZW~j;;\j,_1.< :i;;~,;;;:~ ::,,:; '" ;: ·-.~~;~; '}i { :. · · . 
. , I. 
, ' 
., . 
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,• I • 
·, ........... 
... .... ·.' .~>-·'_ , ... •: 




. · l 
I . 
.. • ' • ' I 
1 find .the first derivative at 'the origi·n· vanishes and that the -· · 
. ' 
• . • ' • • . • • . ' • . • • • J 
l.e~ding term ~n ea.~h expansion- is again g.iven by (2.1) and (2.2) with __ the . 
, . r. , · · . , 
'de~in~.tions ~·"·. (2.5) tilken inyo · accoun~. :. : 
·rt is now possible to initialhe the ·solution for ·an excftation · 
. ' . . . .. . . 
. . . . 
of either qegree 2 or· degree '3 by taking the r.epresentation 
. ' 
'·· " . ·, : . ~k k X. (o) , c:. B·· lo) .fJ· · 
.. • . . . 'J 
~ ' . . . 
. where the matrix of unknown ·coefficients is simply 
, . . r . . ··I 
I , , 
.. : l = 
. . 
' 
0 . J, ~· 




··& ,...... .... . 
x, )f., ·~ ~ 
x$·'4 "·, 
. ' ' c x,. ':11!., x., . ·.· . 





~ 0 .;ot,_ ~ H t 
J . . 
.. . o>_ f1. .· ~~ · .... 
·. ~~ ·. -(.,_ .· ~ .. ·. .. 1.':: I .• .' 
' 
'"' 
)1\ "'s .... . 
0 ·c.: 0 . -. 
{where the .dot over~. a variable -no~ rep~esents a radial derivative) for the · ~ 
. . : ·. . ' . . . . . . . -
degree iexcitation~ or as . 
)( 1 .. ~ · ·xG ••• · 
. I ·~I. , . I . · ()(~ 0( . «, ". . l . . J 
{2.7b). ;t~ . . 'lA\ x" ... .~\ • • 
: ~ : .' 
' 
. ' . S ·· 
"!"- .xs ';l's xs ...  ~
. . 
=· 
.. ~, ~' . ~s · ... j '• 
ii -1,· -,~ , .. ' ,· . . . 
. ' 
x'l 
-4 Ca . :1 · .. 
' 
-,c; II I 
0 · xi 0 ... 
·t"CQ . . 
. · .. 
,~ · ' · )/~ v, ,, . 
0 ·c · o ,, . ~ - ... 
for the degree· 3 excitation . . . ·. · ~ 
. . • ' · . 
. 
,) I 
.. . . ·,, 
'. I • • 
: --( ' 
• ,J, ' 
. .I .. •' . 
.. 
. , 
;/: · · 
. .. 
. . . 
, . 
. .. 
. . . : .. . 
I 
. . ,\ .. 
. • .· 
' • . 
't .. 7 
. ' '' .. . ~f. :;: ~:; ::·,f~·~!{;i:~,;~~~~·¥~-;~i~fi)}~t/~f > ~~i-~~:~~:.~-{§~:;;~{~ ·i (W~\~;~~t·~~f;K~~W?~f~t.~~tfN.:'~}? dt,!}j~/~~ .. _..: f.;;,~ "~~~~~JT.:~, ·>· "' '~ 1 
.. 
J, ... - •• 
. • :. 
'J 
J J - ' 
. .{ . 
. . j 
. · I 
' . 




. ! f . . 
. •! 
I . \ 
I .. . . . 
. . -. 
(f • 
,' . . . . ~ . • ' :- ... ·, ' . . :. ~ .. ' ; ·.": ; _'. ! . ,·. -. . : . 
' ' o : ~~~.- ~. '·, :• •• :, • ,·,· ) ' • • ' ' I 
- ·.. . . . . ~--:-.. ~--~
- :.· .·r· 
' . . : ' . ,· •. 
. . ·.*' ~ 
. . ' ·, 
' ' 
, . 
· ... The matrixX . is- defined wi'th the same· number .of 'co~umns .as . l 
.. .where each . column is t~e transpose of the row vector . . 
. . ' . . . 
. - . 
' · 
(2. 8) ' .. . . ~ 
' . I, 
~ith . the :·index. p ranging over 'the even · integ~rs for the degree 2 excitatH:m · 
and over the odd integers for ·.the 'degr:-ee J.excit~tiqn. 
". 
For tbe· dEtgree .. 2 exc'itatiori the .non-zero e·l€ments of the· array 
.. - . , 
B are ' 
.. . ... .. 






. '(2.9b) '·B" 2.\ . I .. 
•, 
\h~re n ~ s: the i.ndex.· ~ef~-.r~i ~g . tci : the spheroi da 1 -vari a.b 1 es ·of degree: N .and . · . 
~e torsional variables of degree N+l r~presen~ed in then'1th c~lumn of ).C ~· .. . 
· · · ·, Fo.r the· degree 3· excitation the ·arra; ~ i.s ~~~tructed ·· ~n an· .. : . 
.' . ; . . . . . . .. I 
_identica 1 fashion with the :except.ioir that· (2. 9c) holds · for n = 1 rather 
1 • 4t 
th~n .. i2.9:b). Aga.in the spheroidal var-iables .of degree ·N ·(:. 2n .. l) -and the 
. ·. .. .. . ' . ·. . . . . . . 
to'~sional ~ariables of' degree N+l·ar·e r~prese.11ted in the 'n'th c~lumn of ·:r_ ·· · · · 
' . . ' . . . . 
. ·, 
. , 
.. . \. • 'f: ; ; 
. ·. · 
- .. . ' ~- . . . 
4 • • • 
. . -
• • • •-L 




6 ' ' 
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···: 
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' t 
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·. / t · 
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For'tfther. c_ase the fi~~t deriva~ives of -all variable·s v~nish at 
t~e or.igin -and, from Appendi~- _o where r cal ~ulated t he second ·der.i~atives .··. · 
at the origin the ·further relation 
• I •. • 
(2.10) . 
. ~- . . . .. . "~ ' k 
•. "Y."n ( o' . 'C . c . . ! . ~' I J . . 'l J 




.· Henc~ a qt.~adratic prediction from ttie -orig1n ·r ~ · a· to an 
. . . . . . .· I' . . 
ar~itrary radius . r =- t:._ car:- be .ta'ken as. 
,, . . 
X:.(b.). • ' JC(o)~- + ~X'(~) - -+ i ~~- X:(~). 
=-:ceo) ~ · o ·_ + ·J.. ·b.t··;c· to). 
. . ' '2.. . 
. . :;: . s !. ·1' : f . ~'l· <: '! : 
= [.~- ~ -~- ~~GJ ~ ·.-. 




.. ' . 
!. 
. .. .. 
·.·. 
~ . . 
' . ! 
/ 
. / . 
/ 
· · ( · That i_s, .th.e solutio'n set at ·a finite distance .from the origin ·is extra:po- / 
. .' ~ , . ~ . • ,I . 
. ·> lat~d from th.e s9lutiM . i~ ·the ort gin using the: deri_vatives· ~f th~ .·. / ·· 
.·' . . . . .· ' . . . . . / / .. . 
soluti~l'l at the. origin . . · T.he so'lution' 'can now be .repre's ·entep iri ~erms /of 
J-f' . 
the array of undetermined consta'nts as 
. . . ' . ' 
·' / 
. .- ' -
' o! 
.. 
_(2.11a) •. X<A) ... ,.' .. I . :· L. ~ . ·i 
' . . . -
· whe~e the ·array. S (b. ) i s ·'defined. as 
· . . (2 .·llb}' 
As no'ted irLApp~ndix 0~ special . re .has to be taken ·.for the· .· 
i· ··.evaluation of the der'ivat'ives Sine-~ in V-idual . coeffici-~nts behave a-s- r~l ·; ·. 
. ' . . . . . 
. ' 
howeve~,' these are-· !"Ultiplied by _ _J r·i~bles in ~U~h a manner as to C~ ·n·c;:~l OUt. ·. · .. 
•' ' ~ • : • • ' ' •' J • • ~ ~ • • • • • 
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o'nce the solution .is obtained at som'e a_rb1trary non-zero rad_i us . 
the . coe.ff.ici~nts -in the der·i·vatives a·re indi.v1dua11y well~behaved an~ the ·· ·· 
.s~c~nd derhati~es . ar~ ~btainable ·.immediately. ·_us·1~g the: compl~te .fody. ·:. 
. .. 'dynamic se't .?f differen.~f-ai equa,t.i_ons, _.wh~ch -can'now, b·~ 'wrf~te~,;~ .. the_ fo~~ . 
· · · ' · • · n : · . · ·. . n k k · · :x:·· .• ·. ~- :X: . 
. .._·· ·. · .. · :. · · . ?C \ -~ .. ~-ij X J · or , , ~ . . . , 
and which can b'e s'upplemented by f.o.rming .: . 
. _' .i: a Ai ~ ~JC ... tA~ "- i-."\)C , 
... 




· . a qued·rati'c · predictor has been formed whi ch·:allows the : solution to be 
. . '. ' " •• _: ' .' ' .. :' . ! . ·. . . . '' '-.-
~: . . . propaga't~d through sma11 fncrements .- in r(ldius from the initial arb.'itrary 




. . . . 
.. rad~us,.· to th~ ~uter bou~d~ry o·f. -~P~ 1nn~r ~ore~ . : Thi~ _qu~dratic . e~trapo~ 
' ' ' • , ~. ' • : ' • I ' ' ' ' 
iation gives · 
; I . 
I 
. ;~ . 
• • • I • ."- , ' ' • , 
.. · X:(~+~) -~ x:(_.).~ b.:lc:C'('"'t·l ·~ ~-~~- ~C? · .· . ·. ·. 
,. . .. ·.. ~ ' xt~)-· ~ :~,..:x(~) :.. ~- b.'1[~~ -~\ . 'Xl~). · 
I .... 
I 
. I Iii [:t :., b.~ ~ 1 b 1 ( ... ~+~'·i1X:£~) 
. . . . . 
. · In p~actice only ·tbe .array & is calculated ~t each -ste,P aod 
_,... . • 
, · this . is gi'ven ··by 
' ' . . . . ~ : ' . 
. . (2 •. t2) . · B(Y".~b.) . = l :r ~~"-\o~_-6.'1(~~·~·~)") ·~(~) ·. · .. _r·, .· 
. ... . . . ' 
. . ' . 
' 
. . ' 
! I .. 
.. 
' . and_ in: pr:a~tice the· radial derivative of :the. array. A ·;s . su~fi~i~ntfy _\'!e~ . 
approximated {or. sma 1 i ·steps by treating the density and the · i.ame .constants--. .--
. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 
· a(~onstant du~ing this step . . The maJo·r . improve~nt. du~ . to th~ retenti-on ' of . · 
. thi.s te~ ·is' . ga·i~~d near. the ori.gin : where · the · co~f:ficient~·.of .. A b~h~ve as ·-~-·1:~ · 
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. •, ! 
. j The propagation technique described above fn principie allows the J .~· ·calculirlj~n ,of th~ solu~ions ~f.ail mmles exCited eit.her direJtlyby th~ . < 
·1 · ·exter·nal -patenti~l ·-or tndj.rebJy _thr·o~gh rotational ¢oupH~9si·to- be · '· 
· . ' , 'j , I . 1 ' • 
. .... 
, · 
~ • , , • r • , • I 11 • J 
determined at any radius within the .inber core in te·rms of tHe set .~ of . : ... ' . . -. . ' . . ' . I I •. ' ' 
~~determined cons~a~n~s ~-es_,c~i.bing the be,haviour at th~ o~_Hiit · .. Whe~ the 
solution has been propagat'ed to ,the outer.boundary_of the :sillid inner core 
, • I • 
' the condit~o~ _ -th~t · the . shear.'str_es~es v'anish - ~s apil,ied and'the ' unkno~~i · 
. x~ a·nd -x~ ·art,·determined in t.er~~ .of the --remain.frig _ v~r'1iibl1~_~.· The array · 
- - . . ·'. " . . I . . B .1 s. the·n rewritU!n in terms of this reduced :set of ·undetermined ~-o- · 
•' . . :. . _. . . . . : ·. ' . . - . . /. : . 
-efficients, and passed . into th~ fluid reg_io~ • .' . ·. · 1 . 
• t" • • 
. Since the · p~opag~ti_o~·'fec.hnique use~: matrices an~ 4~~1mems_ional 
~rt~ys, a ·.~unge-Kutt_a met~od ._ w~s no~ use~ T~e- use of_a Rury~~-~Ku_tta · me~h_od 
would hav~ entailed storage--of at l~as't t~ test arrays and. compari~on of . 
· .. 
each e-,lement in ·these arrays. ·Jhe ·al ternat ve .of ·sele'cting a· small s_tep 
s 1 ze was used. : . 
• I ' 
I .. ~ • I 
.. · · · f~r ·computa_ti <>na 1 accuracy it . is .a l o conveni-ent to. sea 1 e the · . · 
·v.ariables for th·e calculations._ from ·rationaliz d MKS ·units·; 
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·?.-,· · Scaling \ 
•• / tS ) ••• : " . " • • • • 
. _ · :).:_ .· . -~~r· :computa'f;_O.na~ accu~acy_ ~nd :or conven en~e the system of urii_ ~s . 
' . descr1j:;ed- be,low h s· used ·· rather than rational 1 zed M S -un1ts: the unit of 
' . ··. . . . .. ; ' . . : ' 
distance -1~-take~ -~to/be 107 m= · 10~ km, the uni.t o time i~ ta,ken to· be · 
,103 s~~~nds ·, _ t~e: ._ u~i~ - ~-f . ~as·s is 1024 .kilogr~ms. T~e phy~ic~l . parame~e-rs 
. • . • .- ~ . - . . ( .- . . ·.. . . . . . . I . . 
. are. now scaled ~i.n ·agreement w.ith the . s~heme · used by Smylie '(1974) and' -
. . . . . .. 
. . 
Cross 1 e.Y .. ( f975b). · . · ·!'I • 
In th~ aboye syst~ni th~ numerical values ·_of the physical q~andti~s 
a·re rela.ted to t-he-MKS. · val.~e~ · by 
• I ' 
. '. ~ - ' ' 
'e: =· . ,~~ .e\\~s 
.. . 4 
v · · :::. ·. \ o~ · v~~!. 
I 
,, . )_ · .. · ... ,. . \ 0 .. ~-1-~ Mlct. · 
. . . . .. 
- ~\0 
. . ,..., . 'l 
·_,..,.. \0 
r • ·~ 
.. . . 
' .:.~ ~--. = ·. \0 . . 5~\tS_. . . IY . \ . . ; , • 
n· . = · to'·\l ·M~!. · IV ~ \ 
- ~ . = .- \P~G t.\\(~ '. ,...; .··. \ 
The rationale for the above scaling proced~re .. is that the 
para.meters and _. yariabi'es within ·the i_Earth no .longer span' over 15·. o.r~ers . ~f 
_. ~ag~·itude. as'~t.tern~ts P.:ior -~o · thE! u'se.of_' .. this sc1··l .ing·· pro-cedut~ - -h,ad -~_ 
. iofurr·ect·n~mbers :which . were : too large~ .. · ' · 
,.,.. ' 
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- s·g - ·- ! I . 
. ~· Propagation· of the .. Soi utions through -the Fluid Cor:e and Mantle -
Th-e initi a·lizati on :of the sol uti on~- the propagation .of 'thi ~ 
. . ( . 




· .. :j 
J .. 
! ~ • 
..· .. 
.... ' ' 
' ". .' 
. ~·- . '· 
_ .. , , 
~. ~:· ' 
·.~· ·, 
. . 
' . ' ' . . 
solution' through. the 1nne~.G9re aod ·the applicat,ion Qf .the ~ounda~.Y · 
. . . . ' . 
• ' ' '. • ' I • • ' 
·_ condi,tions. at ·the inner COl"e~fluid ·interfa;e ~as · been· d .iSCUSSe~· )n the_· .
. . 
.. 
_ first section /of._this·.chapte,r.· ·flys .a result ·of thes·e calculations the 
. I -
:. radi~l var:iables_ (yl' y2 ,. y5, y 6 an_d Yg which a_re .. cont_inucu~ . ~cros._s the . _ 
bo-undary)·. ar~ known at the bottom of the. flu·i·d region· in terms of the set 
. . . ·, . . . . 
.· ·_of unknow·n constants 1nt'rc:iduce1 ·_in_i .~1ally. ' These are w~it~en in. the: form · 
y ... a.i i.e. Y~M ' ~· e.~j<~) i!r · .·. 
. . 
· wh,ere the m_atrix z has been _reduced to . 
: oc. -.Ot1 oc... '" . ' . .. 
0 6 '0 ••• )~- ,_.,t.· 
l:! •i.. - .. ~0 -l.· ... or · -~ 
o .· 0 0 _ .. . 








0; : c~ 
. : I 
~s ··~· ·_ 
0 . ~'· . 
~ · ~ · 
0 .. ~ 
·.~ \ 
,. 
'-_ for the degree 2- or' 3 ~xtitation, re·spect vely, and the tang'ential dfsplace- . .. 
. . . l ,, . . 
. · ,;.; n tsa t th~ bot tom 0 f the . f1 Ui d are 0 b tal ~J f;Oil) the a na1 ytj t C~n<if i; i ~0 S ·. · 
(1.29 and _1.30) _. · · . . . : - · - · · · - ·. 
As I have pr.e.vi _ousiy ·stated_. the . above analytic co~dition_s, ~ith. 
, · ' f.' . ' - . ' • · . - • .. -
two other "analyti~11 conditions (·1.31). ·.obtained from -th~ curl _of the d1~-
. . ' 
I ' : 
·. •' ·p_l-'acement e-q~ati~n~ are' used w_ithin the fl~id : to ' eli~ina~e the transverse 
. .. displacernents: a.nd ~hei~ ·derivative~, from 'the remain-ing diff.erenti~l 
. . ._. . - - . , . . -- I . . . . . - .- . 
, equ~tions . . Again·it is ne1ther ' feasible ' nor necessary to ,retain all . . · 
... o o ' o o • I • ~ t • 0 
. . modes which ' ~y . be excited and a .choice 'of . the maxi mum d~gree_ to be- _retained 
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' · . 
- 9d ·_ 
in ·the el imiriation -pr~cedure. m~s t . be made •.. T~. ensu.re accuracy ·in the 
' ·: ' ) • ' • I . • ' . ' ' ' 
elim1nat'ion lof the transverse ·displac.ements from the· differential equations 
. . . . . . \'1. ~ . . . 
I. have ·retained more 'mode-s for this step than have.been kept · i,n· the 
• :, • o I 
'· . propagation. 
Once this reduction of the differ~tial eqiJatioJ ha.s 'be~n - I 
. . . . . / ·". .. . 
. . . . . ' 
.· accol!lpUshe~ ttie res~lt is~ set of first-orqer d_lfferential equations . 
j . 
. \ 
. ."'-.: . 
-~ 
. . . 
' I ' • ' 0 ~ I 
rel.ating only the radi'al displacement,' ·the di.l a'tation ~ the pot¢ntfal s and<·_ · · · 
,. • .'r ' I · · . · ' ., 
the · g~avitational flux represe~ted in th~· l for.m \< 
'' ' · ' 
'.. . . Y(r) =· ..-.4_(r) '((.-) 
. I 
. .I. . . . . 
which can -~e propagate$! thro~gh t~~ flu id ,in 'sm~ll st~ps .. · ¢a. ' to obtain . 
~ . . . · '((v-~b,.)'·. ::.: _ · _ '((~1 +A '1'(~', Q ~ · ~I. T'AA1 '((~) ·· . 
tn terms .of,'the ·values· at r or . a'ltern~tivel_Y · 
. . ~ 
The sol uti on is then pr.opaga~ed to 'the fl ui.d-marit l e. int.er.face 
. and _passed.·into the mantle. ' · 
. . ' 
. . . .  . . 
. At the lower .boundary ·.of the man.tle (r = ac. ) , restructure the . . 
matrix Z a~ 






x!lo) · x~(o) ~ .. ,'\:· . 
., . . . ' 
. '1~~) 1~~)-~· .. 
· ~ca) . -~i<Q)"_. 
.. f:6ti". ':i~ ·(Ot) ,.·. 
~ . . . ' 
·. . C? .. -~ (?)'"_· 
' . . : : I.:., 
depend{ng on Whether the tide-raising . potential · is of degree .. 2 or 3 . .. ' .. 
I.. . . ' . ·' . . . : . ·.: . . : .· . . 
, • . . 
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~~''''~,;-;;; f.-c:j':s;E:;;:.~;;.,i; ;;,; • i; ., . ,.·.'·: 'J:;:~d!lC:: :;rt¥i~~il,fh~1l~~;k,#J J:.·\~~~~~;r1;;;zY::ii;,·~; :~;:, . • "~7;)~v? 
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.. • ·. 
" • 
.. . 
... , . . 
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• ~--· ' -'•,"" ' - I . ~ ' 
.. -.. . 
~ 
I • • ' • 
. ' . 
.. .. .. · 
··rhe _ ni~trix ·refle.d:s .. the fact. that· the tran~ve.rse displ.acernent.s 
.. ' . ' 
-· need not· be (:ontinuous across the s-o11d':'fl ui'd boundary. . The. 'continuity' of . 
-'th,e. ot~er -~~r.?~~s _-i~ take'n. in_~~ . account _in t~~ a.rray -~ - ' :: . s~-eci;fcal .ly 
·th~ - bot;Jn~ar~ co;;a tloh that the ... she~r stre·s·s:es-_vani/sh at·· ~~e int~rface· is. 
. . . . ... 
taken -i_n'to. account b ' etti ng _ .· . 
. ·: ·. . n ·\c; . , 
. ·. : ~i . = o -_- '. \ . 
, 
, . and 
. . ' . ' 
... ' . 
.. 
.. · ~j~- .• 0 . • 
Ttl~ co~p~nents · B~~ f~: :1·'7 5, 9 Jith · j :! 1,_· .3 o~ .5. are· id~nti .ca{ ._: · 
' . . . 
. ' . 
·to those at·the . .top o·f the j = 2 or 4:are .. zero. 
' · . . . . . ,· 
Within ·~he : mantle th sy-stem o different.ia·l · eqoati~ns 1s again ·. 
·- -
I' . 
' . ' " . \ . . . ' 
ich. 1s prop~g~ted·- .t~rough .the m~·nile 'in.: a p ~cedur~ :id~nticar to that .· ·. 
pr viously described; , 
. . y (Y"•b~ :; 
' ' 
. 'c I.+· *A1''< c~) i , • ., . 
or 
1 . ~ppl_ic~t~_on -~i the: b~unci;ary c~nd1ti~~s. ·: ~n . ~he ~tre1s~~s _ ~nd ·the .. ·. 
potentials at the ~urface 'of the tarth ·perm'i'ts-,'s(,Jv'tng . for all :the 
. ~ . . . . . 
. ' 
arbitrary constants (the elements ~f the inatdx z.) . . in .tenns .of the 
. ·. . . . . . . -. . . . . . .. ~ . I 
' . ' . . . ' 
: amp1i~ude of ·. the .tide.-ra.is_i~g· pot~nti.al. .The ~i~placements·_ ~t t~e . surfac~ · 
· . .- a~e - th~n -·i<now~, as ~r~ th.e . indu~- potefitiaJ ~nd the gra.vitati~nal -h~x. 
. ' j ·:· ' 
! , , . • . , ,i : .. ,' • ' 1 • . • ' , . ,. 
.. . - · T,he . va~iati ~ns ·. of · ~h~- - d~spl_.~ce,.e~~s, . the str~sses ' . :h~ _-potenti ~.l_s a~d . .the_. 
· grav.1 ta tf 011a 1 flux through9ut th~ Earth . can then be determirieq. · -: . 
• ' . . ' . 
• ' I • • 
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·At. the surface.of the .Earth it. f~· ,gene.rally ino_re conve_nient to· 
', • • o o ' ' ' ' , .. ,'' j • t. ' <l I ' • • , 
measu.re ihe · respo~se in terms of Love numbers,/ dj!'tensfonl _ess'quantities · 
.. . . • . . • ' . • • . •' . . •. • 4 • • • 
.. which relate the deformations in 'the· real .. Earth .- to .the. corresponding · · · 
'deformati~~s 'of simplif~ed ~art~ ~~del~~ · . · The Love nu~b:~~ n is . . th~ ~a.tio . 
• ' • •• ' ' • • f 
· ·of the ·radial displace~ent · at th.e .. surface-' Qf the Earth ·to· the .'r.~dial 
.dis·~~ ac~m~nt -~t t~~ ~urface of a - ·~, ui.d ·Ea~th,. ~ is ··th~·. r~tfo .of· the. . 6 : 
. ' . . . . . ' · 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I . 
potentJai due to the deformations to· the· induc~ng potentia·), and I {1ntro .. 
' . . , . • • : .. • · .' ; ' ••• • ·. ·.. ' ' . , ' ,' I • . , ' • 
. duced . by Shida) is the ratio of the horizontal -displacement· at the surface 
. . . . ··•·· . 
··. of the ·E~rt~ to ·:th~ ·. correspondln~·-:horizont~l '(spher~idal) . displacement -on 
• • • • • ' ' ' ' • • '<o. . ~ ~· ' • : • ' • 
::· ~ ·fluid . Earth. .--, . . · · 
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' I • 1 ' 0 • :•. 
·. .. As ·r h~ve -i~dicated:in F·igu-~e · 1, the. eff~ct ~f ~otation ·is.- t'o. · . . ·_· . · .·· 
• • ' ~ • " ' o • • ' I ' • ' ' ' ' • • fl I • ,' ' : ' ' ' • 'I - ' ' ~ • " • : ~ 
-co~ple _othe~ mo,rttes to t~e m?de ·being ~r~ven directly .by_ t~e ti~~-ra!s1 .~g -. . · . . \ _ ·.~ . 
pot~ntia_l ~ In ~tan~~rd iiwestigatious o( the free osci llati~ns .··of .·th~ · · .·. \ /. · . 
. ·.· . . . ·v .... 
Earth at period~ of ·less· tlian Or:'e ~~u_r~ onl~ one mode .at a time need'.-beJ 
. . . . . . . I 
' . . . ' . · .. ' ' . 
. considered. · Pe1<eris· & Accad '(1972Y..considered only one· mode-'·at . a" .tiJTte due · . . 
. ~-- . ----~0 th~1 ·r negl~ct .. · of ··~,, . r~t~t1onal 't~·up1 '1.ngs. · -.s~·,~~_:'(l9J4) ' includ·e~ : th~ : 
. . . . . . . ~ ·. . . . ' ' 
· ·corio.lis ·sel.f.-c~~J>ling- but. ~_egl~c.t~d the . to~_sidhat' modes,. a.hd.the . ro~atioi,"a<-1. · 
~xci·t~-~~?n/ of ,other. s~heroi~~-1 modes •. - .·~ show that _ th~~-e C?U_pli~~s must b~ ·: 
ta.ken into ~c~ount as··. the period.·of. the .'motio.n . increases ~and :hence ...I n~·ed . 
I • ·: ', ' . •, ' ' • • , ' • ' ' ' • ' . • 
. · .· . ·to conside.r, th.~ ~-ffect ' ~f: truncatinfth.e f'~·11 · _solu~ib.n . (which --~oul<t. ·. -~ - : . 
• - ·• I • ' I ' , ' ' 
· · · ... ,. ccmtai·n· an ·. infi.ni .. :te· . ~u~ber of modes) ·. t~~ a sub'~et .which . ~an be ·him~led .. 
• • • • ' • • ' • - ; ' ' ., , • • • • ~ . • • • • •, . • • • ~ ' ~ • : • : •• • • • : ' ' • •• ' 0 • • 
. . 




. numerically yet wi'll·s.t111 -'give cr:edible -results . .. · , .. 
fl • • • • 
• I o ' ' 
. • . • ' •. . . . . . 0 . - -
·. ·There are two -decisions .on traJn.cation · to be ·made. ·The first of · . · . · .: 
" .· . . . I , , , , . ., .. . . . . . 
the~~ i's' si~ply ~ ' choice · of".'th!!_ .. tr~ncat'i~~ 'whi,ch: .15: gener~l·ly carried ' •, 
throughout ·:t~ - integratfo~;· in effect .this :is ' ,a choi~~ - of t~e- size of .the · . . . :: 
. '. inat~ix· of arbitrary _.cons~~nh whi:~h · has be·en re.fe~~~{ t;o as . z .. 1~ ~hi .~: · :·· . .':. .. . ~ .. · 
. . . ' . · . •'. •, , . ' • . . ' · .· ' -. ' 't ' .. _ . ; . ' . -~, ; ~ 
' . ~ha_pter. As' a.' starjdard. 1 take Z a~ a '5x3 matri':x and ' ve~ify'tnese'resu~ ~ 
···.'.(or . impro~~-- on .th~m) by' s.uppleinen:t1~~ -~his tp·; ~ 5x4 .~-~rix.· : Als~- ';·_cair'rrt!·:.: _·: ·.· 
, , - •• 
1 
, • ' t , • • 
1 
' • I "' ' • •• , 0 . • 
~ .. 'to).,. , " ' . 0 '- , : ~ f ' ' ' 1 : • , I , • 
· reduced to· a 5><2 matrix for mar~ dir~ct comparison witfl ·the -results of . . - .. , 
.• f~t,':);, & Ac~ad (1972). Ttie s~~nd.i~d chOice fOr. an ex~ita~ion ~f.d0g~~~'2 . I . , : 
· . .. ·.' 4mp1 ies· a retent1orf .. of . t~e spherQi,dal, degrees 0'; .2· .and 4, and. th~ tQrs-ional ' ' / . ·. 
. . . . "' v~· ' ·. . . ·. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . • . , - . . . : . . . . . . . 
. . . ·Je,gree's 't( 3 and 5-.· and t ' ,·shall re'fer to 'this .as a .. 'propag~_tion 'truncati'on' .. : . 
. ' ~~ 4 ...\ • ' • • • • ·.' • • ' •• • ·: ••• • .• ' : • • • • • • • • - ' • • ~ • ' ~· • • •• • • 
- of. ' level · 3. ·. Tbe -resu,lb. obtained· with· the ·sx4 matrix inclUdes the. modes . . . . . . 
. ' . ' I ·.' ... ; , .· ' • . ,. . ; · .- '<t. ~ ' . , . , , , , ,' , . . . . ' .·.- ·- .· . .. , . ·. ' . ' . . . . • . , .,' , :: . :. . , . 
. · above as ·we.ll as :the ·spheroidal degree. 6 and the torsional degr.ee .7 response .. · .. 
. . . . . . ,. I . , . . . . . . . . ! . ·a~~ ~ S,' ~ef~rre~. tb a:S a. 1 p~~~a~~tl ~~:~ t~UnCati ~~ '' ~f \i~~eJ. :4·;~· , ·.Th~ 5·~2 matriX ~,' , :' .. :·: 
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,s-peciffes a . 1'Pfopagation truncat~,o~ ~ of 1ev~·l ·? ·~nd retain~ only degree o 
a~d 2 ·sphero:;'Jal response ~ria . d~g~e~ i and. 3 ·.torsional response. · . · . 
' " ' • ' ; , I 
· · ih~. se~ond choice is gener~.ted· by .·the nee<;! to solve for the tran~-
• ' •• I ' ' 
verse-displacements (y3. and .. y.7)1 and.i their derivati~es wH~in the flu_i,d .a.nd 
• I • ' -' 
· . to then· eliminate. these variables from' the differentia 1 equations. · In 
\ .. • 'J v . .. • • . . • . . .• 
·' 
.· princi'ple one ~~a in 'ha_s an : inf~nHe set of c~upl ed equation~. which one ·1 
. . . 
.would l_ike to be able ·to · s~lve analytically. Again 'ih practise one must 
. I . 
-
solve these nume~ically antl hence ch6ose some· trunc~iion 1~ve1 fof the 
' . 
. . ' computations~_ ·:: F_ortunate)y it .isnecessaryto perform this solution onlY / · 
•' I ,) J '· 
once (fqr ·a. specified driving peri9d) and . it is therefore po·ssible to · 
retain -.a ~u.ch higher number of · ~bde·s to:solve for.the tr'an.sve:.se motions 
~' ..: 
' I ' ' 
and to eliminate these ~rom the .differ_e~tial equations. · After: t~is-:. 
• . ' . - •· • • .v ' • . . • • 
eiimirlation the res~fti~iset . of dif~erential ~qqati?ns '~ tben trun~ated 
. . 
·to ~he. ·~ropagation tru'ncatio~.r level . c~nsistent · __ wi.th .thaf ret:ai~ed .in the 
·s~lid regions of . the ·Earth. · · " 
.-• • • .. # 
.· · . . 
<. • "-~--< .. 
• ... 
T(Je : standard truncation level chosen. fcir uthi s step was an 
, I 
inclusion 
. ·to· degr~e 
of a 1 i spheroi.da 1 ·modes up· to degre~_ 26 ·and t_ors i ana i ·modes_ ~P 
27 (a choice made ' bY . l=~·m·p~ter c~re ~vailab.ie) with t:elaxqtions · . 
· to ~ - ~a-ximum degre~ of~ .or . 3 torsiona_l mode Hn. the. ~atter ct10ice. a ~ . · ~w.,~· ... 
.. '-propagati~n _ tr_uncation:~ level of 3 ;~~- the' .. ma)dmum consistent choi,ce) _for ~ ... ~ 
a . comp'~ri.son wi:th previ~us results' and with the rest.il fs 'of .other a.~ thor's. : .:·, : ·. 
: • • ,,; ..- o _.,.. • o • ' • I > • ' ' ' •' J o 
Thi .s truncation i~ 'refe,rred to a~ an 'elim.iriation. tr.uncation· · ·~nd ·the 
. .. . b .. - · ' . 
:. · choic.es · indi<::a£ed above are ' le'velsl4~· 3 and 2, r_espectively· . 
. ·. r.. ·.· . . .. ·- .· .. , . . . . . . 
0 
As ~: . fi_nal :check _on th~ numerical solution ~taine~ it is ... 
nece.ssary ·.to repe~t · the - ~alculations wi.th . different step si.ze·s chose~ .for 
' . ' ' . ' ' • • ' ' I • _,,' , · • 1- ' . '' I •• . 
. ' . , . 
• , • I.'. : . . • . ~ ' ' 
. ' 
0 
•' .::; ', ' I 
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'' 
· the fntegfatio~~: ·This. al10ws an ~~timizaiion of step Size with tes~ect 
al~e ~.o~e· ~X tent' by., · to both. accuracy · and .. s . . The. numeri ca 1 
·~·· 
comparing the humer.i cal ·s'ci tiorts to an ytic sol uti on. By ~eglecti ng 
•' . . . . - . ~ 
al 1 rotational ~oupl ing except th~ ~oriol.i~ 'self~coupl ing .'and assuming ,an . ·,. 
' ' ' ' ' t ' • I 
!" .. model. ·Thes·e .so-lutions. (ire com;·ared in Appen~Hx . E. and show excellent 
agr:eement. 
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I·n the. preceding two chapters I h~ve derived the necess~ry set· ..... !' : ' . . .... ,_ 
~f· differentia r equat_io_ns. specified the boundary conditions and . d1 scu~sed 
the numerical pr.ocedure t.hat I have used to investigate. the ·Ea.t:'th t .ide 
problem. Using these ·methods I have .Qeen able t~ ca~culate the deforma- · 
. . 
·. -tions produced by a. tide-raisil)g potential of either second or_ thi.rd ·. 
.. • . . . • . ....1 \ : • 
degree. 
'For pO~pos~s of ·c~mp~rison · wlth . ·th; ;~sults ~f ·P~k~ris ~ Accad 
(19~2)~ ,Smyl i~ (1974) .and Crossl.ey. (1975b), t'he mo~el that ~ · h~ve: adop.ted 
' ' • • • . • • G • • 
has a sub-adiabat .. ic . fluid core whic'h.will exh1bit-the 'free oscfflati~ns ' . 
. . , ' ' .. 
. which -Smylie . has called undertones . . Where . Smylie and Crossley.have onl 'y .· 
• ·. . .· .. ·.. . . . . f:, • . . ' ·• . . .· . ·-. J : 
calculated. the p_eriods of· these u.nd~rtones, Pekeris· &_.Accad also calculated . 
the love numbe~s as functions of fre'quen~:y; however they neglected.a1J 
j . . • . . . . ' . . • • ' . . 
rotatfonal couplings (in essence, . they have 'simply extended fhe. standard 
. . ' !, . • . . ' .. 
· fre~ osclllation ·theory into . a. frequencY regime ·where: it is :i~appl i~abl. e)_ . 
, .. . 
Smylie's investigatio('! of. the undertone's ·of ·a rot~ting Earth.·iricluded. only 
. . r . . - . . 
the ~elf-coupli.ng term ~ue·to th~ -S:o~folis effect pf_all,.the r~tational _· 
. , .~ . 
.:;..· ··-
~ -
· ·.- .- ~ouplings which ·apply (Fig .. ·1) .but Crossley has _subsequ~·ntly in~luded.the . . 
- · : · tqt'si~nai -:mode~ ·~·n the ~luid. whi'c~ are ·~lso.- ~~cit.~d:: ·thro~gh . Cor;~lis forces. :. 
. . 
The-_advantage. of my approach is twofold: an arbitrary number,~f · .. _. 
. mo_de~.c~n-(iri''prin~ipl~) - be ~etained. to· des.cribe the r~spori~e, and the ··1· ' 
• ' r i .· • • 
' . 
. · :'behaviour . of the di spl.acements .a.nd ·stresses· throughout the Earth a·nd. at . 
• : f • ' • . ' • • • ' • . • ' . ~ • 
h .e syrface · (in terms o-t:.the .love numbe~s} c·an be calculated .at .arbit.rary· 
, . . . I . . • • 
' . ' I 
. -periods: · . - ~ · . 
·-
• , •• l 
· . . 
,. 
I .. 
. .· .· 
':· .. 
, .. 
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·. · · To illustrate the .above poi.nts· I_ .display the .resuJts obtained. for 
.· .the .radial .stressfunctions . (y~, the degree. _k re~ponse. i _~ _  the ·r~di ·~; ~~~ess) 
. . .. 
that is' obtain·ed through the Earth (for: k = 2 and for ·.J< = 4) . in response ·to 
··. _• an ~xten.i;ll poten~ial tf d~g~ee and order t~(n = m = 2) .. The . tad1al's~r-ess ·. 
'funct.ions have ~een .chosen as representative since they are con-~inu'ous 
. . . ;. . ' . ·.. : 
across all interna-l . bound~ri~s and v·anish· at: t,he sur.face. · These ar.e ' .. 
. . . . . . . . . I ·. 
, . platte~ for p·eribds of 1. 2; 3, 4, ,5, 6·, ·i. 8, 9, 10, lt' arid 12 hours in 
' .. 
Figures 2-13. · The~e solutions.have·been o.btained by ·retaining .an ··elimina-
. / ' . ' . : 
don truncation • level' of 14 ·and a •p_ropagation truncation ' fevel of 3· 
. . . . '. . . . ' . . . 1 . . .' . . . . ' . ·. 
·which ' includes 'al 1 modes of ·the respor:tse up to ·and _inciuding the degree 5 . 
· (and order · 2) t~ rs jon a 1 ·~omponents , 
. ' 
. . 
For comp~risoh the corresponding 
·solution r~~ulting ·from ·changi.ng .the •.propagati_oh truncation• level to 4 
: ~which i1.clude: ~he qe9~~e .6 . . sphe_r~id.al _and degree· 7. tor6Jd~l modes of 
order .two) has been graph~d for .periods oi ·1, · 3, .5., 7, 9, 11 and 12 hour~."·. · 
The. units ·on ·the ver'tical sca~e ~f these gr~phs . a~e tho$e 
. described i~ . Ch~pter 2 •. section.' 2~ such -that the externally prescribed ... 
potentfal 
marked in 
i.s .. unity at a u~it} distance (1~4 km). The ho~i~ontal axi-s ~ ~ .-_. 
steps of io3 k~ with . the · inne'r c~re-.fluid ' bou.nd~ry and .th~ : cor~-
. . . . ' 
. mim~]e ;bound~ry ·jnd.icated . . · .· 
· From t~ese so·l.utions it i:s. ev1d.Emt · th·at th~ descr'iption of the_ 
. . . . . . , . . • . . . . . I •. 
response .. in the flt.iid region is · very sensitive to. the numerical procedu·re .. 
. . ·, ·.. . ' . . . . . . . . . 
... 
.. 
.. . -·t 
J 






• • >4 
· fo·r ·periods .. app~oaching · the senti-diurnal. Not .only ~re ·· the solutions· .. 
. . . : . . . . : . . . . 
'• 'l 
. ~- . (~~ 
obt.a)ned dep~Jlfient u·pon the ~tep size use~ to .pre;>pa_gate.the s~lution · , . f 
th~ough the.· fluid outer core .but ·al.so u]ion ~he number' of ~od~·  .ret/lined in ~ 
th~· ap~roximation .of ~he ful·(· sol~ti~· . The in.vestigatibn of .the va~iation 
• ' • ' . • 0 •• " - >( i . J • 
of the solution with -'respect .~o · the step sfz.e is a purely. empirical 
·. . . . . 
... 
. ·. 
. , • • ~ ' o • , • • , 
. . . '-. . . . . 
1 . . · . . .... · .. - I 
• 0 i . ' 












~ INNER CORE-CORE BOUNDARY 
~ CORE-MANTLE BOUNDARY 
SOLID LINE-'PROPAGATION' LEVEL = 3 
DOTTED LINE-'PROPAGATION' LEVEL = 4 
Fig. 2. Radial stresses at period of 1 hour; normalized 

















~ INNER CORE-CORE BOUNDARY 
~ CORE-MANTLE BOUNDARY 
'PROPAGATION' LEVEL = 3 
Fig. 3. Radial stresses at period of 2 hours; normalized 










V INNER CORE-CORE BOUNDARY 
~ CORE -MANTLE BOUNDARY 
SOLID LINE-'PROPAGATION' LEVEL= 3 
DOTTED LINE-'PROPAGATION' LEVEL= 4 
Fig. 4. Radial stresses at period of 3 hours; normalized 







~ INNER CORE-CORE BOUNDARY 
~ CORE-MANTLE BOUNDARY 
1 PROPAGATION 1 LEVEL= 3 
Fig. 5. Radial stresses at period of 4 hours; normalized 


















~ INNER CORE-CORE BOUNDARY 
~ CORE-MANTLE BOUNDARY 
SOLID LINE- 1 PROPAGATION 1 LEVEL = 3 
DOTTED LINE- 1 PROPAGATION1 LEVEL= 4 
Fig. 6. Radial stresses at period of 5 hours; normalized 







~ INNER CORE-CORE BOUNDARY 
~ CORE-MANTLE BOUNDARY 
'PROPAGATION' LEVEL = 3 
Fig. 7. Radial stresses at period of 6 hours; normalized 



















~ INNER CORE-CORE BOUNDARY 
~ CORE-MANTLE BOUNDARY 
SOLID LINE-'PROPAGATION' LEVEL= 3 
DOTTED LINE-'PROPAGATION' LEVEL= 4 
Fig. 8. Radial stresses at period of 7 hours; normalized 
















~ INNER CORE-CORE BOUNDARY 
~ CORE-MANTLE BOUNDARY 
'PROPAGATION' LEVEL = 3 
Fig. 9. Radial stresses at period of 8 hours; normalized 










~ INNER CORE-CORE BOUNDARY 
~ CORE-MANTLE BOUNDARY 
SOLID LINE-'PROPAGATION' LEVEL = 3 
DASHED LINEJPROPAGATION 1 LEVEL = 4 
Fig. 10. Radial stresses at period of 9 hours; normalized 
























~ INNER CORE-CORE BOUNDARY 
~ CORE-MANTLE BOUNDARY 
SOLID LINE-'PROPAGATION' LEVEL = 3 
DASHED LINE-'PROPAGATION' LEVEL= 4 
Fig. 11. Radial stresses at period of 10 hours; normalized 















~ INNER CORE-CORE BOUNDARY 
~ CORE-MANTLE BOUNDARY 
SOLID LINE-'PROPAGATION' LEVEL= 3 
DASHED LINE-'PROPAGATION' LEVEL = 4 
Fig. 12. Radial stresses at period of 11 hours; normalized 















.. 5- I 
~ INNER CORE-CORE BOUNDARY 
~ CORE -MANTLE BOUNDARY 
SOLID LINE-'PROPAGATION' LEVEL= 3 
-.5- DASHED LINE-'PROPAGATION' LEVEL= 4 
Fig. 13. Radial stresses at period of 12 hours; normalized 
to an inducing potential of 108 m2;s2 at 107 m. 
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~!Jmerical procedure and the results of these tests a,r:e ·given ·;n 'Appen~i.x · G;·· 
. . 
the indication ·of these· tests is that a step size of approximately 1' km . 
I ' 
, thro~gh the fl.uid region produce·s a realistic ·result. 
However, even with this small ·step .size us.ed :for pr:-opagating .·the 
. ' . . 
solution t~rough the fl~td re~ib~, the·.solufions are deteriorating .as the ' 
s~mi-d.iur~al period·is ·approach.ed . . Using ~he con'~ergence ·.of the . radial 
stress. f~:~nctions as ~ .test • .. the appli.cabil ity of- the solutions ' is 1 imited 
I • ' ; ' . ' • ..J ' 
' . . · , . ... . . . 
. to periods 1ess ·th~n the sem·i-diurnal. To. illustrate the bE!hav·iour of' the· . 
. " 
·: ·• •. . ~~ . . . . . ·2 2 . 3 
v~rja~l.es throughout the' Earth . !' .display the displacements (y1 , y3 and Yi• . 
Figur~~ 14-17.), th.~ ~h_ear· 'st:es.ses (y~ and y~, Figures _lf!-21) · a·nd tn.e 
potentials · ~n~~g.~~vj~~~~iona1 ~lu~ (y;. ~~andy~;· Figu.res 22·-2~) .for · 
periods of 1. hour, ~ hours.,_ · ~ h~?urs . and 11 hours. The so.lutions· for tt:le 
·~-hour and 5-hour: ~.rivil')g potential ar~ those obtained wit~ a 'prop~gati.on . 
truncation' .1e~~l · of ·3 ·whereas · thk l~ngE!r pe~i-od·_.$olutions w·ere . th~se 
.de~i. ved by ' retain~ri~ a · l .e~~·, of 4·. . • •.. . 
The sp.heroidal di.splace~ehts' at the 1-'hour period ·:ar,e -similar· to 
the soi.utfon~ ·obt~in.ed.by .'Alterman et'" al · . . ·'('l9S.9, Fl~ .88i ·Fig .. . 2) .·and ·by 
. . . . .. . .. -, - . . . 
P.ek'eri.s & Ac~ad (lg7z,' p. ~S6, · Fig.- 10} f~r the f.tmdame~tal· spheroidal 
- . ' 
· oscillation· (except for the obvio~s differences due to ·the inclusion of an 
hmer ;ore ·i·n ·this mod~l). showing .that the·.;ree os.cill.ation .theory is · 
• • •• • 0 . • • • • , 
sufficient ·far ~odelling the short . period respons~ of . the Earth . . 
. Within the solid regions of tlie Earth the elastic forces : 
. ., ' . . ! . . . . . . ' 
complete1y .domi.nate ·qny ._rotat.ional effects and hence veryJittle var iation· . · 
. · ' . .. . . ,· . . . . · ., . 
I . 
' 0 
·.of the. solut'i.on~ with ·respect to' the period 'of th~· drivi~g potential ·i~-- . 
. . · e.xpec.~e9~:·. Thi~/ i ·~. born~ ·out.by. the .. st~bi.lity . ~f the ~~lculat~d .soluti~n~.·· 
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the free surface ···and the sol id-flu.id interfa,ces - ~~fe~J!,~ly .. cf)fltro:l~ th~ 
~ r '\o. • • 
solutions within. the mantle and the ·imi·e·r core. The ·response at' the 
' . . . . . . . ' 
surface (ex·cept at periods very near an undertone period) i·s not critica.fly 
.. 
.. . 




. -~- . 
.· . 
. : ... · . ../ . . . . :. . . . . . .·. . 
_affected by the increasing inaccuracy of the ·solution throughou.t the fluid .· 
. • 
.... . 
~ .. ! :. 
' . 
. . - I . . 
. ,. 
core as 1onge.r. periods are co,nsidered~: 'even when l_arge _propagation .s'te_p:s 
are used in the fluid .core· (Appendix G). 
. ' 
The .surface response ·o.f the Earth to.a ' tidal · poteritia~ ·is 
usua'lly represen1;e~f by Love nUil)bets and ·t~e ~t~bi 1 ity _of . the sol.uti ?n· in 
· the mantle itnplies.:that the Love numbe~s ~bta'ined from a calc~l~t.ion . may 
.. . . . . . . ' . ; ~ - . 
be mo·r~ . re.~iab~·e .. fhan .would be . indica~~d p~ ' the. b~havi~u~ of .t~e solutions 
. · ... within the flufd region. · The Love numbers· were. calculated with both 
'• ' ' ' \ 
'propaga ty)l') .trUnG~ti.on' . 1 evel.s an~ ~he 'resul_ ~i:!19 · ~OVe _ nUII'lb~rs agree to 
better t~an o~l% up to a 'period of 12 hou~s although the ~olutfons fo~ the . 
.radial stress ~ithinftlle ~ fii.dd reg . ion .. at this per-fod are.·qrastfcallJ 
. . . . . . . ' 
... • ... # ' . 
·differe,nt. These are c~p~red i_n Table· 2. ···.:. · . · 
. . 
. ~- . 
0 
·c. 
' . ' 
· I h~ve ~ccepted : this evide~ce as ju~tiftcation · · 
onlY. the mpd.~.s included in the 'propagat1on truncation' level 
·for the initi~l ~alculation of Love nur_nbers in the .'period range fr m 1 . .. 
.· ~ · · · . · · h6~r· to ·is hou~s. These sohfti ·o~s .cont~:in .the s .ph~roida1 respon~es of - ·. 
: . . . . ~ . 
I ' 
:degre~s ·~ -a·n~ A and th~ torsr_cinal' · tes'pons.~s of_ degre~s .3 al)d_ -~ _(a 11 · · . . 
- responses ·,be.i ng of .order 2 'so ' that . the 'degree· .0 spheroida 1 and ·the. -d~~iree 
" . . I .. . . . . . . . . . : . . . . - . 
: ·.· l torsional solutiops are identicail.Y' zero). ·These ~ove numbe.rs are · ·. ·· 
. I , • 
· tabulated {'Tab'le .3) and are .. plo'tted (Fi.gure. 26)~· , . · . . , ·. 
. • ~ . . I 
: The resu~lts show evide~ce of· the ftmda~e~tal .· sphero .i~~l oscilla·-
I . 
tion· and: of und~r..t~nes; th·e 'blips' i~ the .~~riation ·of the Love nym~¢rs. 
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. . TABLE -2· 
., 
, . . 
. ' · · COMPARISON OF· THE LOVE .NUMBERS OBTAINED WITH , 'PROPAGATION .' 
. TRUNCATION I · LEVELS OF 3 AND 4 
' 
Period LEVEL = 3 . · LEVEL = 4 · 
(hours) 
. h k · ' . I' h ' k l · 
"-- . I 
""" ·1 . 00 .2..4260 11 .. 1?73- .. 1229 f ;'.~260 ·.· 1.1573 .1229 
. . 
. 3.00 :65!2 .. 3221 . 0853 . 6572 ·.3221 ' . . . 0853 . 
5 .. 00 . . 6246 . .3067 .0843 .6246 .3067 .0843 
.. 
' 
7.00 .. 6192• . . .3035 . .0839 




9.00 . . . 6~44 .3018 .-0840 I .6144 .3018 ' . ; 0840 
·._1o.oq 
· .. 
; 6120 · .3012 .0842 : .(5121 • 3012 . : 0842 
. 11.00 .6139 .3014 .0839 .. .. 6.139 .3014 .0839 
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TABLE 3 
- .. ·· · VARiATION .Of :THE LOVE NUMBERS .(n = 2, m. =. 2f WITH PERIOD · · · 






: • : • • ! • 
.I ( '. Propaga t ·i on· truncation • 1 eve 1 · = 3 and I . . . ) 
'Elimination .truncation .' ·1 evel = 14 
. . . . . '. . 
PE.RIOD 
h ·m min · 
1 ' 00 60 
1 . 2o so 
1 40 100 
LOVE NUMBERS 
. h '. k 'R . 






• 1229 .' 
' .1229 
.0904 
2 ' 00 ' . ·120 ... ' .7362 · .. 3595 . 0879 
' .2 20 140 
2 .4o· · 160 
3· 0.0 . 180 
3 ' 20 200 
3 · . 40 .· 220 . 
4 00 '240 
.4 20 260 
4 40 . 280 
. ' . 
5 '. 00 300' ' 
5 ' 20 ' ··320 
. [5.: 40 340 
c: . ' 
. . 6958 4:3404 .. . 0866 
' ~6722 . . 3292 ' ' ' .0858 
, , . 
• 6572 · . . 3221 .0853 
.6470 .3172 ~o8~o 
.6397 '' ~ 3138 ' • .0848 
.6343 .• 3113: ' .0846. 
·. · .. • 6303 . · .3094 · :o845 
: .. . 6271 ~ 3079 :0844 
" 
• ~246 . 3067 . . 0843 
.. ' 
.6226 .3058 .0843 
.6208 .3050 ' .0842 ' . 
. . ' 
' ' 
' ·' ' /5 00 360 .61,92 . . . ·3043 . : . . 0842 . _·. 
. . 
6 ' 20 .. 380 
6 . ' 40, ' . 400 
; I 
·1 00 420 
-7 ' ~0 ' 440 ' 
. ' 
' 7 -. 40 460 
8 ' 09 1: .48p 
8 20' 500 . 
·g ' 40 520 
~~~7~3037 ' ' ., ·.0843'• ' : . ·. ·. .· 
.6683 ... · .. ;·3o2\ · .'0851 _. · · · · . 
' .6192 .. 3035~' .. . 0839 
· .. 6180 - ' ; 3031 . . _ .0_839 · . 
: • 6.16.6. • 3o21 . 0840 · · · 
· .. . 6159 . -.3025 .0840 
.6154 
: ' : .6~~8 
.3023 ·.0840 
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. PERIOD . · e 
., 
'c:J;> 
h . m · .min · 
, • I j 
·9 00 540 . 
9 20 .'560 
.. 
... g· ' 40 580 
10 00 . 600 
; 10 20 .J)20 . 
. . 
.. 
10 . . 40 
.. . 
640 
I' :11 . 
.00 
.. . 11 2d 
~ 660 . 
"68.0 
11 4.0 700 .-
12 00 720 
. . 
. 
12 20 740' · 
12. 40 760 
' . 13 00 . 780 
1.' 13 
i ~ 800 · .. : 20 ' 
13 . ·40 .. 820 
.. 14 00 1840 
.. . 20 .J •• • 14 . . 860 
. '. ' 14 SQ . 880 











. . LOVE NUMBERS . 
·· . . h k .J 
. ' 
, 614.4 ·· .3018 .0840 . 
. , 
.61,40 . . 3017 ·. 0840' 
. 6134 . • 3015 ~ 084~ 
,· ..: ~ i20 . 3Ql2 .0842 
.6182 .. 3023 . 0836 
. .6~45 . . .30i5 .0838 
' .613.~ .3014 · .0839 
. . 
: ·.6136 c, 3013· ~ 0839, 
.6132 -. ..3012 . 0839 
. . 6132 . .~.3011 . . 0840 · 
.6129 .3010 · .0840 . 
.. 
.6123 · ·.· .3009 
.. 
.0840 
. 6143 . .'3013 . 0839 . 
,6125 · 0 , 3009 '• . . 0840 ' · 
. • 6126 .. • 3008 .. 0840 .' 
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. 3006 
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Variatio~ ·Qf the Lov.e n4mbers~ with pe_r~_od. 
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.• :" • • • 
P~RIOD ·(HOURS) 
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. . . 
_. ·128 :.. . 
.. . . 
.. · . . I ' . . 
. By calculating the Love numbers af a _finer perio(i · sp~cing and 
. . . . . 
I 
· by .examining_ the~ deter~inant obtained when -the bo,uncta~y ~o.nditions a·t 'the 
.s.urface' ~r.e a.ppl ied ·, the fir-st two under~ones are found ·.to· have pe~io.ds · _·. I -
. . of.:6h4~~51·~~d 10h14~~b .(o; 403~51 and si·4-~l.~). · . ~hese ar~· co~pared with . 
the results ' 0~ Peker'is & Acca'd· (.19n),··~my1ie · (1974) a~d .Cro~sley, (l97Sb)' 
in · the ·fo 1 1 owing ·tab 1 e:i· 
I I . 
TABLE 4· 
r 
. UNDERTONe· PERIOO.S FOR SUB-ADIABATIC Flufo CORES (HR) 




Pekeri's & Accad 











6~593 . . 
. 6. 7252 
\ . . 
hd . . . d . 
2 1 u!"dertone. 3r undertone· 
' . . 
11.6735 ' ·.· I • . . 
: 12 . 4 716 l ' .. 
.. ·. 10.5285 . 
. 9 .886' 
·· w·. 235o· 
16.0187 . : 
i 7. 5474. < • 
. ·13 . 8070 
. 12.357 ·, t 
. ·. 
·The EartD model used· in ·:this . study was . tab~lated by. Smylie : (/I974) •.. 
.. ~nd h~s been us~d - by.·S~lie : ~!Od by Cros~l -ey :.;~· the .determina'tions.' tab:led . ·. 
• • •., r . • • ' 
~bo~~. ·. P~keri·s & A~ cad ·had ·i:ntroduce~ the · · ~se ·of the _sub-ad:iaba~j c .. fluid . . i 
, . ' . . . . . . . . 
condjtion .f~r the core. but their model 'differs· .from.-that use-d i.n this 
.. ' . . ·: ... . ' 
. ·study by the -absence o·f a solid ·inner -core. ·smyl-le (1974) ~t.tr.ibutes · the 
. '. , . I . ' . ' ' · . . . . , . • 
l . 
·' 
., , ·, 
. . , 




· .. .. •' ·. ·. tli :.f~~-en~e be_twe~p-- 'hi~ ~~~~1_ ts ( 1_)'· : ~bta f n~d . _by:. ~~9.1 ~~-tinf- . ~~~a~io~a 1: · ·.' _ _. ·: · 
-·-' ---- - -- - ·~--c--_;e:..:..ffects, and .the . results of Pekeris & Accad as: 'presumably· because of the . 
pre-sen~e ~~~he. s·oJid i:ri·~~r -~or~·. ~n the · Ea~th · '!l~~-~-1 ~ -~s~d .in this st-~ay·· . > 





:· · .. _. _Th_< _sec_ond -~f-Sinylie._'$ ~a·l_ cu_la.tions do~s .ta>e ·_in~~ ~cc?.unt~ ~l]e_ Coriol.is 
. . . ., ,. . . ·. .. .. . .. . ' -: . 
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~29 • • • .1' 
. . . . r. . . 
self-coup1ing term arid Crossley's ~eter~1i~ations also ·{ncJude the . torsional_· . 
mo~i9n·s .· (y~) and the ·_ -~orsional _ shear . stress (y~) .. . The·. int~~sion of.the ·. _: ·1 
tor~iona_J mode .' in the solution is equiva~e~t to lcarryin.g a •propagation _. ~) 
I • . •. •• • • • • I .... . • • . ' 
.truncation '• 'le:"el(p{ _2 {a~d an . 'eli~ination:. tru~ca~ion_' . le_ve1 . of 2 as · wel ~ ) 
~hroughout the Earth . My results ·have been. obtained with the retention· of 
·a · -~ropagation {r'urication• level. '~·f 3 ·a~d an 'elimination tr~ncation' level 
. . . . . .. . ~- . . . 
of 14 throughou~ ~he' Earth. I h·ave al.so retained the r ,elativel.y mi~or' 
. . 
modificatio~ . of ~~e centrifugal couplings in the full ~ rotational effects 
. · · {Ap~_eodi x, G): . . 
The variation. of the · l,.ove · num~ers for -n -=· 2·, m:,; 2 ~it~ per:i~d 
' I J ' ~ • • • •. • • , • : • • I • , • ' • • 
, , , t ' ' , , o , I i 
· · · near t~·e underton~ p_eri·ods . :is shown _in jFi~ure 27. . _ r ._· 
. . i. . ' . · . . . ' ·. . . 
. · .. Th~ only ·fo-~.ced t·id~ ~ith: ~ peri _o~· sig_nifi_c?~;tlY l~ss ·.tfa.n 12 
hours for which ob-servational, .data is ·available ·;s· the t~rdiurnal tide .-. 
. wit~ a · peri.od· o·f. ·a.2·79·. hours. (Me.lchio~ .' & 'veri~di-~ov, .-1968). The· .dri v·i-~g .· 
• • • ' . • • • ' ' • 0 
. ''· 
.' . . ·. potential for thi .. s Earth ti.de is of degree an.d order 3 (n ·::: 3, m·· =. J) . . ·I 
· ~ . have -~a -lcul~~~d th~ .r~sp.onse .. at' ·ttiisl period for two _ E~rth mod~l ~,' o~~\.,ith 
• • • • ' • 1 ' • • • • - ' .. \ · 
-~ sub:..ad.iabatfc .flu·i·d c~~e (Smylie, 1~l4) and -for ari adiab.at~c ~ Adams-
Williamson· ·fluid .c~re!' .. (Wang. ·. 197.1 ,' ·exc-ept ·for ·a: s~a l1 ·modifi .. cati o~ J or·· t he 
' • ' , \ , · ; I , · ' ' • • I ' o • ,· / ·,, ' o o ' ' ' ' o ' o 
.·. Earth.'s -crust)·.·. · Tlie resulting ·stresse~ ~ displ ac_ements -an~ .potentials- are 
· -: ··shOwn in r=lgures .- 2a ·.and 29~ 
. ·. -For'this tide· t obtain th.e fo.1iowing Lo~e numbers·: . 
. . '-. . ~ ' . 
·• . .. . 
;, 
.. sub.:.adiabatic .adiabatic- . 
. . .. . . . . . . . - ' . .; . ' h·'3 . . . ' : . ' 0. 2~32 . . . ' ... : 0.2921 . 
,. - . . 
. . · . 
··.:.... 
·' 0.0933 . 0.0935 : I . 
. 
·a .ni43 O.Ql?6 " . 
" . 
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Lov'e numbers ha.ve been .previously p~ta·ined . with ' theor.etical 
. . . . 
. . . . .. . . •' . ; 
· · calculati .. on~ by Moloderiski i & Kramer {1961}, Takeuchi et· ~· ( 1962), · 
.ongm~n: (1963'y 1966l and ' ti_~dri (1974}.. · .· / · ' . ·. ;; .. · . · 
. · .. 
... 
In the.theoretically_derived Love~ numbers obtained f6r the 
. . '-' .. 
· .·terdJur:nal · ·tid~ (tabled below). the other ·authors. have used .a static, not 
' a d,xnamic, theory~ Takeuchi_ et !l· have modelled the \hlid cor~ as . 
ho~ogeneous whereas the other :authors have adopted an adiabatic, . Adams- · 
·,, : 'I 
.. . . ' ' ): ' . 
Williamso.n den.sity distribution. The two results quoted for Bodri ·are 
. . 
for .two ·'models· of the man~le, .s1. and s2 , .derived ·by ~ulien &_ Had·d~n ( 1967) . 




·. LOVE NUMBERS FOR THE . TEROIURNAL TIDE 
I .· . 
h3 ~3 f3 
... 
·• 
_I~ MDlodenskii & Kram~r · .294 •. 096 .01~ Takeuch~ et al. .274 .083 . .. 010 
·I . 
' 
Longman · I . - .. 290'. . 093 .014 
. . 
Bodri (B1) . 299 :ogf. .015 
.• 
Bodri (B2)' {) . .298 .097 .015 . l , 
· .. . · Peder'sen · ( t3 ' . = 0) ·.292 . .094· :. .016 
. 
. 
. I P~dersen (a -P.2) , = .. 293: .093 .014: 
, I 
' ' ' 
' . . 
. ... ! 
• u• 
.. <' Melchior & .Ve~ed.i ko_v. :(1968) ~epqrt . the . observati~na lly de~erin·;·~ed · 
. means (both ,; si~plO arithmetic milan rd a wOighted niean) fo~ th:se Love·.' 
' ... 
' ·.· . 
'• ' t 
[ 
-numbers as · • . · · · , · · · 
' J 
,. 
. . ' . 
J • ' :.I . . 
' . 
, . ,. ~ • ' • I . ·: ·I· : 
.I 
' '- . .'· ~ ~ : . 
·. ' '; . .. .. . 
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. . ..: .. . . . . . 
.. .. 
_:__ __ ._, --~-:._ . ._:. ___ _ ~:.. .. _·~~-~i .. '. ~- -~-~-~.~- ;..l_ - ~:-
.· 
., M . ·, • • • 
.. 
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1 - )38 ~ 
..  
.. 
' Weighted Mean Arithmetic .Mean· 
,. ' 
h3 Jto ± .• om . • 2704., 
k3 . 57.2 ± • 0~61 ' ~ 0964 
. .' 
/ · ' 
M'elchfor & Ven~di kov s~~te that the arit~~eti c mean may 
reliable · of the two means quoted above as · .the weighting 
be ' 'the more 
{ ' 
scheme us-eq did 
. . - y; ·~\: . ' ·· ., - . ' . 
not take · · ihto ~-:tt·iount the possjble systematic errors 'of eac_h instrument; '. 
• r l • 
how~ver it is clear that more observational data m.ust'be obtained fo t:' a · 
/~~· . . . 
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The major adv.ance of.t~is study over the res.urts. ·~t _ prev_io~.s · 
·r· . , . . . . I ~ ' . 
studies is . the full inclusion of the direct effects of .rotation. The · 
·· .. indi~bd:.· effect, the ~llipticity . of th~ Earth, has not been considered 
he~e ·but has ,be~n theoretically investigated by Smith (1974) . R~tention 
. . . . . . I - . . 
o~ the rotation in the development of th€ Earth • s -response leads to the 
: ~ e~_'cit~t~on; . of spher~i?al ~~es ot~er. than ·th.at correspond_ing to ·the 
degree· of tll·e· harmonic· forcing potentiaL Whe·n· the density dis.tr.ibution 
""~ . . . . . ' . 
# 
i h the . f1 ui d core ·;'s . sub--adiaba.ti c, i.rndertones a 1 so exist and' the under- . 
tone perio_ds are ·IT!odJ-fi ed. greatly because of t~e Earth-'s ro'tati on.. ~my; i~ . -/ . · 
(~974) h~s : ~h~wn)th~t ret~nti~n ~~ .~niY .. t~e Cor.i .o11 s se~ fJoupl i~g ~ill _' 
. I . , . . . 
.. 
! • ' . 
lower all undertone 'per1ods for- the .degree 2, order 2 resptJnse· below 36 
·... • • . I • .,J .. ·. J' • •• • • • • • • • I 
• • . . I 
' · · . ·hours: and ~ros.sley (-~.975b') ~as follnd in.dications that retaining / 11 · _ 
· Coriol .is couplings in _the- flui~ wilL reduce all .underto~~ ·peri~~s . b~lo~ 
. , . . ' - . . . . . . • • I . ' , . 
. 12 hours. This" is: substa.ntjat~d· by the results ·.'of t~is th.e~is thr.~ugh 
. . th~ . growi'ng · cteter'io'rat.i.o~ of th~ ~~ltitj ons obta i_n.ed as· the pe.ri (;d ·~ppr.o~ches 
. . ' . .... . . . .· . . . . ' . 
. the se~idiur~al ' in 'contrast to the agr¢em~nt bet~een the . sol~tions obtained 
h.ere and th~~e of Peke~fs · & . Acc~d (i9i2) .at. low peri_ods. :· Except-for .the< 
~ • ' ~ ' ; • r • • • • •· 
tidal .peri'ods· very . near an· .undertone, :th~ Love . numbers ar~ .f~r - all · 
'\Pra_cti.~al. ~urpose~ essenti~11Y · ;ns~nsiti~e :{o co~e strati .ficati.on and. the 
associated coupling. The _variations · in -the Love .numbers with period 
predicted· .in this··· thes~s · ·ar~ bel-ow the. present · !=J~~ecti~n l~ve.l (Lamb·~~k 
. . .. . . . . ' ' . . . ' . 
. . ' .. 
et ll.-, '1974). 
,. 
. . ' 
· .. · · . . 
'n 
.. 
. I . •' 
I ' '• 
·. · ~ 
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The Lov-e number.s obtained ffr. th:. terdiu_rnal tide are .in agt:'eem~nt · 
~ith the results 6f previous c~J6ulations and with ihe admjtt~dly pOQr. · 
observationa1 .data. As my' ·results take· th~·rotational ·effects into a~count, 
. . . • •::1 
•• • • • f • • • • 




numbers · a,rt610t. 've~y sen~ i.t i V~. ·to the core mode 1 . . 
·. 
4 I , , 
the final · con~rib~tion of this s~~dY, has· been the indic~ti~n ot · 
two . undertone : ~eriods ~~ich will . fx~~t for an -Earth wit~.a fl~id core 
w~ere the . densi.ty · di/~tr.ii::J~tion ;~ su~-adiabatic with'. the ~tabil ity 'factor . - i 
' ._ ~.,.. 1•'\t l._\.., I ' • ~ ' 
' . ., '! . . . . • . . . . . . 
considered in this study~ Although it is not known ·whether .or ·.not' fhe 
I• ' • • • •- • 
fluid core is .sub-a~iabati~ (throughout or ' in p~rt) further study .would 
• • • 0 • , 
defineate, the· spectra of . undertone · periods that couid be expected for 
. . .. 
. . d~fferent: sub.:.adi·abatic fluid cqres. , .smyl ie is ini_ti.ating at present .. ~n 
. experimental se'arch for these' undertone' perio.ds and ;in · the event that they 
. . . . L, . . . . • 
are ob~erved they wi 11 provide a signi.fi cant c'onstraint . upon ·future Earth 
. model's ~ FirsL t~ exi 'ste.nce . of ~fldert~·nes . . w~ul d. prove ' that ' ·at. ·, east· a . 
porti'on ~f th'e flu1d core was sub-adi~b~tic ··and furthermore,· s1nce the 
locatiorfof~tiie . ~ndertone per-i ods'i's highly model dependent,. wou~d·· a:llow 
~ighter constraints to be ·put upon 'the· dtmsity profile; in order to 
...... ' . . . . ' . ' . ' ·, 
uniqu-ely· ~Yi~;~ine· th~ density di.~t~ib-~~·i.on ~· ~ ~ould be -nec~s~a.ry to ·.know 
· a.ll the ur;lde~tone ·per·~-?ds, bu~ even a . pat:"tial_ knowledge would a.llow a ' more 
. t..J' ~ : ~ . . . . . I . . -
accurate · representation of the ~tructure of the . riuid c:ore. 
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APPENDIX .A ~ · 
. . l· ' . . 
EXr'RACTION OF. THE COMPONENT EQUATIONS fOR THE SOLID REGIONS' 
. f. Derivation of the Stress Force 
. . 
... 
' . In. a curvilinear~ orthogonal coordinat-e· sy_sfem ( f ,' ~ , and~) 
.' _W.ithscale facto.rs h;, h'l . . and h'i the- ~hys ·i.cal _components of,. the strain·_.·. 
tens~ra.re· - · · · . . . ·t . . 
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with cyclic. interchanges giving the othei six coeffitiehts (Spainv 1960, · 
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. For. a. spheri'ca11y ~}111Tletrk geom~try th~ obv i ~us cho i ~e is · 
spheri ~a 1 p~ 1 a r ~o~r~-i-na t·e~ r ~ e· and ~ .wi ~h ~ca 1 ~ fact?rs: 1 , · r _and· rs ~ n:~ - .. . 
The strain tensor components are Spe~ifically (Loye,.. 1909) 
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.The· ttre.s~ · and s.tra in ten.sors. for ~ Hook~~n body r·e r.elat~d •by . 
.. f' =. x6 ~ +2~ .e: ··. . . 
. The. ·ph;s.ical compon~nts o.f the body fore~ equ~vale~·t J f = -~.~· , 
' . .. ' 
. · ' ·• . 
in · orthogo~al curvilinear coord i nates, ~re ~herefore given _by 
• ' 
... · .. 
' .. 
spherical .p.olar coordinates this is . f 
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.·the-displacement' fi_eld; . . . I· . 
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2. Extr.~c-tion' oUhe Spherical Harmonic Components of the Disp.lacement l · .. 
·Eg~~~i~ns / : ,. 1 I . .· . . . . . I 
. / ·The full -vector displacement equatio·n· is.written on page 52 ·and 
·'· . · . ~ . •. . 
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Due :to the ._a_s$u~ption· of sp~_er1cal - synmetr.Y and to _Poisson•s ·· 
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Usin.g th~ ·above- expar:~sions and forming .the scalar prod~ct o.f the. 
. : ·: . · 1\ I . I . J . . ' ' . . • . . · : . 
displa'cem~nt e_quation · wi~h . r:-·.s where s =~1((9,¢):_ . .. 
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AppJ {cation :of the . de.fini tions -ani:! re·l ationshtps1>rev·; ously. 
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· Integra~·i-~g .over th.e _:entir~ sol-id angle qnct u.sing ·the .·orthogonai.i ty .of . the~ ·:· 
spheric~l ha·~~6~ics · ·~h-eri - ~ .i~e~ .(1.20) w~~-~e coupli~g :coe.fficie~~~ - AJ., .A2·, · 
' 'J '.. ' ' •' . ' .. ·. . . . . :· . ' . .·. . . 
A3. and _ A4 ·.have be.en iritr_oduced. and · a~e ~efined as · · . ·. · 
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Returnfng to ·the di s·placement equatipn and fo'rmhi_g .. the s·calar 
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. . . . . . . ~ . 
, v-j ~s' ; 1• .. -;.,. ~i" e . .1e ~~ · ~0 " 
I also obtain 
. ! .,.. 
0 • , • ' 
. • -' r~r. ~'l.i J~ . = . kc~~i) ~ :-~ fi.' .l'J, 
by .use of the dive~gente theorem and for: ·1 ::= · .~. ,e)¢·) . 
. . . . 
·. ~~l·~~' ~:i~~ .!eJ.~ . = 1<;(~:9 X 1 ~· s:\v.e. ~& .1~: .· 
. . . ' . . . . . . I .· . 
. '. 
Finally th.e 1n.tegra1 
_f' t C.Os~ • 'Vc:.1 • • 1 ~ q~ ·~w- (:}. J. e j. ~ { . .... . 
j . · .. I .. j ·~· · ... ·· 
reduces . to , · , · . , · .. . : 
. , . I .. 
: ~i~ ! ss'r;i ... 
1
e ~ ~.if · •. · · :·: . 
. ·Incorpora~·;ng/these results produces (1.21). 
. Th~ additional coupling coeff1cients .fntroduced here are defined 
• • • • , 0 • • , • '· • 
. •, . . 
as · . : t • 
. . . . . ·: . :,. ,., , 
. ' 
· · : B~" sa· 2~;' (~1)m ~~f~e -~~.Vs'si~~ .\e J.p 
· · ak~ · ::. . . 2\<~\·. (~· ,)W>. fi~"e~.~ · s . ~'~~~· J.~ .·~P.· 
. • 4fR' . } . . . . '· .. 49 . . : . : . 
. ·. r . , . . '• '· . . . I' . 
and the se+:~io. ~ules . aild ~umerical values ~re deri~•ci in Appendix \ . . · 
· ' .. · :. Fft naJly the ·torsior:tal componeht of ,the. displace!Jlent equation is 
. ·· . . . · _: . . · .· . . . ... . ··. · .. . ;..,.;~, . .. ·. 
'extracted by.fo'rm!ng' the s~alar product wfth the ~ctor . ('" ~~~ ; 
• . . · • . · . . ' . . 1 .. 
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The· co.uplin-g c~efficient introduced here is,' defined .a~ - .. 
, I . . . ~ 
kn ~ . 2k+~- Y" f . . ' . . . . . . 
.B., · ~ - _ 4 1r . l-• . J ~~"e s ~- . c;w.& J~~~ .. . 
. de . . .. 
. . ' 
-In elastic free oscil)ation theory . t.he · ~~·riods ~re · suf~ici~·nJly_ 
·' shoT~ ~nd the Eart~•s · ~otation :can be -neglected· for all . but t he most ' 
.. prec.i-sa· calculations. · Then ·the. ·interdependence of the spheroidal and the· 
. . :· . : . . ' . . . . . . . . . ' ... ' . . , . , - . 
. · . 'tor's_ional' IT)()des vanis_h. H~nce a spheroidal '(e .. g·.· tid.~l) excitation WOIJ1d ·: 
' . . :.· . . . . . · I- . . ': . . . • . . . t • • 
.· excite· a _purelY sphe~oi<:Jal respo·nse· . . However -the more complete treatmeht 
: derived here_· show-s. that · the·:torsi9na·l motiorls ar~ · indeed ex:cited t,hrough 
. •. . ' ' . ' ' 
. . - ' , . . 
· tn~ agency ·of -rot.ation .-even when.the dr'fving mechanism.is purely spherotdal . .. · . 
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. APPEN.OIX' B 
. . 
. / ·· . . •. , . 
• ' I ' ' . 
· · .. EXTRACTION. OF THE COMPONENT 'EQUATIONS FOR THE FLUID ·· REGION . ·. 
I . •',' • • •' • 
·. · . . 
.. 
. ' . 
. . 
. ' . 
. Within 'the fluid the · displacemerrt. e~u~tion is g i ven~. by (1.25), 
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I ~ . In ·a manner similar to that. used to extract the ca~ponents of -the . . . . 
. . " . . 
co~responding equation -in the elastic ·solid regions,· the ·sc_a·lar prqduct J 
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: . The or~h~gonal i~y :o/~the ·spherical harmoni~s: then reduce~. · t~is ·to . (1..29). 
. . 
·This and· the foliowing .constra.int on the .. torsional.·motion - ~·re. . .·,.. .. 
both analytic.·_· not diffi:!'re.ntfal· ~ c6ndttion~. ·. The torsicinal'·comp·orient of 
. . . . . . . . 
· . . . . . . . • .:_,. ~I : . . 
· the motion_ is. recovered by 'using r"lC.VS-;: . · · ~ : 
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. · This red~ce~: to: :('1.3_0'}. 
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U~ing the analytic. conditions on :'the transverse rnodons 14ithin 
. ' ' . " . 
the fluid, .I sq.lve · for eac.h· ~f the y~ a,._nd.' th.e y~ .(nume:ica~·ly) and the~ 
. . 
eliminq,te these variables from the ·.differential equations which determine . 
. ~ ·. ' . ~ . ;. . ' 
the other . variables~ Due to . the retention of the centrifuga l acceleration, 
, . o ' I o , I ' , ' o 
. . . 
I also ·have ·;n the radial component small ·terms invoivin_g the derivatives 
. ··' 
of thes.e displacements: ln. ·order to be abl ·~ ~ t~ .eliminate these. from .that 
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equ~tion as well I employ the curT of the~.displacement equation (1 ;26}. 
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··· ·In this. Appendix··-.r ·-deriv~·· t·h~ t-rirm· of -~he _sbl~tio~s · w~i~h·a~e - -· .. · 
. ·' .. . . · . . . ~ , : . . ·. . ' ' . . ~-.. . .· 
regul 'ar near the oj:igi n and ·speci-fy 'the . riuinber of arbitrary_ constants 
. - . . . . . 
r-~qui red to. fully d~termine the sys _te~ • . The technique develope~ by' some· . . · · 
• • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • _ , • ' • : ~ •• · -
·authors Jor· the core·_ 'integrat.io'n ·has' been to take -either. a· power series . 
. . o; .1an analyti~- :sci1 uti-~n- app~oprf~ie·· t .o - ~ . stati~ :homog~neo.us ·solid ~s - ·, '·._· · 
. . . . - . ' . . . . . -. . . ' . - ' . . . 
, , I 0 , ' , , I • 
· suffH:i~_nt _at_ . s~m~ fin it~ - ~~dius_ and in_tegra.~e~outwar:ds _f_~Qm · this ·. va.lue . . · · . . 
To ill)PfO~e· ~umer_ica ~ ~c~~r:a:cy; and becaus~ of .. the·. cdu-p11 ng~ betw~en mo~es'.· . . 
. ~that ~~~ .. ~u~t ; cpns'1_der.,· -~ in~or~~~a~e· : ~ chan_ge .. '.~f .. vari-~bl ~ .. . t~at. ' ~~-~-~ ts a·_. :~· 
. direct ·inte_grat'ion frem the -orig)n. I carry· the second 'der'i,vative · . · · ' · 
. . ( .. . . ~ . 
. . 't~roug~o.ut' the inn~r c~r~ •. : ~nd --~ec'a~~e . the -fi:tst de~i-va_~-~ ve~, r~·".i sh -~t _ 
the origin. the.·evaluation of the :.second derivatives ·at t.he 'origin must 
- , . 
·_' <~; 
'. . . . '?-1 
be·done .in a some~hat . -diffe~~nt . fas.~i~m - tha~ that ,.used'elsewhere· ~ · . · . . , · ~~ 
.. · . I pertQrm1;heSe Operatio~s in ~w~ stage~. nrst, I ~~amine t~ ,. J 
.. . • power -·ser'ies_ .s·o.lutio~s in ·the de¢oupied ,_(st~tfc,' ~on :rota.ting:) cas~ to · . . . -~~ 
' :- . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . ... . . . · , ., ( . -~. 
·· · .\ . . , . · · . - . d~ter(Tii ne t~_e n'u!llber ::af unknown . boeffi~i en~s . r~ciu ~ ~~~ t~ · d~~erini.ne· . th~ :_ .\. ·~:-- ( IP"l. . ~-.. ~: 
• I • o o • ' .' • •'. ' ' • ~ ', ' • ' I .: , • • • • • • • • : (I• ,· • ' t :' ' o • 1 ~ ; •• ~ 
... . · . · sol uti on and ~~e.c _Hy the Je~ding · tert:ns · fo_r each yariable. _  -~hi·~~suggest's :. • 'I ._ .. · _ _i 
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. ~;~~~vi:~r ~-nd 1_eavir19 _· ~ . __ fu~~~~-~n· w~i ~~-.:is ._mot~ s~ o~l~ · v~~~i-~g. _. $~c~~d_l_.Y ,. . ·_· _ _. J 
. · :these new vari~ble~ are investi~ated for th.e'_fu.l _l .Earth _model (dynall)h:. ·. J 
. : . . . . , . : . . . . . . . . , . . . , , . . I . ·' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •; 
·. _rotat1ng) and the conditions necessary .to 'initiate the integration a_re .· l 
. : · .· formul~~e~~- : _· . .. · .· .. · . . ·-:. :. .. - · .. • ·· ··. · .·1 
· . r f 
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·In b~th ·sections I as~ume that th.e :hear-ceniral · ~egir"' of the· 
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. i. The Static. Non"iRotating Earth 
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.• . 
• in. ·a· stati~ • . non-rotating E~rth ·tne set of . ~quatio~s governing 
_. 
the displacements,"stresses, potentials and t;he gravitati.onal fiux in each . 
:..- degr~~ of the.· sP.h-~r·ical h~·r~~nic expa;~1~~ .i·s :c9mpl~-~elY . d_ecouple.d · fro~ ·· : 
. · ev:ery other ~e-gree. · · 
' 
. . . :. I .de.velop the power series !!xpansion for e~ch .~ode. and im~o~e 
the .condhio·ns of·. regularity ~nd conserv~ti.on of linear"· momentum'~ . 
'. . . . . 
i shall .. fi_ .rst · de~1 .. ~i.th the pur~l{ · spheric~l ~xpansi_o!'l descri,.bed 
: .by:th·e .. degree ze·ro harrnon1c. : For this· m~~e ·I ·)1a.ye · 1 : 
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and regularit~··. as r + o indicat(!s that Y6 v:anis~es .. (as ·jt does.thro.i.Jgho'ut_ .. -. 
. . ' ~ . 
. ·: t_he en~~ re Ea-rlh) .. · 
~ . . 
serieS · ~;·_, 
i npw ch~ose.- to express the radial displa~ement in ·.a power 
·II .. 
.. , . 
. • 
then .... 
.. , · 
. " . ·· .. : 
.• " ' . ' . 
a.nd ~h~ diff.e~ential -_~qua.tion _for' Y2 ~ be~qm~·s I 
- .. : ... : .... - .. · ... . ' - . 
• 0 • 
. '<f> 
.. 
. : where 
. -. 
, .. ,. 
.I 
• 
. r ·= £.·~ T-~--~~)"\ . ·.- ;;_-~ 4~'tL (o) 
· · ·r-+o L· ~ J · . - ~ · 
• • I • • 4 ' • 
0 • • • • .. 
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~ . . .·-_  'i . --.......... :" 
.. . ... - . : " .'\,\· . - ·-. " . \ 
. . ' . . \, . \ 
. . .. 1 . 
· I ). 
! " · 0 • • 
' I ,' o 
. Thu~· 6c~ ·o ~ s .. a rbi tra ry. an~ -
-r . . • . • - I . . . 
. . I . . 
i}6e given bj' the- recursiqn ' rel~tion 
. . . 
.·oc, .must-vanish_, and . ~ubsequent_ terms 
o ' • 
· .. · .. 
I 
: . . ·-~· . 
. : ' 
• _J 
~ Thus I h-ave ··f:tt~ ··power'·series near' the. ·origin.., for. thoe .deg~ee ·z~ro ~de: .. ' .. 
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<- "Whicty--contains only two arbitrar.y c~,stant~. , . . . . 
· For the other ·spherical ·ha· nic 'modes· .. I choose the; induced 
" Po.tentia1·.and.the ~P~:ro~da l_.· d1sp}ac ' nt components '(.the t~rs 1ional · a re 
.. 
.  
.. . completely decoupl ed in the . n.on-ro.tating• case} . as 
. wit;,· 
... 'j, '\ := 
• . . . .• ? 
l ... J~ 
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Thus knowle.dge of ~he coeffi cie·nts Otr-\ an~ ~ .p .. , i ~ . -
p~·incipl .~ ·detel:'~ines rx.f"''· :, - ~r+' and ~r~' · ·, -~nd . seq~~~-ti~l1y .. 
. . . . .. . . 
g~n.erates the enti·re power series expansion for e_ach of the ·variables . 
. . . . . ... '. . . . . - .' . ·, . 
Specifica-lly_, the coefficients are d'etermined by the ·equa.tion . -1 
. ·-
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p .:ov; d i Og that A is ~~on~. i ng~ 1 a~ ; djt A i 0. The 01 terna t ive · sta teiTlent ; s 
equally imp~r.tant. _The· leading terms ·in .. the ·power ·series .exp~ns.ion. must . .- \' _. . 
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Taking first the initia·l . terms · 1.n the power- series for. ~he 
. . • . .. • ·:J . ' 'I' 
d'isplacements.(p=k~l), the _ set of equati~r\s redl;Jces to·. . .. ·:. f . • 
· (k ... ,) [c~<~~)c~ ... "lr):-~r-l[e.~· ~ k·41! l "'" : 
.·. · . (Ckt()<~~"l~)~tk~t). rJt-«~ ~. \( ~~l> = ·o . ··. ·. 
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o ·:::: o·. 
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. For p=k+l, the -third ·.equation .· in th~ . set shows . that i'~t' is.. . ,. 
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. ther.efore - · ~· 
Tpe -only ·arb'itrary ·tE!rm (and the on1y t~on-van1sh1n9 te_rm) ' is · .. 
' I 
then ~- . · The torsi-on~l quantiti~s 
. ' ' 
are -then given very s1mply -by 
• ' I • 
.. 
'. ' /' •• · . toJ · ~ . vK Y"" k :. . . 
. JT . 
. 1a -= ·· ~(k-~ v~ ~'~<·' . 
.. . . ~··· .. 
-- - ~--
. , These resu 1 ;,}',for a static, noO -.~tat f ng·, ho~ogeri"eou s ,' so 1 f d . 
~ar.th core_ are ~hose ~ha:t ~ill • ' apply as r ~ 0 in the_ ~ar~h mod~l urde~ . 
~ons1der~tion a.nd~re' 1n·agreement w1.th Crossl_e_i (1975a). ji s-half _now 
. ' . . . ~ . . . . : . . . ~ 
includ~ the dy~am1c and :otat1~nal'.'effects in orde( tQ pr_oper1y 
• J ' ' 
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2. The Dypamic, R~tating-Earth 
• I 
/ ·, I _now re~ri-~e the .'full ~quatio~s .. a~d i.nclud~_the , dy~~~ic and. t .he 
p . . ' ,• ' . 
rotational .. effects .in terms' ~f the set o:f yati~bles ' xi as described 'in .. 
...... . . . . . . .· .·-Kapt_e~ .2_ (eq. 2.~). ·Agai~ r-. shall a~sume ._that-~t. or n_ear. the · ce.ntl1e ot · ...... 
_l · the. Earth t~e -~nner ~ore · i~ l~cally homog~neou~: e0 (C) .• ')..(o) _ •r--(_o~ ~ -Ot 
· . where . the dot0fenotes· differentiation w:i-th :respect to radius (n~ possibiii~y 
of conf us 1 on ". x 1< i:S as the t 1 me. de~ 1 ~. t 1 .ve ~· ·has been . rep 1 ai:e~ by io:r 
.. 
. ·_: unde·r .the -assumption .of sinusoidal time variation)·. 
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R~g~larity. at . the_ origin_ again pro 
_. ._~(o)_. ~- .... (!~""2y-) ~~_to~ : 
·-~ . · -and . ·therefore 
. ,: . . . 
~0 (.0) • ' "' 0 (0) = .0. 
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Under the · asslifP~~.on ~f .loca 1 homogeneity, I.: differ~11tiate _these. relati_+ns 
· ·to find 
.. 0 ' ~.s- Co) . 
where' 




developed in the . 
. ' . · · . . B} Usinfthe. relationships- betl~n X~_<ol 
preceding.section. I_ also obtain' · .. . . , • ·. . ' ' . I. ' .•. 
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. , .. : _ . · The .~eco~d · degree ~~he_.r.oi .da 1 mod.e ~ · be~~ us~ it /oup~e·s. ~n. ~«? 
. ' t~e degree zero m'od~' . ~us t . be treated repa r~ te Jy. . . . . . ·~· .. '-. 
) . s_hall .fi.rst li$t· the di fferent.i a~ ·equations tha.t govern. ~his~ 
' :. . 
mode . 
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Regularity at the origin· pr~duces the ~arne relations between the 
. . . . . ~ . . - . 
• ' ' ' I f .0 • I ' • ' • ~ ' 
variables t'hat'.were obtaine~ in the previous seation: · · · · · 
. . ' . . .. . 
. . . . . . . . , . . I ~ .x~ to~ . ~ .. :l~ ~~ <.o) -. ) .~ : ~~ (~)'--: ~ i' ~.' .. Co) :~ :· ·. · 
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: . By p.roceeding in the ·same manner.· -as previousjy, ~pplied tO" the ' degree ·.zero 
case, · d.iffer.en·~·1at1ng ~he' ahov~.' set .·.~f. equ~ti.~~s.a~~ theri' ·1:a .k1~Q .. the limit_· · .. 
• ' ' ' ' , • • . ' ~ • . • • • I ' ' ' • j 
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c;rs ·r + 0, 
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I -.find (after some rearranging) · . : . . 
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These .. conditions on. the ·degr:\ee two. mode· have· ·had to be t .reated · 
separately .·as . .they. coupl ~ to ~h~. ·.deg~ee . zero. m6d~ a·~ci· ·the d~~·ree ze~o ·mode. · 
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Gdner~lly th~ set of the fi.rst der~vati Ves of the X~ _ar'e used 
. I • 
... /.in the propagation. th'rough the· inner core . tn .the manner described fn • ' 
I Ch0 pter 2; h~wev~r 'f ~r the f 1 rs t 1 :era~ l on of the p~oced~re cOrta; ~Of I 
the coefficients (pro·portiona_l to~) ar·~ not regular so that it has :been 
. . ·. . . .. .. I . . . 
' necessary to. show that ~he ftrst . ~e·r1vat1ves of ali · quantities van1sti at 
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APPENDIX ,E '·. 
ANALYTIC SOLUTIONS FOR 'AN EARTH OF. UNIFORM .DENSITY : 
. :. . I 
~ '· . . . 
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. I propose. in this sect~on certa.fli sinip.lff1catfons which will 
. . . . . .· . .l ·. 
a ilow the formulation .. of an al'la l,xtic .soluti~n · with ~hich I can· compar~ 
. ~ . 
the r\ume~ica',.. solution. · · I· .. S'hall ~pp~oximate the inner core o.f.the Ear,th-
. . . ·. . . 
. . .- . I . . • . . . . . , • . . . . 
' . a~ a:'homfi-geneou·s soli~ {1-e. : ~'O 1)._ consider only the · spheroi~al . 
. . . . . . · ( . \ . . . . /' 
_ , co~p.onents _.?: t~e -~~-i o~ · and n_~gl~ct ~!~\ cen·trifuga_l _coupl i n~s:. . 
· · ·:· · · E~·im1natirig ~h.e quant1t1es Y:in. 1 .Y4 and. y5 1 eaves ~hree _ s·econd- · 
• • • • • • • ~ 0 ' • : 'I • •• • • • ' • 
order diff~r.e~ti.al eq&Cat'ion~ ,in Yi' ~j ~fld ·ys ~ rs +: Yg· . ·, .. _ 
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· Tne full ·sol.ution. for · th~ dilata.t.1o~ .. wii1· be a · 1ine~r ·~ombination . 
. . I • .. . 
. :. . of the~e- ·four Bessel functions and . the .other· varfabl es can then be· derived . 
. ~ 
from this> 
/.. .. Th.e b0und~ry conditions. ·imposed. on this set ~f solutio~s wi.l'l 
. ~niq:uel~~et-e~m.in~- the~e ·six coeffic·i'en~s. and the ~twa .free co~f~icient~ .. 
. ·,"fntrodu~ed fo~ the .soluttons fn 'the inner cor~. These conditions ar·e the 
. .. ' ~ .. . . ~ .. . . 
c~~ti~·uH:y .·of ·y1 ~ y~·-' y ~,· , y~ a~d . ;~ ~t the ma~tle-fl,tui~ ·~nterfti~e· (the 
c?nditi.on · that.the' ,sh~ar ~tress - vanishes is Y( = 0)·,. the .. vanish.ing o.f ·the 
.. • ' ' IJ. 0 • C I , 
.· radial and shear stress ~t the sutface of the: Earth and the · requirement · 
\ I , ~. •' • ,' ' . ' • • ' • ' 
·:· th~·t the 1nduced·_ pottnlial become ha.rmonic at th~ surface. As· th~ · variable 
. y~ tn ,th{s . se~tion i~~ ~des the ~ i~duci~g -po£entia~~ - t~e · ~a~t conditi~n is 
.stated ~s ·.X - ./ · · . 
. ·~'y: (~) ~:. (k~t) y~): = {:7\\+t\ ~cJ?Y' .- .. . · 






-·(eq:· 1.33. in . th~· ma1n text} ~~d . to 'retafn · the - . . ! 
' . ' 
. . 
. '• 
- ~ I! " 
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' I • 
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" . ' . 
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. ... "' :· .. 
·. o ·.= 5.52 kg. /m3 · . 
. J.' 0 . . . ~ I ~ o 0 
..., ~ . . . 
. 3 . . .. 
, v·· = .9.0 x 10 m/s· 
· .· · 4 I 
vp ;: 1..0 ~- .~o . :m/s 1 
. v $ = ~~9 ·x 10~ · m/s · · 
. ., 
• ' I . 
' . ,, 




· ~n t~e-fl~id ·core ~- · 
•• f ' .' 
' . . 
· i.n the mantle: . 
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·· this gives a critical frequency · ~ - =:: 1.339 - ~-,.l·0- 3/~.·or Tc =. ·lhl8~22 for. 
· .a ·d~gree 2, · ord~r 0 indut.in9' po.fential. (A critical period Qf · 53~7 
.• . . . ,.. . . . . . . . . ... ' 
· · corresponds to a f1~id lr~gion with 'a uniform density. a{ n.il · g~/~mr) · 
. ' •:. . . ~ ! . . . . . . . . . 
For frequencies greater than this critical freque~cy_ the · . 
. p_arameters 12 i~ the f\u1d _ an~ .·'~ in the ~oli.d re~io~~ betciine .. ne,ga~ive 
. . ' ( . . . . . . . 1: . . • 
·,· 
.... ,• ..,. 
and th'e nature of the solutions changes. : ~-. ,_ 
. For-. ~hes~ frequen.ci es .i't I is -~re co.nveni ~n~ -~ . ~ea ·l · with ~ r.ea 1-:\ . I • 
· paramete~ c (or ~2.) .than an im~g1nary · p_a~a~et.~r ~ (or '~): · .In the· in.ner . 
·~ore' and the mantJe this ca.n be 1efftkted· by. the substit~tions .. : ./. 
' 
•' 
c:~ < lc~r'l ~ jK.(c~~~ 
· \(~ (k~r)' ~ 'l~((,~).:-, . 
. · . ~ ... . -~· ·- c"' 




. · ... 
> I • 
.· _· Withjn the .fluid .the solutio~s are obtained by 'u~ing ·the :· . .. 




. /- . 
'· 
. ~ c:l( .< k~ r · -: ~- j~ <e~') ·. 
k'C ·<.x>t-) .  .:... ~~ ~~~) 





. '; . 
1. ·. 
: ,· 
' . . ~ 




· r ·•·. -..;_;.. ._c.... . .·. ! . 
. ·~· J· ' .. ' 
I 
• . 
. for respo~ses of .other than the. ord~r· m ,.; o the. c·ritica.l .cc)nditi.on 
~ ··= ,2 · ~ · 0 becom~s ~· quar.tlc . ~qu~~~onl on ··~ 2 r~~h~~ · t.han a quadr~t~·c w'hich . . 
· then all~~s two .·ft.~guency .'r·egi~ns wh~~~ the . p:aranie~~~s~ ,~ .. ari~ '~ - ~~e · .. · - ·~ · · . . : .- ·· .. .. ·I ·. 
· .negativ.e '· and twp ·.frequ·e~~~ int.ervals whe~e .. the~· ·ar~ P.os1th·e. . · . 
. ·. . .. ~o~ ~ representative. period of si~ Murs a~d ~~ree 2, order o ' l 
. · · . :excit,ing· potential, ·I have calculated ·the analytic solut-ions, ·ctnd f.o.r : . · ·l 
. , . . , , . ' . : . , . . . , , , . . . . ; .· . ' I 
purposes of . test.ing · my numerical progral!lnirig I. h~ve .a.l so· used the . standard 
. . . . .. . . . ' . 
, • 
. . · 
' ..... . . 
. . . 
' I , ~ ' 11, •• 
•. 
I ' - : • 
r,fJ!l:~1?.tJ.~1/' i·~~.f.~:'f$~~~;~ _, .. , . ~Y~it~l;~~~;i;0t~'¥.}1~·~i:·~{!;~iJj~k;:~Lfi..Jf,.t:<1~fi~·· ··~~~·:.~"!iN!i[.! ~-.. ,~.:A1-ilii .. : .  ~f.·!~~.}fA.~,-.i~·t;~_.f_~.~ft!{j;~:~f.W.ti~~'¥t~· J.'~df77"3 ..  ~,.~.~~::-,;_~;:~~.· . :_ . f.:,-:~~:.~.-..-:.,!~,~~~-".~.-·i!.~·.·-·.i~  .. :.,~.·:··.-,_._ . :.-.',:_:_:.~:~· 
- •"(:.-~if";.~:,. ~./"(: ' - ;.!.'-i~t~~"/,{~~~!:~~ ~~~~fn'f·..o~J!.~!;J{!:~1~!/•f;i'~~:~;5'J~..,:;~ii~)j~P,;i~:.;'!{.f;:.~J~~ .W· • ~., r. ,,· ~ •·,; · "'{~ "' "~ "1. -~; i .,_ ~ .. 
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. 
\ .. . 
. , . ~ . . ~ ·• . Y1 , .; . . . I . . 
numerica~proc~'dure o.~ : sh~pte_r ,2_}af~e~ : eliminating_ all rota~io~ar.coupli~g~ 
. for ·. ~he mod~~ un~e.l ~i~cussi~n~ i~ t~is.'~hapt~l'1: . ,The resultfng values for · 
.· the rad1,~1 str.ks are sho_wn in f.igur.e E: 1 - , . ../' i,.; 
. . 
~ • . . ' f 
. . . '· Jl.l~hough_:th1s: {OOd~l . i's. 'n:t ·realiSt}c i_n re_s?ec't to .~he · constitu.~ . 
. . tion _ adopt~~ ~o~ ~rye~ Earth mode~ ·and in th,negl.ect of. .~he ro.tational-: 
· couplings (especia'lly within the fluid .region at low frequencies). 1-t ·does· · 
. a.llo~ a' 'tes~· of ,the computatio~n . sch~el d~vel'oped .in the main·.,te.xt: . . . . . . .. : . 
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: Fig. E.-i~ Compa!'i~an of the ·ana-lytical ·_and ._ .computed solutions for: fhe 
. :·radial· stress· in .an ·Earth of unif&rm -derrsity; . normalized to 
. an ~ ind4C~ng p~t~ntial ~f 10~ ~~/s2 . at 'to7 m. ." . . .. _ 
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', . . . ,. . I' . • ' 
coNsERVATioN ··oF ANGuLAR ··MoMENruM ·.A:No THE roRsroNAL Moor· : 
' 
, I 
. . . 
• •• 0 
.. 
In Chapter 1 it was pointed .out that omission. of t~e - ·tor:s ioral 
,, 
·. mode 'fn the dynamic case is a physical inconsistency as it produces a 
. . . .. 
··viol.ation of .the conservation of angular. momentum. This can be .shown by 
. . ·, ' '! . . . . . ' ,. . . . . . . , .. · . . ' . J 
. · considering a thin spherical shell of · radius R with in i tial angular 
...:.... . 
. velocity n which ·then 'suffers· a ·deformation . . 'Allowing the point 
. i n1 t1 ally a't r· to be d i spl~ced. t~ · r+rr' (this i-s. co~s i ~tent . to order u2) ~ 
~ .~ I ' • ' I • l > ' • ' 
. the initial angular -momentum of the. shell fs .... 
' I ,1, ' • ' ' • 
. .'J . . . _. . 
' . c. = Jc~ ... 'r .. -:r . .. · JJl?li(~"M .· 
and the instaritanebu~ fl~gufar mom.e!,ltum of the deform~d s.fle11: is . . . . 
. ' . 
· :-c. . ~ - . ~ d_~ · (Y'+~.)~r~:"(~\t~ ~ 1:1·.· -_-
. ·I . . . . . ·. . . . . . 
. - .t'o .+· ·s6"" _t.~ .. <~-"'~ ·_:_ · 
·' 




: \ .!,._ it 11.;(~~-;.') + ·s c)..- v~ -tt 
' •. 
• 0 • 
' ' ,. ' I' • 
Thus the chan.ge ·in. the ·angul~r · rnomentt.im due t-o the · di~pl~cemimts . is .. ·. 
...Jr 
. . ·. ~L · .. -=: 
_,..,. ~ I • • ' 
.. ··t'\ 
, :;~·.~-~ 
"'-" -·-:\ ... 
"\£.'- A J T • ;-~vi')!~· . 
t .)' ~ 
. I . . 
to· order- . u. 
' . 
. ' ' 
. ' . . . . !..,. . -·.· ·. . .. ... .. ·. 
~d~Jl~~~ · ~~~~~) 
' . 
. _- il. (t';tV> Ty!,.U: 1 
\ . ; . .. .. _.- ·. 
' , \ . 
. · · ' 
. •. 
.. -
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Previous experi.ence· has sho}ln th~t the -~ifferent::' orders - ~f < . 
' 'I •, ' o ' ' ' • I 0 • ) , •' 




·' . , 
· .- · ·~ si~ph~st·· ~o~ this i.ll.ustrat1on m = .. a: ·. rri this ~as~ the c·~an'ge .i'n :the · · 
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vectors, 
- --< 
·., : .J> •. 
·: -'( . · . . . 
; , ..... . . 
. ·:.:-r-
. · . . 
,. . 
Changing .. f~~m ·the spher.1ca1 polar unit-vectors· to Cartesian· un1t _ .
:-· ; .. ,' 
. 
. . .
. ~- a: J~. Q. ' ~j\\'r tr~~ ~~~:·Q ~ ·1 .. [ t s.i~&l ~· ~ 
. . ·' ' . . J ·~ . ~ .n . . . ' . 't' 
. . . ~ .Qf;;1' 
. . . . I ... · ... " .· . . . . . .. 
· I\ •· e · ' · ~ "' e 1 · ~j ~'" ' ' ~\\o\1 r: . + -~ (.0\' J . ' .. 
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··rnt~grating cive~ th~ a~imuth : leaves onlY -· •: ,. • · 
._., ' . 
<. 
!_ ••• ~ :i~ - . '<t·' . . .. 
·- . ~ . A . . . . . . . ·. : .· .· . : · .. 
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:=:. 2RQ·~j~ ')Si .. e Cole~ ct... 
+2~~$~. ~·"~6 s. ~t... •. 
.. . ' .. . . 
i.., ~< ~ 1, . S ~:•"'e ti a"' .. 
I •. . ' / • • : • 
= ~~.t 7~~~k j~ -
\ 




• • ' • ..-· • J ~ • ~ • 
J . ; 
. . I J . .:·. : · .. 
J'. 
' . 
·. ; . . ,' .s~-bs~_itut1.~g ."the .. value~ of. the coupiin'g coJ.-f1c1~nts .. int·6'·the , ~ · 
0 ' · , , , 
0 
• ' ' 0 • , ': ' ; ,.• • , '• ,· • 
1
' I 1 ' • ' • 0 '!; l' ',, • , 
:· 'above .stateinen.t .and . requtrfng tha~ angular. momentum be .. conserved leads to . ' . .; . 
• • . . 9 . . 




. which is 
.. 
' .. 
:k_.., 2~ [ 'j~ . .;. "k':f~ ~f:t~ 1' ' 
. " . 
_) .. . . . . ,. ·. . ~ 
.·· /. ;' .. 
. ,.. . . : . . . . . . . . . 
identical to. the . c~nd1tion on the tor'sional motion stated in· . 
· eqn . (L30). Within · the .sol1d. regions of ·the Earth th~re ·is a.-departure . 
, .. · . : . · . · ~rom · ~~e.-~~~ve ~cond.~ti _~n s1c~· the ·s~~~r. s~res~es .~re ~~1! .~~ ·d~stri~~te · : ".· . 
• • • • • ' ' • 
1 
' 1 • • · I ' ' • 
. . . · ~he angular mome~tum 'change · tci 'give_ a 'net :of zero . .'. " ., . 
. •' 
Obviously, neglect ·Of ttl~ ·torsio·n.al motion · i.s inconsi.stent with 
. . .. · . . . . . . . . ·· . . 
. /' . 
• • .Ji • •• : . ,· • • ' • 
.the conservation of angular ,momen~um·~· : . 
,. 
. . . ..... . 
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APPENO.I.X . G ·-
. ' ' 
SY-ST ~T--IC REMOVAL- OF ROTATIONAL EFFECTS :· .· 
' ·. 
'{,t, -
' • , "' • • • ' I ' ... : • 0 ' o ' • ' ' 
In this appendix .I .reduce the . complexity of ~he program used in 
,.. I • • • I . ~ 
the mai.~ text to. calcul_ate. usin·g 1the~e ·,si~pli~h~ci·· versions of my pr~gram~ 
' • • I ' ,: • • ' ' J. ' ' • • ~ ' • • o ' ' ' 
results ·which have been· .obtained previously. :. · , 
' .·'· . . .. . . ' 
. . . . . . ' . ' . 
MY appro~ch' is :,a~ . i~-prov~ment ~v~r · these ·pr~vious ·caicutations 
' - . • ' • . c---· ' • 
,; I 
, I 0 I) 0 I • 
~e~ause of. the -.'mar~ 7~~P.l ete. t~ea tmen~ o~ ·tti~ r.bta H on~ ll. eftects ~ By . . . 
. ~yst.e~tica qy . elim,ina~ ing !.the couplin_g c'oeff{cien~s ' ~ · can·. simpl ffy my . . • . 
., appr~~ch'' . to :d~;~~l ic~t~. th~ ·~a 1. cul .~tion~ . perfdrm~d .. by ·sm;i·i e' ( i"97~·) and . .· ··I . 
. . -Crq~si~y, .{.197-S~l· . As. Peke.ris . & Accad ti~.7~r· only di/~ c~mplet~ investi ga~ ... ~~ . 
,, . . ; I . • ,, . ~··. "' . ..... • . . . ~ . ' " . . ·. .. , ... 
,tiott p_f ·.model.s wit~olit . a .s'o11d fnn~r .core~ _ an. aJ:tempt t~ ,tonfi.:nl . ~h~ir . ··. ~ · 
.... . . - ' •. . . ' , . ,· ·). . ' ·, , . 1 ... . .-. . ... . . ' · .. 
r:esults wou~.d - ne·cessi tateo a: cotnpl ete revamping of the: procedure used at .the 
'' . ., . . • - ~ ' I ., , 
... 
geocentr~·. · · .. 
. ·' . ,. . . 
. . . : .· ..... 
' . . 
. . :- · .. 
. . . 
. 
... ' '. ' 
~ . .' 
'• I . 
. . 
' 4 . • : •• I ' 
, ., . 
•• •• :~ .. ~ <>! . ... . 
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4) further removal of the torsion<1l (degree.· 3) mode (Smyli.e's 
0 
(2) i nvestiga ti.on),. and . 
5) removal of the CodoJis self-coupli ng term (Smylie's (1) 
,, 
. ·" 
solutiqns and similar to thos~ pf Pekeris &. Accad except for the model). · 
. . . . 
To 11lus.trate the varfatfon in the s.olutions~o .the 
· •. retenti·o~ ~f ~ the v.arious rpt~tional t~rms, I displ~y Tabl~s of the Love··. 
:~·· numberS obtai ~edfor each of these· ~impiificatf~ns (Tables G(l.) to G(5)). · 
· · ·The ·undertone periods for each of the above simplifications are 
. . 
·given in Table G(6) •. These · a(\ ,systemaq~_ally ·hig~er than ~he peri~ds. · 
· reported for the .undertones oy Smylie and by Crossley.: where an identical 
m~d.E!l i~ considered land · th; e~teht of rotational. coupling· considered··. · 
. . • v I . 
and (5) _. I shall return to this · .. iS id,entical.-to t_hat .of ca·ses (3), · 
. ' 
point after.a discussion of the ef the size o( the propagation ste~. 
1 upon the solution. · 
• • •• J • 
.. 
. . · ' · · For all the previ~usly dis~ussed work, in the main text and _ih 
: .thi·~· ~ppendix, ·~he _i_nteg~ationJ have be:n carried out using a standard s·et 
. '\ . . l. 
... : . ·of propagation step sizes; namely 80 iterations through the inner core 
~ . ' . . . . . . 
{appr.oximateiy 15 · km each), .2270 steps th~ough the ·fluid outer . core 
'\ ,. ' • I • ' •' 
(approx.tmate1y 1 km ea'ch) and 127o steps of about ··.2 km"through ttie mantle 
• ~ ,. • . . . . ,· . . . • . , .· .. , I . . 
·' 
·.1 / { -. 
~· 4 .'•:. ~._ .... '\ 
••. • .r-· 
... . . ~ " .· --
an·d crust) As a, confinnation ·of ·the ·accuracy or the obtained -solutions 
\, ' I • • • • h ' \ ' • ' 
< i . 
.... / 
./ .. . \) 
. Jt .. 
-:?>~ the Love numbers· have also been ~a P culat~d by r.educi~g the n~mber of. 
' .. I' ' ' .. • • o ' ' ' ' o ' 
it~rati.ons . in· the ' inner ·core and .the marrtle. to 20. and 2B4, resp.ect1Ve1y, 
I . 
· .while. retaini~g the .. above step ·size in the fluid. region 1 (Tabl~ G(7)) ' and 
-: . . ... . .. - . ~ 
' . 
' 
. ·~ ·."· · 
.... 
. 
. .. . . ,• . 
.\_', . 
• • • J • ' 
... ·)··:·p ' . ···. ' . 
I 
\· " . 
I .. 
" ' 







. ~ . ' . . . 
·3t.·_:.- ; ... ,: .... ·:::\{: .. ~~~:~ .. ;·_~i~~~;::~~~·· ~.:<~;:~·.-:~ >> ·-:'~ :.··,:. ;.·:::. · '/:·::'.~ ~.t : :;>f:' (:>~1>~· .. ;s:~(·~:(f;>(:~--}:\ r:.: ·. ~':~,~ . .-~·;·;~;; ... :·.:~·" -~-:· ... ~:. , ' . ·"·. · .. '.-· . . :·::: •. :L··. :;·.::: :: .. :. · 
, ;:; .... j ...,,. _ ..,., •• •; 
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. . .. . . 
I 
' . . 
.. 
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•. 
.-.I· 
I • l • 
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. I 
,. . 
, .. ... 
.TABLE· G( l)_ ~ 
· lOVE NUMBERS: CASE 1 .. 
.. 
. ~ 
, . ' 
60 ' . 
80 
• o' .100 
120 
l40 














... . '400 

















~ ~0_232 .4952 
.. 8143 .... . 3964 
.7346 
.6944 -'' 
' ~6709 . 























. . 0.844 

































• • • J 
.6113 
. 0.841 . . 
. ' . 
.0840 _. 
.0841 . I , . :· .·[· 
..• OB51· . \, I ... 
· .. 0837 ... '· •, y :11 • •• - • 
• ' , I \ ' 
. 3024 . '(Qp38 
.3021 .0838 • .
.3018 . · . • 0838 
.3016 . ·. ·. ·_. 0838 





. . 08J8 '' ·_. _. r 
. . 0839 
,'0839 .. ·. 
.·. 
.. ' 
· .. · .· . 
' . . 
o' . , 
. • 6105 .. . 3006 . •0841 ." . 
0 . 
. ; : .. ·-. 
.. 
: ·, 
~: ·_ . ' . . . ~- - ' _.., . . ·. ' •, . . 
. • • . ·. . ! 
. . '; ' : 
. . · ' 
. . ~ . ' 
.. ' 
.,g~,_;hJ~Lltt~iiJ$(,;~~~1ti~f~&2$'{fl$~;j;fiftLiif~~~~1l~~~W~·;~j~5;.:.~J~r''·~·"-~''"'·~ · .:~(~,~f~{;~;r;~ 
J . 
. . ' 
'il 






. . · i 
I 
I 
. 4 , : ' .. 
. , . 
. . ' 
n' Jt ' ' · 
1::1' • ~ • • 
'· 
• !I • ; 
, .. 
. 
TABLE G(1) ,• ·continued 
P..erJod .(min) h · k .. 1 -
620 .6151 .• 3011 : .0836 
640 . • 6131 .3008 . OBJ7'(:• 
. 660 .6125 .3007 I .o838 
680 . .• 6124 . 3007 . 0838 . 
7-()0 • 6121 . • 3006 . 0838 
720 - . 6121 .3005 . .083a..-
. . 
. - 740' ~ 6116 .3004 . ~838 _ 
.. 
. . . r~ 
. .760 • 6115 .'3004 .. 0838 
780 • 6121 .3004 . 0838 
.. soo .6113 .3003 . 0838 
., . . 8"20 
~· ... A 
• &116 .· 
.3003 .08.38 · 
840 • 6112 .3003 .. 0838 
.. 
860 ' . 
880 . .6}11 .3002 .0838 
-~-' . . -goo • 6~26 • · . • 3004 . 0837 
.. . 
. ,, 
· . . 
ca i e . 1 : · · · · · . /· . . 
All .. centrifu9a { couplings ·have· bee~ ~egl ~cted •. 
: ·. ·All Cortolis ·couplings have been .reta i ned . . · .·. 
. . 
, . 
. • 1 
'Pr.opagation truncation' level = 3 . 
··~limtnat~on . truncation' le~eJ = 14 • I . . : 
·I 
I • 




. . . 
.. 







. , .. ' : , 
. .•• • • •• • t 
li . : - ... 
.. , · 
• L .• , • o, 
0 o • ' I 
. . . . . 
. . . . I,. . . . .. 
' . ' . . 
. , . . 
. . ·i. . - . 
. . . ·· .- .. . . 
·. ' 
.. 
. . . ~ 
J , '' • 
.l ·. ··. 
·, 
. , . ·.· .. .. 
.. .... 
.· . . . . . , ..
. . . . 
. . . 















r ' I ' ' 




. . I .. -
' . 













220 .. : 
240 ' ' 
.. \· . . · _260 . 
. '280 
:. '/' . . 300 . 
320 
.... 4 ......... 
r~ . 
. _ 20~ ':-
• n 
. T~BLE G(2). 


















. 3964 . 
: 
. 3581 . 
: 3396 







;3061 . ' 
• 31052 . 
,II . .- . '', 340 
.• 6214 
·.6197 • 3044 
. 3038 . 
-. 3032 
. 3014 , 
.3028 
. . . . 
' 
.. 
.. . .. 
360 
380 . 






. . 6180 . 
-.6163 . . 3024 
460 ' .. ~-6154 . .3020 
. ~80 . ·.6147 . ·. 3018" -
i 
I 
• .;. . .L 
1 
·. 1219 








. 084'6 . 
.0844 










. ·, .0838 
.0838 
' 
. . I . 
. . ··· ·.. ·.· .. I .. 
t ' 
• . . 500 . . . . ... · ,6142' '"'-<: . . :301~ · .. ' 
' ' 520 . .6137'' ' ~ 30i4 
.' . 0838 
. .... 
' . 0838 
. 540 . ·. ~ 6133 .' - ' ... 3012 
. . . . . 0839 
~ . . . . _56~ . · .... :. :_.6128 .,. '. ~ 3~11 
·· ·· ·sao .- . . " .'6121 . · .3oog 
,0839 
·. 0839 
' : ' ' : . . ' 600. ''') . :6084 . 
.3003 .0843 
' 
'· : , 
'·~ . 
. . ... . 
. . 
'· ' 
~ - ' ~ . ' . . 












. . . 
' : 
..... d ..... =·-






















. . . , . ... _ 
. f • • 
. .· ' 
. ' 
.. . 
. .. ~ - . 
.. . . 
~-•. ' "• ' I ' 
1 
. • ' '., . ,-...... i 
,~~ff.·.{~~, .... ;r,~./::d!;~:~\i;:~::b~;.\~:~:~:-: ·:~~.:::;:_{,/.:/;;::~::!;;_;~;~~;~r:-~·:.6;) i!:J?.~:~·.:~~}~~Y.k~~~it!~~i.~i\W~~~~;~A:j_~~~::t:f~:i~-:;·i·i:r..~)-- ~·.:. -.~::m:;~~=- .. ~~ :·-:·:.~:.L~~.:~: ·.:.· ·. 
. . ': ·~· :, . ; . . · ! ' . . 
... . ,' 
.. • a kflliwm•• -•  :ape• 4a;i. !J «:•Ill·· I I ' . .... 
. . :. ~ ·. 
. ' 









' . I, 
.. · I . 
· .. . 
. ·. 
. .. 
.. · . . ' 
. ' . • . 
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. . ' 
: ; TABLE G(2), continued . 







740 .. · 
·. 760 . 
780' 
. 800 
' . 6141 
. :6130 . 
·.6126 
,'6123 
. . . . 6121 
. : . ·.6119 
.6116 . . 
. . 
._6544 . 
. .-6119 . : 
~ 6116 . 
. 3010 















· .. '0838 
J • .0838' 
.0838 
. 0838 ' • 




f • '· 
I 
.. . j 
·. 
·' •' 82_0 · 
. . 840 . 
. . l~~14 . · .. 
. . .• 6112 
• 300~ . . . 9838 . 
. 3003 . ..0838 
;3002 . ·_ . . . :0838 . 
.. . t 
.·,· 





Case 2: . .. 









f.B2s .. ·._ 
All ·centrifugal. coupl,ings have ~e-en- n_eglected . 
.Q • • •• • • • • • • 
Cor1!o11s couplings forth~ 'e11minatfon'· 
' . 
· · . _proced.u~~- :et~1~~-- .for .de~_r_ees 1-2?_; _fo_r ·the .· · . 
· ·•propagation' proc~dure reta·ined· for degrees ' 
. . . . I . . 
. . ·. . 
·. · 2and. 3.- ·· · 
.. ·, .I .. ~- .. . 
·.' 
· ' . .. .. 
' .. 
' ' ..
. . . . 
I 
. I 
. : .. I 
' : 
'! · .. . · . . _. . 
.. . 
1 • • ~ • • • 
. ' 




' . . . . 
. . . . .· , .· : 
. <_ . . · .. . ·. :. :'l· .. :· · .. :··· .. . ·, .; :·-.··.: 
. ' 
. . . · 
. . 
.· ' 







. ~-: . 
·'i; 
.. ' · .. ·~ · . ..... 
' ' 
. .J" , 
. . . . . . 
. . ;. . 
. . ; 
·"· ·· • 1 -
. :1 : ' 
·.·· 
\ · ... ': 
•' 
• •:.:' .' ~·~·.~-~»-~·= ~~· "• = ,' I .' ,..;_~ -:, J" ;: ... .:. •• , · · •• t JJ ! I : "4\ 
~ . / .. --; - . . 
. ·. .. I· . .. : . . . . . ' 
r ' ~ • • 
.. 






·.· ' ": 
. . . 
TABLE G(3) -
LoJt ·NUMBERs: · cAsE· 3 
. . \ .. l. . . . . Per._iod (min) . · • . h . . . I< 
•' 
.. 
. . . 60 
80 
1.00 : . . 
120 .- . 
. 140 
. . 160 
. . 180 
.. 2.00 ' 





. .7346· . 
.69t4 
. . ·.6709 
/, . . . 6559 . 
.• .. 6457 
. • 6385 
.6331 . 
. . 1.1487 
.. , 
.4952 -
· .. ~96f 
.3587 
.-3396• 
. . 3285 
·. ,3214 
. . ' .3166 
:. 3132 . 
.:3106 
- ' I . . _, ' .., · , I . 
.. 
. 1 
. I · 
.• .1219 
.0957 





• 0848 ' . 
.0846 
.0844 
. . . 
. I 
~ ,, 260 .3087 .0843 . 
· .·· : . .. 2-M . 





. . ::~ 
. ~. ' 
. ·.~i 
. . · .
.. 
• J , -
.. ··. 
I 
, • I 
' . . 
• ' I (" . . : 
I . 
· . . 300 
3'26'· 
340' 









: . • 6191 · .. · 
·~ 301,3 .0842 
. ~061 . · . . . . 0841 •. 
i . 305-Y .'084.1 
, . I \'I! . ; 
. / " 
\ 
:I 
. ... · ~ 
. ' 
. .. . . 





... -.. . .. .. 
. . 
. i.460 . . · . 
I 480 








J' • • I • ~ . ; ' 
.3044 . . .Q841 
.0840 . . : . . • 6181 . 
.• 6164 . .. 
.6071 
.6181 
.· .3038 ·. 
.3.032 
;3016 
. .. . 3028 
;Q841 . . . ·"'· 
' . 
.0849 
.0837- .. .. ·, 
. ~·6163 .3024 . ' .. . 0838 . 
.6154 
.6147 
. · .~020 
.• 3Ql8 .· 
.6142 . ·3016 
.6137 . . .. ·.3014 · 




. : b839 
..6122 . . 3009 . ;0839 
• 6b96· . . . . 300,5 . . ~ 0841 
. ' 
-' 
. . I I . 
,- ~ -'· ' 
' ·. 
·' .. . 
•, 
. . 




. . . ~ . I . 
. . . 
. .  
1- ' . ' 0 
.. 
, . 
. i ' 
. I . 
•' . · ' . 
. ~. 
. ~4·- ·. 111 ! r 
-~ . ; 
4 1& •• It J. J ' . ~· ·· ···t<l 
"· 














. . . 
. " 
'. 





' . . . _,l 
1-. h .' .· k 
'• 1 Perio~ . (min) : 
. . 
1620 . . 6143 .. . 3011 .I . 0836 
' 640 . • 6130 . -.3008 _.0~37 
.. 
' 660 ·- -~1261 ·.3007 . 0838 . 
680 • 6123 . .3006 . . ..0838 
700 . • 6121 ' ;3006 . 0838 
" 
720 . 6119. 
,. ~3005' .0838 
. 740 . .61171_ • 3003 . . .. 0838 , . 
. . 
7~0 . 6107' .300.3 .0839 
78o·· 
.6120 ' .3004 ·.-0838 
800 :·. 6117. I . .3004 \' .. 0838 
-
· 820 . '· .6115 . ' .3003 .0838 






"880'· .. .' . 6137· 
.. . gt:fo 
· .6Jl6 -
case ·3: . '• 
' 
·Only the degree'' 2 .and ~ 
. 0 
. .. . . . ._ ·• . . 
. . Cor1o1.1s -co·upling bet\ 
· . · .re~a. i_nE!d. · · ./ 
,. . 
I . . .. , . ·o, ' . -~- ' . , - ~ -- - .' 
, ·, · .. "' . 
' • . 
. ·, 
l 
. . .· 
. . .,: -
' . . 
... 
.. -. . . 
. -. 
•' 
... . · 
j' • • 
.3003 .---: 0838 · 
. . 3002 ' · . ' . 0839 . ' 
I 
','3006 ' ~ 0836 
o- . . -.3003 ·.0838' 
' 
. ·. ' 
.. 
sponses , with 
. ., . 
· thes:e. have been . 
' . . 
. -:- ' 
.I .. 
' ) :. 
. .,-:._, 










.. . I 
, __ 
: . . : · I 
. . 
. .. . 
l· 
'•, 
· .. ! 
I . ·_, 
. ... 
. . r· . 
. . .r 
•\ 
. ! 
' ~ . . : ·: 7 
(') ... 
' 
' . i 
' . ' 
. . . . 
... 
-·. - ~ 
. . . . ~ 
~ . : . · .. ~ 
.... 
'l! t 







. . ,-.. • 
. ~ ~ . 
,:a"·:""'· 
.·,. ' 
' . . 
· ~ t ' -





0 ~ • • 
'· 











.· .· .· 
., . 
•'. 
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. TABLE G(4) 
LOVE NUMBERS: . CASE· 4 
·~ · 
. Period (min) ~ h. ' 
' ·' 
. 60 ·. 
. 2.4078 





































• • I 
· . . . 
: 260 . 
· . . ' '.· .. }80 ' l 
. .• 6385 
. • ,6311 
.6291 
.6260 
. • 6235 
·-.~6214 
."3087 .0843 
.3073 . .• 0842 . 
1.:.,1'. . • . .., • • 
.. ·I . 
·. . ) . 
. I . . 
• 1..,7 ·~ 





·. ~ 1360 
. .- '380 
400 
'420 
44'0 ' ' ·~· 







.·.3061 ' : . . -.0841 ° f 
.. . 3052 .08~1 - . 
··.6197 . .... 
. ··.3044. .08~1 · . 
.6.182 ', .3038 · ,0840 . . 
• ·6167 . . - . .303·~ 
-~144 . . .3026 
·.0841 
;0842 ..: . 
. - .~2i8 ~ 
' .6168 
.· ~6156 ' 
. . 6149 .· -
.6143 · .. .. 
.;3033 ·· .o8j3 · 
.3024 ' .0837 
; ~38 
.3018 ' ' .. 0838 ' 
.. 3016. . .0838 
·.3014 ".0838 .,. 
' . . 
. . ·, 
. ... . ' I ... . 540'' ·, . 
':6138 . . 
.613.4 . . .3013 . 0836 
, . • I 1 , 
560 .6130.: ._ 30~1 . . - .~838 . 




1 600 ·. · . .... ·. · . . 6Ii.T.''. -. .3009 ' ·.-1 :· .. 0~39 
• . . . . • ~.... • i ' 
.. ' . . . ' ',...:-....,~ .· · ·.· . 
I . ' ' 
' • .... 
. . 
. . 
. ' • . . 
,. .Jw ' 
. . :·I'. . . . .. : . .. ... ·. : . . . I 
· .. I , , . . , ' 
. • .· 
• • ;I' 
. .. . 
. ... 
. . . . l . 
' . . ; . . , .· . 
. . .. . 




. \d ... . 
' 
.-w· 
. '.· .. 
I . ,· .. 
. · .. ' 
-I 
' I I 
• . 
.. 
. :· . : 
. ' . 
• M ; • l" ' • - ... I : : . ,··: • ' ' ~ ·~~ctli'!P • . l . ~-;..:...· ---___._.......;.._.:.....,...;..__..;_.,.;.· ____ ....._ __ .._____ ..,., . .....,_,_41 ___ ., ....... .,., *""". -. -~.--i-1 -·-· _;_;,..; 4•·- ~.....;,.. __ ....._ ___ _ 
... ' 
.. 




" . . ! ' . 
,r • 
. .  
' ' . 
i . 
. I , • : 
l ' . 
' '· 
. ' 
\ .. · ' . ', . 0 o•, 
J. 
.· \ 
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. I . 
,• 
· TABLE ~(4), . conti~ued 






. . ·700 . 
·' 720 '· 
740 
760 







I ,' • • 
~oo· · 




.6116 • 3007 
.6092 • 3003 
;,6146 ~ 3010 
I 
. 3007' .. 6130 · 
·, • 612'5 ~3006 
' ' . .612~ .3005 
.6120 • 3005 . 
'.6118 .3004 
.6117 .'3004 ' 
' .6115 • 3003 
.6i14 • 3003 
. ;6111. ,_:3003 
.6091: ' . . .. ·3000' 
.6118 
.• 611.5 
• 3003 . . 









.0838 , ; t 








. j ' 
. • 
I. 
. ~- ··: ·· ca·se .. 4_: . . . .. 
. · ... · I r.nly . the degree .2 re~pbnse., ._with ~he :·C~l\iol-i .sJ 
0 • ·. , ... 
· :.. s-¢1f~coupl.ing t.erm, ha-s been ~etained. . 
• • • 0 • 
.. r . 
. . .a . . . #
~ , . 
.. 
. ' ..... 
. I. . ... 
• , ' 
·-. . ~ ' . . - ' 
. . .. 
' .. 
" . ,· . 
( . 'o o o I 
·. j 
' <1 ,. \ . . .. . 
. . . •. 
' .. :·' 




.' • I 
. . I 
' ! 
. . 




. . I ... ~ ·... . . . 
' ~- ' , I ' • • : .•' 
. •' 
. .- . I.. . . 
. ' .· . 
·. · \ . 














' ' . .. 
' ' ;. . 
. 1 
-~. , . 
. ' : 
-. 
.. . 
.) . : ~ 
.. 
.. 
. · . 
• 
' . 
. - . ~ 




'-o' ' . 
I . ' . ' ... " ' . 
• , ' I 
Period (min) 
-".,'' 60 i 
80 
, 








.. . . 






· f J2Q ·( 
. . . - 340 ·. 
. . ~:, . ·3~0 · 
. 380. 
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. TABLE G(5) I 
LOVE NUMBERS: CASE 5 


















.. 62'26. : 
.6212 
.6197 













; 3278 . 
. 3222 .. 
.. 3181 ' 
. 3151 





... . 3066 ' '· 
. 3060 ' 
. 




















.. • 304~ .. . . 0846 ' ' 
. .. 
. ~ 3042 · ." •~847 ' 
.306~· .f- .. 08?8 
.3041 .0841 
.3037 .OB42 ' 
.3034 .0842 
. . .. ' 54()' .6175 
·.3032 . . 0842 
.'-· . 
.. . . . . · .. .. 560 . .6169 . .. 




· · ·- ·s'aa· o.-~ . . ,. \. · 6165- · 





I ' ' ' 
. . . . ~.-




. .3026 . 084_2 · .. 
.. 
•. 
.· . . . 
.. 
. 'I ·, 
. .,. , 
I . 
\,' .. 





, I • ' • 
. .... Q 
, . 
I ' ', 




. ~ . 
:': 
·._ 
. : . 
. ~' . .. . .. ' ,. ~ ... : • , 1 • .. . ... 
.. Q'-mPliVJ'fl~ : . Mll!'l!fl( ~· ~· ~~-· .... c 
" 
1 J{ ; J I " . :pibi 1 • J ti~Jiilllaz;;;::Mcw•!l .f WtWitJ;..W'! .• :- . • :..~i . . · .~Mff:il .,.. , ...,.._ • 
. ) I ... ·. 
' . •' 
~~~ .. 
. ·, . . 
.. 











Period· (mir.~) h k .1 
: .. 
620 • .6157 . 3024 -~ 0842 
.· L . 
. 640 . 6153 .. . , • 3023 . .0842 ., 
660 
. . I 
.3022· .• 0842 · ' .6150 .~ 
.680 .6147 .3020 . .OB42 i 
700 • 6143 .3019 • 0842 
720 .6139 . 3018 .0842 ' 
740 ,6132 . 3016 . .0843 ' j' 
- ~760 
.6109 .3013 .084~ 
780 .6191 .3023 . • -0836 
. 800 · .6154 .3018 .0840 
820 . . ,'6147 .3016 . 0840 
. . 
I 840 .6143 .-3015 .0840 
. . 
•' . .. '. 
860 .6"l41 . • 3015 • 0840 .. ' . .. I' 
I 880 ;6139 ' . 3014 . 0840· 
900 .6137 .3014 . 0841 
'. 
case 5.: ... 
·" 
. ·· .. 












' I .. 
I' ' t, 
.. / 
. '. ' .. 
. ·• . ,• . 
-t . ', . J • • • • • :. 
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I TABLE G(6) 
..... 
' I ' - . 
UNDERTONE PERIODS (HOURS) 
·' 
. .. 
, . ' • 
lst.Urider:ton-e · 2nd _Undertone .. - 3rd ·undertone 
0) .· 6.725 10.235 I . -
.. I 
I 
' 1) - 5.714 10.145 · . . 
2) . 6.716 10 .. 085 i2.6Q4 
3} 6'.7'2~ ' · 10.117 - _/ :.·12 .• 7-49 J 
4~ : 6.896 10.808 14'.390 
- ' 
5) I 7.617 :12.863 18.511 
.. 
Descripti~n: . 
0) Results obtained by retaining •propagation truncatiorL' 
. . '. . . . . . . . . . ·. . . . f.: .. . 
:level of 3, •'~limination· - trunca~ion· · fevel of 14 and full 
rotation· effec,ts . 
1) .Re~va:l ofl ~ll ce~tri.fuga·l c~upl i~gs · _ . I •' 
' ' . 
2) Red.uction for. ·the propagation pr:-ocedure . to ohl y degre~ 2 
. . 
·an_d 3 responses - . ' ' 
· 3) Further redl.lcii on to. o~1 y degr~e 2 af!d 3· r.esponses for: . 
·_- e-1 -i~inati on pro~e~~·re - : . . . .. -~ .. . . 
- - - . . ~ . ~ ' 4) · Reduction .to only ·.degree 2 response 
·:. -__ 5) . Furth~r removal of -all ~bta~ional (Cori~lis s~ ~7~o.~p-lin~:) - . .· . 
. . . 
from degree ··2 respqns~ -. -, · . 
- ·. • . . 
,' 
. : ~ .. . .·. 
,· . .. 
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' • ' 
. · . .. ·· VARIATION OF THE .LOVE. NUMBERS WITH PERIOD:· 
:· 
.. · STEP SIZE IN FLU'rb IDENTICAL TO THAT OF .MAiN TEXT 
LARGER. ST~P SIZES IN·~+HE SOLJ~ REGIONS ' 
· Period . (min)· 1 . ' . h •, · \ I< \ ' 
: ·, ,:. ··1 ~JIJI~ -, 
:-
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J .. · ,. 
. by th~n .re'dJJcing the· number .. of .steps in the fluid to. ll35·. w}lile continuing· · · 
. " . . . . . . . i • •' .. 
·with th~ l~rger ;step _ size in .the solid ~egi __ ons ... (Tabl.e G(B)). · ·· 
·· ay incr·e~_s-i_ng - the , •propagation truncation' :leveT to 4. and 
. . . . . . ' . 
·_.repeating. tbe ·first of these caiculations for pe·riods of 5·, 7, ·g, 10, 11 · · . . 
• . ! . . . 
• j • • 
and.l2 hours -the only Lave numb~r that· sho~ed any ~hange was the Love 
I , 
. , . , . . . . . . I ~ ' 
.number h at ·a pe.riod of _12 hours whic~ decreas~d from .. 611_5_ to ·f113 •. . 
Th.is .ag/in. i~dicates .th~t the' ~olfution is numericaily stable with regard 
to the 'prop~gation.trunc~tion! . . Jt a .l~vel.~f 3. . . . 
By comparing :these. results with those presented in -Table 3 of.· 
' the ~ain te'xt it is seen that th~ effect of the larger st~p siz'e in. the .·. 




. nu~bers. at any_.gi en ·.frequency. Aiso the _ increase of the~tep sae ~hrough .. 
• : < 9 • I' • • ... " ~ • ' • • • . • ' • ' ' • ' • • • ' 
.. 
t~e f1~id region . as0littl~ effect at ~hort period~ but does ~aus~ a 
- .·o· . . ... - . .· . . - ,_ 
divergence of the Love numbers · at longer -p~riods .  ; _ 
• , ~. • • ... • ". '"" , · tr .,. , • • • • ' , • • I • ·• • •. ., 
. ~.' ,/:.~:':;. , . .. .. :· ... AS) ~ave · p~e~i?usly _noted~ : ~he undert~ne period~.o-bt~ i ~-~d - ~~ 
• 
1',·~~;-\. ;~ · '..J this·: thesis ~or tre simp1)fi~d C'ases ("iion-rotatin·g"~- self-Corioli's and 
.• J _:, ·~.::;:~-- ... ~· . . ; , • • . • . : • • ' ' • • . ,·, • . 
·. ·- · accounting ·for the first t9rsional mode-) are systematically grectter than 
(' . . . " . . . . ' , ,. . .. . 
. ' 
: tt10se obtained by Smyl:ie and_ by C'rossl ey :· 
' . 
• f ,J r. 
,• 









.. . . . j{ 
~· .. ,, 
!!: 
I • ~~ 
I ··.~: 
. . . · Smylie··, C~ssley and I ~re al_l ~sing. the same _Earth model in our j' 
- .! .. . . .. . . . . . . . . I . . - . . . . . . . . . . " . ~ 
. c . " 
. t~-.... 
"1nv~stigations,~ : the)9del ~efi~e.d ~nd t~bu{ated.bY,. Smyl'ie_ (19?4) _ and 9iven· · ·_;i. 
: :HI,. t .he.--main _te:t ~ ~ Tible_. ~· 'H~we'ver: _ ,di'ffer~n:c: _ in co_m~utational :.·· . ~-. . ·.f 
. ~·proced.ure does·. exist. . F~om t~,~ tabulated ~at~ Sm_yli~·- an4, C~o~sley .. · · :~  
. : · · :_ · ·: .· di,rec~lyuse . a ., inear· i .nter~o·l:~~; o~ b·e.iw~~n · th~se .:Jat~ · p~in~sl to.,ob·t~ in· ·.¥ 
' • 1 • I • • , t ;' , 0 1 ' ~ - ~ •' • ' • 0 , I I:J 
·'the . density' 'gravity' a'nd-' seismic ··veiociti.es used. in . ea~h propagatio~ 'step . . ;' ··. r 
. ·• ' ' . I - . . . . . ' . ~ • ' . . I . . ' ' § 
My P,rOc.edure has.~· ·b~en to fir~t - ap,ply a · clibic int~rpol~tion for:muJa to _', 1 
.
. ' { ·. /. ' · .. : . . · .. ·. ', ' ' .· . . . •,. ... ' .. . . . .' . : • . . 1 
"'-../' . { 
• . ' ,. 'j 
. >·~ ~ . , . . ·:. . ·. , ·~· I . . ! 
•"~ - ·, . ·•(' f 
'o • ' • ~ · ' • • • ' ' , , : -:. • • · , • i , 
.: .. -\ ~--.:-"' ~, :;j,.-... .-;·· ·;:_.<·,~·'_-:_.~ ,;;.~ " .. ' ~, _ .. ; ··~:·~· -~!_. _: ,,.:J;~ ·;::. :..~-: ,.r ) :.\: ~·::0i .. ·~~.~·:~;J.r;~~-i-~:~:.~:{:~~·:.: _;:;~-~~i:~:\c£.i~~ · j ·. r · · ~-·~-·> . j. .• · ••· ·-:' C: :. :~7? "C_.:--~ -
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i 
gen~~ate . a tat:>1e with daJa sp~cifie~ a~ 
o . . . . I · spa~ing~ of ap,proximately 10 ~m 
throughout each · regJon of the Earth anq then a linear interp~lation is 
u~ed between these data-.points. 
As . the ._radial·. d~rivative ·of. the dens.ity ·;s monotonic decreas.ing,. 
. (: 
the density valu~s qbtained from· a c~bic interpolati9n· techn~que will be-
.. · ·I . . . -·-
Systematically large~ · than those calculated· by a linear interpolation and 
' . ~ . . 
will be closer to th·e pres~r'ibed .polytr9pi~ d1stributio~: 
f..)lave investigated the effect this di.fference has on the PeJ;'iod 
v . • • • • . ' • • ... 
·calculated for the· first ·undertone .of the "non-rotatingu case·. One. series 
. . . . . ' ~ 
. o'f cal·c·ulations ·has been -done w'ith th~ standard '(for .th'is ·thesis) cubic . 
. . : . I I • . • . • 
interpo1_atio~ of the'd.ata t,hroughout ~the .fluid reg{on and a second series 
.. . of · calculatfons has been done with a simple linear interpolation ~ithin. 
. ' . 
the f~uid~ ·In ~11 ~ther ~spects . the tw~ programmes wer~ f~entfcal. In 
.. b?~h, t~e· cu~_ic . intetP.o.la~ion:_waf used ~ithin lhe ~ol~.d -~egions ,~ sq. . · 
.·. iterations were used in ·the inner co·re., 2270 in the fluid, and 284 in the/-
. . . . . . 1 . . 
mantie. ·The variation . of the: .Love numbers near the first · underton·e period· 
is shown in Table G{9)·. I !· 
. " 
·· The use of the cub1c i~terpolation yields a longer period for 
·the· fi_rst under!~n.e .than' the···1iflear i.nt~rpo.lat'ion,. and as . the ·cubic : . · 
· int~rpol~tion .ii· mo;e self-cbri~;~~ep't wH.h .·th~:· ass·umpti<>n. of a polytropi _c · 
density . distr.ibutio~ the p~~btai~e~ · t.s :.expected ,:t~ be ~re .. rel iabl~ . 
' . ·."\. 1 • 
. ·. (' 
~han. t ·hat generated with ·the ., ~n.ear interpolation_. 
. . 
·rhe actual shift in· the un.dertone p~riod is· app~oximately 6· 
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WHICH ARE UB1AINED USING DIFFERENT.lNTERPOLATION . 
' METHODS WITHIN ·THt FLUID CORE 
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·.The maximu~ differenc~ .. between the ·-oensitie·s gen·erated ~Y the -~ 
. . . . . I . 
two .in'terpol.atio.n · techni·q·~es. i~ only 0.009 gm/cm3 (near tjhe · cor~-mantJe 
. . ·. . . . . 
· boun·d~ry..) arid as ~.the' two :met~ods must agree .at the . radi ( .tab i ed in "fab·l e . 1, 
. . ' 
>,the. avera.ge - d~nsity differe~ce ' between the two' method~ is of the or~r of 
. :003 9m~cm3 • . FOr· compari Sim, the ·.d lffereoce betwe~n the adi ~batiC · pro~i.le / 
and 
1
the sub~adi~~at'ic density _profile is _of the ' order _of q_~ . less than. 
'3 . 
'•, 
. 4 gm/cm ·. The d.fr'ference · in the i-nterpolations . then amounts to an· 
in9rease in this 
-~ 
. I 
: j •• 
. . . 
.. 
departure · by ·"' 
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APPENDIX H .. ·.·· 
·THE EFFEcr'·oF WOBBLE 
. .. 
: ~r. R~c-hester has pol~ted. out ~hat th.e -.m~deljused in' this 
. res.earch fs · incomplete wtien .wobble ·is' pr~sent ·(e.g. the diurnal t .ides). 
• • t • . • 
. . .. ' . . ~ ~ ... . " 0 
and .. that .the wobble can be taken into account by retaining the . ac.c~1e·ra-
.. ... . 
.ti.on term ·{!.·_l'. ~ .. : Denoting the ampl it~de oi the · w~bble by Ct. and .· · : 
• • ' • 0 ' • 
. . . the circu.la~ frequency by· w . the a"ngu1ar acc~lera~ion can be wri~ten . ·. 
" •" . . . ' . ' . 
· ' ·· ~ • . -+ 
n . 




and the acce.l erat ion .t!!rm becomes 
. ·. ·~ . . \wt·· r-2. •.,. .· ....... s·-,] 
· · !'=·- ~ u.W 0t e \.. \. to ~ 'Q , . , 
. . . 
:.. 
.· 
The- arditio~~l inertia·l f?rce-.a.cc~mpari~ing wobbl_e wll .l . th~n . 
caus~ the RHS of (1.22} to• be suppi~ented . by the. term 1.-
, . . , . . :.., . I 
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and·. the RHS of · (1 •. 30) by . .. I 
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